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lntroduction
Background
Kingston 2025 is the first unified and comprehensive evaluation of the land use and settlement pattern
within the City of Kingston since the original Comprehensive Plan was written in 1961. The original
1961 plan was a Cornprehensive Development Plan in the strictest sense. lt prescribed a precise mix of
land uses on a block-by-b[ock basÍs to achieve the open space, housing, conrmercíal and employment
goals of the City. lt identified specific street improvements and forthe Uptown business area, it even
included a very specífic physical plan including a pedestrian mall, which was never constructed. lt goes
without saying that in the 5û+ years since preparation of the Lg6L Plan that Kingston has changed
dramatically.

Since l-961, the City has made a number of changes to its land use regulations, some proactive based on
study and planning, others reactive based on certain evolving trends or in response to specific
development proposals. The City of Kingston has continuously undertaken focused land use studies
since the 1-98CIs. The following is a list of plans commissioned by the City, County or other institutlons
that contain land use recommendations for the City over the last 25 years and prior to preparation of
this Comprehensive Plan:

. Local Waterfront Revitalization Plan (LWRP)

. Waterfront lmplementation Plan

. UCP Management Plan (Heritage Area plan)

. UC Transportation Council Flans
c lntermodal Facility Site Location And Conceptual Design Analysis
Lr Route 32 at Fair Street lntersection Study (2006)
I Uptown Stockade Area Transportation plan (2009)
La City of Kingston I Town of Ulster Quiet Zone and Pedestrian Safety and Mobility

Analysis: 2006
c l-587 lntersection Study
o Ulster County Non-Motorized Transportation plan

c Washington Avenue Corridor Study

' Kingston Climate Action Plan {201-2) and 201-0 Community-Wide & Local Government Operations
Energy and Greenhouse Gas Emissions lnventory

. Central Broadway Plan

. Broadway West Plan

. Hudson Landing Proposed Development Design Book

' Land Use and Zoning Analysis for County Owned Properties in the City of Kingston and Town of
Ulster

. Economic Base Diversification Master Plan

The sheer volume of relevant planning documents indicates the desire of the City for ordered and
well-planned growth.
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The problem confronting Kingston in late 201-l-, when the Comprehensive Plan update process began,

was that these plans were disparate. They were prepared at various times, by various interests and

their focus varied in geographic relevance. Because of this, their recommendations were at times

inconsistent. Additionally, because of the sheer volume of planning documents, the City was unlikely

to look to this broad catalog of plans for guidance as new concerns evolved. The City's planning

policies had become unwieldy,

To remedy this the City undertook the update of its 196L Comprehensive Plan. Originally conceived as

a necessary update required to update and streamline the City's development regr:lations, the City

quickly came to understand the value of the Comprehensive Planning Process âs ä means to engage the

public, look to old problems with fresh perspectives, compile the extensive catalog of preceding

planning work, and to focus attention on areas of the City that had not been the subject of intensive

previous planning.

What is a Comprehensive Plan?

A comprehensive plan is a document prepared by a local government that looks at the interrelated

functions of a community, establishes aspirations based on public and stakeholder input and establishes

strategies to achieve those aspirations by coordinating the efforts of local government staff,

departments and regulatory boards, and to a lesser extent, those efforls of higher layers of government

such as the County, State and Federal governments. At its core, a comprehensive plan is a document

that sets a destination for a community and maps a course to get there.

A Comprehensive Plan is not required under New York State Law. However, New York State law

requires that zoning, if aclopted by a City, be in harmony with a "well considered plan." Generally, all

actions of the City Council, departments and regulatory boards should be consistent with the

Comprehensive Plan. New York State Legislative statutes enacted since l-993 have required local and

state government review of local actions to determine whether they are consistent with the

comprehensive plan. Additionally, other government agencies, whether they be adjoining

communities or higher levels of government, must considerthe policies and goals of the Comprehensive

Plan when considering actions that may impact the City.

Before the City Council adopts ä new plan or any amendments to the existing plan, the City will hold a

public hearing in order to allow for comments from City residents and other interested parties. This

updated comprehensive plan will be subject to the provisions of the State Environmental Quality Review

Act {SEQRA) under article eight of the New York State Ënvironmental Conservation Law. Once the plan

is adopted by the City Council it will remain on file in the City Planning Office. The adopted

Comprehensive Plan shall be reviewed for relevance REGULARLY to ensure the document continues to

adequately meet the needs of the City.

This plan sets forth goals and objectives for the City as a whole, while specifically focusing on areas

including Uptown, Midtown and the RondoutlWaterfront areas" For the Rondout and Uptown areäs,

this plan largely consolidates the planning work performed previously. For Midtown this plan includes

new policies for revitalizing this challenged area of the City that has seen the departure of its core

industries, and that has developed around an obsolete auto-dependant, snrall-lot strip corridor.
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Balancing economíc development white retaining and fostering the highest quality of life for the City's
residents is of the greatest importance in this planning effort"

Process

ln order to prepare this plan the Cíty created a Comprehensive Plan Steering Committee (CpSC) and
Advisory Committee (CPAC) which consisted of members of the City Council, Planning Board, Zoning
Board, Community Development Agency, Flanning Staff and citizens from a broad range of backgrounds
including business, civic and environmental organizations to provide a range of perspectíves on planning
and development issues.

The CPSC/CPAC has convened a numher of times to pour over the significant catalog of existing planning
studies and to discuss issues confronting the City. Shuster-Turner, the planning consultant, has
prepared and compiled a numberof planning studies inclulding:

. Ëxist¡ng Land Use Maps;

. Environmental Constraints Maps;

. Public Facilities Maps;

. City Staff and Departmental lnterviews;

. Review and Report on Past Planning Efforts;

. Review of Varíances;

. Review of Statutory and Case Law Compliance of Existing Codes;

. Consistency of Land Use and Zoning analysis;

. Demagraphicconditionsanalysis.

The cPSCICPAC then embarked on a three-phased public outreach effort.
of:

This effort was comprised

Online and paper surveys on a number of topical areas including opinion on existing conditions;
support for potential policies; and prioritization of existing needs;

ldentification of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) in a small-group
workshop meeting;

Online submission of suggestions through the City website;

These prior reports, analyses and public outreach processes culminated in the development of a Vision
for the City, adopted by the Steering Comm¡ttee and upon which the second phase of plan preparation
is based.

While the process of Plan reconnaissance was ongoing, additional plans, studies and ínitiatives by City
Agencies and not-for-profits were in preparation. Shortly after the Vision was adopted by the
cPSC/CPAc, several of these plans were introduced to the CPSC/CPAC through a series of presentatíons.

a
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These include

Kingston Parks and Recreation Master Plan - adopted by the Common Council in January of

2t13;
Kingston Urban Agricultural lnitiative - accepted by the Common Council in February 201'4 and

forwarded to the Plan consultants for consideration;

Planning for Rising Waters: Final report of the City of Kingston Tidal Waterfront Flooding Task

Force adopted by the Common Council on November l-2, 201.3;

Kingston Bluestone Survey - Final report presented to Common Council - Novennber 20L3;

Complete Streets Advisory Council - Draft plan presented to Common Council in September of

20TL;

Kingston Conservation Advisory Council Natural Resource lnventory - Continues to be under

preparation , however, three preliminary reports have been provided including:

c, Preliminary Review of Open Space and Natural Rescurces for the City of Kingston, NY

DRAFT Ðecember 2013

'J Natural Areas and Wildlife in Your Community: A Habitat Summary Frepared for the City

of Kingston (May 2014i
o Signifìcant Habitats in Selected Areas of the City of Kingston {,201'4j

Trolley Museum of New York - Potential to extend Trolley service along the waterfront and to

downtown {Midtown).
Patricia Murphy - a local historian addressed the CPSC with recommendations to protect historic

resources;

It is noted, that following commissioning of this plan update, Ulster County, at the request of the City,

initiated a transportation plan for the Broadway Corridor in Kingston that includes a land use element in

its scope of work. This Broadway Corridor transportation plan dovetaìls with the intensive focus of this

plan on Midtown. lt has been determined, that these two plans should proceed cooperatively in

developing strategies for this critical area of the City. This ensures that the County and City will

proceed with compatible policies for revitali¿ation.

Also following the adoption of the Vision, the City Community Development Agency has selected

consultants to prepare its Phase 3 Brownfield Opportunity Area Plan. This Plan will likely contain

relevant land use recomrnendations that will need to be considered in future plan updates.

State Environmental Quality Review

State Environmental Quality Review (SEQR) identifies the adoption of a municipality's land use plan as

an action that is presumed likely to have a significant impact on the envíronment. SEQR particularly

recommends that a City prepare a Generic Environmental lmpact Statement {Generic Ë15) for the

adopticn of a Comprehensive Plan.

Generic ElSs are broader than site- or project-specific ElSs. Because a Comprehensive Plan only sets

policy governing future land use and land development, and because zoning only regulates land use and

land development, details as to site-specifics (location, size, topography, environmental resources,
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habitat, social settíng, etc.) and to project-specif ics {square footage, height, operational and
construclion parameters, etc.) are not available. Therefore SEQR requires that Generíc ilSs should
discuss the logic and rationale for the choices advanced.

SEQR instructs municipalities to base Generic ElSs on conceptual ínformation and to identify ímportant
natural resources, important cultural features, patterns and character. Generic ElSs should discuss the
implications of policies that narrow future options {such as regulations) as well as analyze hypothetical
situations that are likely to occur isuch as increased population with increasing areas where residential
development is permitted). (See 6 NYCRR 617.1û)

Kingston 2A23 by its very nature is its own Generíc ElS. The Plan analyses existing and evolving concerns
which the City is confronting, considers the existing built and regulatory environment, considers market
pressures and proposes policies that will serve to achieve the social and economic needs of the
community as well as mitigate potential impacts currently threatening natural, historic and cultural
resources under baseline conditions.

However, in balancing the triad of social, economic and environmental needs, a policy intended to
achieve one factor, rnay result in impacts to others. For example, the provision of affordable housing
to achieve social equity, may result in economic impacts from higher clemand for tax-funded services
and could result in increased traffic due to higher densities typícal of affordable housing.

Because of this, Kingston 2025 not only describes existing conditions, and the policies sought to achieve
the City's goals, but a Generic Ënvironmental lmpact Discussion follows each objective proposed in this
Plan. That Generic Invironmental lmpact Díscussion serves as a consideration of environmental,
economic and social impacts that may occur as a result of proposed policies and discusses the
implications of these policies and the reasoning of the City in balancing the social, economic and
environmental needs.

This document serves as the Generic Environmental lmpact Statement for the policies and
recommendations contained herein. Because of this, thresholds and criteria are established and have
been incorporated throughout the policies of this document, and within which environmental impacts
are anticipated to be minirnized to the maximum extent practicable. ln adopting these policies,

Kingston has considered a range of acceptable alternatives, and found that among this range of
acceptable alternatives, and in consideration of economic and social needs of the community, the
policies contained herein best mitigate environmental impacts, while most effectively achieving the
City's Vision,

Format
Kingston 2025 is intended to be a concise and eminently usable document. The Plan relies on
significant analysis of existing conditions, prior planning studies, and public outreach. Were all of this
background included in the document, the Plan would be extremely unwieldy and its usefulness
severely limited. Nevertheless, this document appends by reference the Kingston 2025 Online
0atabook at www.lsingston-ny.com/2025. This databook will be an online repository of the adopted
plans and background information upon which thls plan has been developed,
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Further, this PIan has been organized into several chapters including:

lntroduction - A description of process and background
Local and Regional Setting - A very brief description of the existíng locational, historíc and
physical disposition of the community
Vision - The Vision Statement developed by the CPSC/CPAC that has guided plan preparation
and should guide future decisions by government

Plan - The Plan sect¡on of Kingston 2025 is broken up into several chapters coveríng subject
matter and specific geographic areas of the City as set forth below. Each section is organized
with a brief introduction, one or more "goals," which are broad aspirational statements,
"objectives," which are more detailed targets to be achieved and "strategies" which are policy

recommendations to achleve those targets. lt should be clearly noted that the City intends to
work toward achieving objectives, even where strategies are not ídentifíed. Further, the
strategies listed are not exhaustive. The City should continue to develop strategies in order to
achieve the objectives, and update the plan with new strategies (or remove strategies that have

been implemented or are found to be ineffective) as often as possible. Lastly a Generic
Ënvironmental Discussion is included discussing the strategies being recommended.

c, Overview
o Housing
{:r Open Space Resources

r: EconomicDevelopment
() Transportation and Mobility
ú Historic Resources

û Public Facilities
u Midtown Core Area
* Uptown Core Area
* Rondout Core Area and Hudson River Waterfront
) Future

Timing and Responsibility - This section is a matrix that not only summarizes the
recommendations of the plan, but sets a target time frame for implementation, identifies the
City Agency or Department with primary responsibility and any potential strategic partners
involved.
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Local and Regional Setting

Kingston is located on the Hudson River in the Mid
Hudson Region of the Hudson Valley. li is the County Seat,
has excellent highway access along the New york State
Thruway and is in close proximity to both New york City
and the City of Albany. Kingston also is a gäteway to the
Catskills, which, along with the Hudson River waterfront
cn íts eastern border, lends a bucolic, rural backdrop to
the distinctly urban City environment.

History
The village of Kingston was originally founded in l-652 as a
farming settlement and named Ësopus after a Native
American tribe of the Lenni Lenape that inhabìted the
area. The Dutch settlement was then renamed to
Wiltwijk, which became Kingston, when the English took
possession.

For a brief time in l-777, the Village of Kingston became
the first capital of New York, when New york City was
occupied by the British and Albany was in danger of
attack from the North. ln October 1777, General Vaughn
was sailing north on the Hudson River to rendezvous with
General Burgoyne in Albany, when Burgoyne's Army was
defeated at Saratoga. General Vaughn instead
disembarked on the shores of the Rondout marching on
the Capital, Vaughn's army burnt 30û buildings to the
ground, but rnany of the walls of the stone buildings
remained and the Village was rebuilt, with many of the
buildings preserved to this day located around the
Stcckade District.

"ln 1-872, the Villçge ú
Kingston, hamlet of
Wilbur end the Village

of Rondout, which was

the eastern terminus of
the Deltwüre tnd
Hudson Cansl merged tt
farm the City of
Kingston."ln 1872, the Village of Kingston, hamlet of Wilbur and the

Village of Rondout, which wãs the eastern terminus of
the Delaware and Hudson Canal merged to form the City
cf Kingston. At the time the region was deeply
involved in the shipment of materials to New york City, -Hisiorvof Kìns5ton

including bluestone mined in the Catskills, limestone for
cement mined from Ponckhockíe and other areas of Ulster County, brick manufactured along the
Rondout Creek and Hudson River and coal originatíng in the Pocono Mountains and transported east on
the D&H Canal to the port at Rondout.
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Existing Neighborhoods
Because of its being founded in a merger of two villages,

Kingston has become a City of neighborhoods. "Uptown"
corresponds with the original Village of Kingston and is located

at the western end of the City. lt is generally noted for its

historic stone houses and three-story mixed-use buildings,

pedestrian scale comnrercial streets, and County offices. This

âreê is aÌso identified as the "Stockade Dìstrict", ãn ãrea

clesignated on the National Register of Historic Places, that is an

eighi-hlcck area originally demarcated by raised berms and

stockade walls upcn which the original Dutch settlen¡ent was

situated.

Åt the eastern end af the city is the "Rondout" area

correspanding with the original Village of Rondout. lt is also

noted for historic mixed-use pedestrian scale commercial

streets, but of four-story heights, and dominated by restaurants

and recreational uses, as well as sûmê continuing active

water-dependant industry along the Rondout Creek.

Several other smaller neighborhoods sprang Llp

around these tliree centers, including

Ponckhockie, locatecl near lhe confluer¡ce of the
Rondout Creek and Hudsan River and Wilbur, a

more rural area located in the southern area of
ihe City.

i
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Tlrese two orlginal community centers are linked by Broadway, At the center of this linkage is

"Midtown" a district ihat concentrated many of the conrmunity facilities of the two merged villages *
eity Hall, the central post office, the original armory, Kingston Hospital, Kingston High School ãmong

others. The area was more recently built up than
ihe twc villages, nruch of it heavier commercial
and manulacturing uses located at a confiuence of
rail lines in the center of the City. This area was

historicalÌy donrinated by the Textile indusiry, but
since has become a regional center for Arts and

Cuitu¡aluses.
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Regiona I Accessibility
Prinrary regionai access to Kingston is from Exit L9 of the l\ew York State Thruway (lnterstaTe 871.

Other regional eccess is provided via Rcute 9W to the south; Route 32 which provides access to the

souih and to the Town of Ulste¡' tc the north; Route 28 which provides access to the Catskills to the

west. The Kingston-Rhinecliff Bridge {NY State RoL¡te 1"99} provides a crossing of the Hudsan River

approxinrately 2 miles north of the e ity.
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Regional bus service is provided by Adirondack Trailways from Uptown Kingston. Regional train service
is provided by Amtrak from Rhinecliff directly across the Hudson River from Ponckhockie and
Metro-North service providÍng åccess to the New York City metropolitan commuter rail system is
available from Poughkeepsie approxirnately ?0 miles to the south. Metro-North provides rail access to
New York eity and multiple lines radiating from three train hubs ín Manhattan and Secaucus, New Jersey
provide access to the New York City commuter shed including New Jersey, Long lsland, Connecticut and
the lower Hudson Valley. Regional air service is provided from Stewart lnternational Aírport 3g miles
to the south in the Town of New Windsor or 65 miles to the north from Albany lnternational Airport,
General Aviation access is avaiiable at the Kíngston-Ulster Airport, approximately three miles north of
the City, but this airport has a limited runway length that precludes use by all but the smallest general
aviatlon jets.

The City also contains the active West Shore Hudson River freight rail line owned by CSX. This |ine runs
from Albany sauth to NJ and provides access to the national rail freight network.

Physícally Gonstrained Land
The Ciiy has several areas that are not suitable for intensive future development. This principally
involves existing flood hazard areas, wetlands, steep slopes, as well as low-lying areas along the tidal
Hudsan River and Rondout Creek. Not surprisingly, most of these lands have remained generally
undeveloped. One exception to this is the flood hazard area along the Hudson River and Rondout
Creek, where water accËss first fueled water-dependent industry, and later transitioned to the current
mix of restaurant, entertainment, recreational and cultural uses alongside remnant industry and
brownfields.

Where existing areas rernain underdeveloped in these regions of the City, the City should consider
significantly restricting future development. Generally, significantly physically constrained lands would
best be lirnited to use for agriculture, Ðpen space, recreation, and rural,density residential. physically

constrained lands are shown in Figure 6 as the gray hatched areas.

Further exploration of these physically constrained areas is likely not necessary as these areãs are
generally undeveloped and not suited for future development.
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Sea Level Rise and Clirnate Action
The City recently prepared "Planning for Rising Waters": a final report of the City of Kingston Tidal

Flooding Task Force was adopted in November 2013 to the Com,mon Council, This report has

examined several scenarios for sea level rise and contains recommendations for lands that are likely to
be physically constrained in the future. That report concluded that global sea levels were likely to rise

fry beiween 33 and 68 inches by 21-0t, and included 24 clear recommendations for addressing sea level

rise,

Recornmendations in thai report, as well äs the preceding Climate Action Plan, are intended to help

mitigate losses from rising sea levels, and to prorì1rtÈ more sustainable development practices. These

âct¡ons aim io reduce local greenhouse gas emissions that collectively, with global greenhouse gas

emissions, lead to global climate change that can constraín additional land in the future. Many of the

reccmmendations in the document are relevant to operational actions, but several land use and policy

recommenclations are made that are of value to land use planning.



Recommendations of the plan relevant to land use include:

L. Deveiop a Kingston Waterfront Long-term Resiliency plan;
2' Reduce Kingston's greenhouse gas emissions through implementation of Kingston's Climate

Action Plan, green infrastructure and green architecture;
3' Ensure that zoning designations consider increasing risk and vulnerability from floodíng and

sea-level rise;
4. Require that proposals for new development of any kind in the Flood Hazard Overlay ûistríct

take flood risk into account;
5. Reduce stormwater, upland flooding and combined sewer overflows through green

infrastructure and best stormwãter mänâgement practices;
6. Research, evaluate and implement changes to City buiidíng and zoning codes that will increase

resiliency and are cost-effective and socially equítable;
7. Study the feasibility of using policy, zoning and building codes to achieve creative,

water-dependent and water-enhanced uses that are resilient, including elevated, amphibious, or
floating structures, wharves, berms and elerrated rights of way;

8. Evaluate the use of natural buffers and green shoreline infrastructure to reduce flsod risk and
erosion and conserve natural resource functions;

I' Ensure opportunitíes exist for open space and recreation over the long term;
l-0. Revise emergëncy management planning documents;
1i-. Ensure safe access and evacuation along the waterfront during regular flood events.

The City of Kingston Climate Action Plan made several recommendations regarding measures that can
be employed to reduce greenhouse gas emìssions, enhance operational and energy efficiencies, reduce
energy costs, support local job growth, and adapt to a changing climate while improving quality of life,
saving taxpayer dollars, and promoting social justice. The policies of this document are incorporated
hereto by reference and inclucle recommendations for government operations, facilities, equipment,
and decision-making considerations. Specific land use poiicies included in the Climate Action plan and
particularly relevant to land use include:

a. Adopt goals and policies that promote ã cûmpact, transit oriented, bikeable and
walkable community; promote infill development; prohibit new development in
floodplains and preserve and protect open space, biodiversity, and water supplies.

b. lntegrate and advance Transit Oriented Design;
c. Promote and expand accessibility to transit;
d' Actively support, promote and implement the City's Complete Street polícy;
e. Develop a Bicycling Master plan;

f. lmprove Bike Infrastructure, Create Bicycle Friendly Zones;
g. Ðevelop a Pedestrian Master plan;

h. lmprove sidewalks;
i. Create raíl traíts;
j. Use the authority of the City's Planning Board to assure that new development projects

reflect the community's desires for a low carbon/low emissions future;
k. Develop City gcvernment policies that promote the use of transit, carpooling,

vanpooling, flex scheduling, and examine telecommuting where appropriate;
l. Explore the feasibilíty of planning, pern"fitting, zoning, and providing infrastructure

necessary to ãccommodate electric vehicles;
HËvI
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rn. Adopt a local 'green infrastructure' ordinance promoting the use of rain gardens,
vegetated swales, green roofs, porous pavement that recharge groundwater systems or
retain water on-site to the maximum practical extent ínstead cf detaining and conveying
stormwater off-site;

n' Use, demonstrate and promote green infrastructure in City projects, on City properties;
t, Enhance municipal codes and regulations to: Encourage non-toxic land management

prãctices; encÕurage and promote the use of native plants; encourage and promote the
use of water conserving landscape plants and techniques known as xeriscapíng; support
and strengthen tree planting and management; integrate standard 'green' principles for
tree planting and permeability requirements;

p. Consider the development of a comprehensive Urban Forestry Master Plan as part of
the eomprehensíve Master Planning process;

q. Continue to actively support the efforts to advance community and school gardens in
the eig of Kingston to encourage local food production;

r, ereate and adopt loral "Green Building" standards;

These two important planning efforts provide policies and recommendations that should be considered
broadly as the City formulates lcng-term plans. Sever¿l specific land use plan recommendations have
been incorporated herein, but any significant long-term land use policy decisions should consider both
plans as guideposts for energy efficiency, coastal vulnerability, sustainability and making climate-smart
decisíons.
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Vision
Long range planning begins with a

community's vision for its future, The Vision
statement provides a short succinct statement
against which all policies and proposals ean
easily be tested. Kíngston 2tZS,s Vísion
Statement is based on extensive public
outreach including:

. Select¡on of a Comprehensive plan

Advisory Committee and Steering

Committee (CPAC and CpSCi from a

diverse assemblage af citizens

engaged in civìc, business and trade
organizations as well as City Staff;

. Online and pãpÈr survËys on a

number of topical areas including
sentiment on existing conditions;
support for potential policies; and

prioritizatlon of existing needs;
. ldentification of Strengths,

Weaknesses, Opportunities and

Threats iSWOT) in a well-attended
smali-group workshop meeting;

. Online submission af suggestions

through the City website;
. Engagement of other planning

initiatives proceeding at the same
time as the Plan preparation;

This helped to lead the public to an
understanding of how they would líke to see
their community develop over the next 20
yeårs. Based on the significant public input
received, rhe CPAC/CPSC disrilled this
stakeholder input inta a Vision Statement.

ln developing this Plan to achieve this vision, it was the desire of the cpAc/cpsc to create Guiding
Principals upon which to base Goals, objectives and Strategies. These principals are intended to
ensure that the P[an balances economic, social, and environmental interests in promoting a sustainable
and enduring plan.

Vision Statement

"ln 2A25, Kingston wilt be a City of
Neighborhoads - vibront neighborhaads diverse in
land use and diverse in populotion.
Development will be facused araund four cores
íncorporating oncl reflecting the historic ond
Õrchitectural heritage of the City at the Stackode
District; st the Randaut; at o future Hudsan
Landing Aore; ond at o new core in Midtown
centered at the existing ulster pert'arming Arts
Center, Iåese cores will be comprised of
mixed-use centers wíth muttifamÌly residentia!
incorporaied with ground flaor retoil; pedestrian
and bicycle friendly streets; active ¿rse of
sidewclks; traditianol architecture and historic
identity, These nades wíll be cannected not only
by a network of streefs supporting
slow-speed/high-capacity vehicular travel, but by
u network of on-road ond off-road bicycle poths,
and by public transit ranging fram shuttle bus to
trolley" Extending autward from the cores,
lawer densitíes af mostly welf-maintained and
predominantly awner-occupied twa-family and
sinEle-fomily residentisl neighbarhoods witt
dominote, with occasional neighborhood corner
sfores and well-designed townhouses ond
multifamily residential ínterspersed, Remote
ar enviranmentally-sensitive areas will remsin as
open spüte, agriculture, forestry ar used for
clustered, very law-density residential.
Employment opportunities ¡¡till be diverse fram
County çavernment, historic tÕuúsm and
speeialty retail in uptawn; to arts ond new media
in Midtown; to cultural, water-related, restourant
çnd entertainment uses in the Rondout; and to
clean, green industry olong existing active rail
lines and within the Kingstan Business pürk.', rf) c
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These principals are of equal importance regardless of order:

Historic and cultural resources of the City must be strongly protected and leveraged to the
maximtlm extent to attract residents, businesses and tourism thereby creating and promoting
economic deveiopment;

Ethniq cultural, and ineome diversity is a desirable element of Kingston's social fabríc and land
use must provide a range of housing choices in support of that diversíty;

Employment opportunities offering a living wage should be accessible from all residential
neighborhoods without reliance on co¡'nmutation in individual automobiles;
Access to household needs including basic consumables such as basic clothing, sanitary goods,
cleaning suppf ies and nutritious food is vital in all of Kingston's neighborhoods includíng access

to land far individual or eommurrity agriculture {urban agrieulture and community gardens};

It is preferable tc focus future development on lands in existing develaped areas (in-fill), and in
obsolete heavy commercial and industrial areas (brownfieldsi than on virgin undeveloped land
(greenfieldsi;

A lancl use pattern with a mix of uses centered araund neighborhoods is preferable to a land use
pattern with cammercial uses provided along vehicular corridors (sprawl);

Kingston's strëets must be accessible to non-motorized modes of transportation and respect all
ages and mobility levels including cyclists, pedestríans, and wheelchair-bound persûns
(complete streets);

Kingston affects and ís affected by land use patterns in surrounding communities;
Kingston must accommodate the needs of a range of industries including the arts, retail, foad,
recreation, tourism, medical, oifice, manufacturing, and public service to foster strong
employment opportunities and economic susta inability;
Recreational offerings must be diverse and robust including both public and private and indoor
and outdoor Õpt¡ons;

Land use planning must not only consider existing physically and envíronmentally constrained
land, but also land that may be constrained in the futi.¡re due to rising sea level and global

clímate change;

ConservatÍon cf open space and sensitive habitat is as crucial as development of those areas
that are well suited to use of land;

Sustainable approaches to stormwater mänãgernent {6reen infrastructure líke green roofs, rain
gardens, porous pavement and landscaped swales) are preferable as being more efficient and
less prone to failure;

All land use and construction practices should promote energy efficiency and sustainability;

a

a

a
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The vision and guiding principles are the basis for several goals to be met by 2025
further distilled hereafter into more concrete objectives and Índividual strategies.
Plan are of equal importance regardless of order:

These goals are

The goals of this

6oal 1:

Goal 2:

Goal 3

Goal 4

Goal 5:

Goal 6:

Goal 7:

Goal 8:

Goal9

Goal 10:

Goal 1-1

Promote a sustainable citywide land use policy;

Promote maintenance and improvernent of exísting stable neighborhoods outside the
"mixed-use cores;"

Preserve constrained lands as open spãce, agriculture or very low-density residential
clustered development as appropriate;

Enhance employment opportunitíes and promote economic vitality in the city;

Promote an effective and comprehensive transportation system that enhances safety,
encourages and enables active mobility for all users of the streets including chiidren,
families, older adults, and people w¡th disãbiliiies, ensures accessibility, minimizes
environmental impacts and encourages community connectivity;

Promote further preservation of City historic and architectural resources and leverage
them for further economic development;

Be proactive rather than reactive in improving public infrastructure including City
streets, water and wastewater infrastructure, as well as enhanced park facilities;

Promote a new planned commercial node in Midtown centered around education, the
arts, entertainment and ethnic diversity;

Ëncourage continued and vibrant m[xed-use land use patterns in Uptown centered
around area hìstoric resources and County offices;

Encourage vibrant mixed-use land use patterns in Rondout centered around waterfront
access, restaurants and tourist attractions, and active recreation.

Encourage development of a new Hudson Landing mixed-use area consistent with the
Hudson Landing Design Manual;
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Plan: Overview

The guiding principal of the plan for Kingston is to concentrate density and retail commercial uses in

three core âreas: Uptown centered at the Stockade District, Midtown centered at the Ulster Performíng

Arts Center, and Rondout centered at the foot of Broadway. The planned Hudson Landing development
on the Hudson Riverfrontwillform a fourth core neighborhood based on detailed design guidelines and

neotraditional development standards.
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These mixed core areas should be centers for local life providing nutritìous fresh food, necessary

personal services, transportation and mass transit options, employment opportunities at a range of
incomes, a diversity of housing options, and nearby public and private recreational facilities. Each

core area should be focused around complimentary and non-competing niches, with Uptown
concentrated around historic resources and historic-based tourism, County Government, and an eclectic

mix of specialty retail; Midtown concentrated around the arts, education, new media, healthcare,

culture, ethnic foods, and growing and selling of locally grown produce; and Rondout as a center for
waterfront tourism, restaurants, active recreation and local specialty retail.

The City as whole should seek to attract new "green" jobs in industries involved in clean energy, energy

efficiency and other emerging technologies that support sustainable living and reduction of greenhouse

gas emissions - an industry cluster that will continue to develop as climate change progresses. Such

industries should be welcome in all three core areas of
the Cíty as well as the Kingston Business Park. Also

vital to allthree cores and all neighborhoods of the City

are the City's diverse and plentiful historic resources.

No feature is as identífiable with the character of
Kingston and preservation of these structures and

districts is vital not only for the aesthetic and cultural
enjoyment of residents and the education of new
generations, but also as one of the most important
industry clusters - tourism.

The areas surrounding these cores should contain
stable neighborhoods of quality housing, mostly in one-

and two-family residences. The densities of existing
neighborhoods should be maintained and the
proliferation of illegal conversions should be reversed.

Residential neighborhoods are not and need not be

monolithic, however.

Housing choices for residents of all incomes should be

provided throughout the City, and limited multifamily is

appropriate in all areas, especially in obsolete former
commercial and industrial buildings. Also, while retail commercial should be focused in the cores as

opposed to along continuous auto-centric corridors, opportunities for occasional corner stores should

not be precluded. These existing neighborhoods, as well as the core areas should take advantage of
"missing teeth" ivacant lots or lots with vacant structures) as an opportunity for community gardens and

urban agriculture.

Joining neighborhoods to core are¿¡s should be a nelwork of complete streets. The City should adopt a

clear policy of improving the function of existing streets to ãccommodate pedestrians of all ages,

cyclists, and the disabled at an equal or greater príority than vehicular traffic. Such streets should be

the norm and provide access throughout the City's neighborhoods.

'The guiding principal of
the plan fCIr Kingston is

to concentrate density

and retail commerc¡al

uses in three core areas:

Uptown centered at the
Stockade District,

Midtown centered at

the Ulster Perform¡ng

Arts Center, and

Rondout centered at the

foot of Broadway."
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The implementation of these complete streets should be prioritized in first linking the three existing

core areäs, but radiating out into existing neighborlroods as qLrickly as possible. Complernenting this
network of complete streets should be a network of off-street walking and cycling patlrs, taking
advantage of defunct rail lines wherever possible. The Kingston Land Trust's Greenline Conceptual

Plan provides an excellent starting point for implementing a transportation network that serves all

Kingston residents.

Not only do complete streets and off-road trails provide transportation infrastructure, but they serve ãs

ä meãns of exercise and recreation. The City provides and should continue to provide a range of
recreationalfacilities appropriate to their neighborhoods and servirrg a variety of interests.

Though from a regiorral standpoint it ìs preferable to concentrate density in Cities there are areas of
Kingston that are most appropriate to be preserved as open space, especially those that a¡e

environmentally constrained {See Environrnental Constraints Map on Page 10). This includes not only
green space, but blue spaces of navigable v,/ãters, estuary and coastal areas. The southerly area of the
City along both sicles of Wilbur Avenue between Greenkill Avenue and Abeel Street should be preserved

in its existing undeveloped character lo the extent practical. lt should be tlre overwhelming preference

of the City to prioritize reuse of existing buildings, redevelopment of brownfields and obsolete buildings,

intensification or "building upwards" of existing core areas, over äny new greenfield development.
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Open spaces and natural resources should not be limited to outlying areas, however, there are valuable
natural resources and habitats throughout the City, and efforts to preserve these natural resources are
vital. They provide the City w¡th biological, ecological, aesthetic and recreational value as well as

opportunities for groundwater recharge and erosion control. The City should seek to identify and
príoritize the preservation of important natural resources through acquisition, appropriate zoning and
regulation, and partnering with land trusts and other not-for-profits.

Kingston is a Clímate Smart Community. lt recognizes the impact of sprawl, energy inefficiency and

waste on global climate. While the problem is global, every solution to the problem must begin locally
and the City supports and endorses the Kingston Climate Action Plan, which contains real strategies to
make government and the City's development pattern more sustainable and energy efficient. Kingston
further recognizes that Sea Level is rising and will
continue to rise through the end of this century. The

tidally influence shoreline of Kingston will likely see "Open SpACeS and
rises of between three and six feet drasticallv imoactins . , r , ,

life along the Hudson River and Rondout cr""t . Rr"ui natUral reSoUrceS Snoulcl
along the shoreline need to acknowledge the hard fact nOt be lim itgd tO
that sea level ríse and intensification of storms will
result in areas of the city becoming vutnerabte to OUtlying afeAS, hOWeVef,

ll:o*nT..und 
storm surse. These areas must adapt to thgfe afe VAlUable

ïnrs reailÎy.

This basic tand use ptan is reftected in rhe foilowing natural resources and
"Plan:" chapters. This first chapter chiefly deals with habitatS thfOUghOUt thg
goals, objectives and strategies relevant to land use

recommendations for the entire city. other City, and eff0fts tO

",ii"iff::'i:::ï:J:""i.i1'i:' iJï ïi'"li; preserve these natural
transportation and mobility, historíc resources, and feSOUfCeS afe Vital."
public facilities. These subject-based chapters are also

applicable to the entìre City. Following these chapters

are three chapters that deal with the City's three principal core areas. Midtown is given additional
detailed treatment as the area of the City with the most identified need for planning. The Rondout core
was extended to include recommendations relevant to the Hudson River waterfront, including the
approved Hudson Landing development.

The last element of this plan is a chapter on the future. This plan should continue to be a living

document. The great people of Kingston, and its great agencies and institutions are continually striving
to make their community a better place. Planning is a never-ending process and this document must
be kept up-to-date in order to ensure that the Vision is achieved,

The title of this Plan - Kingston 2025 was intentionally named in order to prompt action should it ever

become out of date. The future must include regular update of this land use plan and incorporation of
new goals, objectives, and strategies as they are developed.
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Strategy 1.1.3: Require newly constructed multifamily un¡ts meet ADA standards and
enhanced accessibility standards. All new construction multifamily units should be required to meet
ADA accessibil¡ty standards. This could include only allowing units on floors higher than the second
story, where elevator access is provided, or limiting those units to efficiencies and one-bedroom units as

an incentive for the provision of elevators. This standard would exceed the existing building code.
Additionally, all new construction multifamily housing proposing more than six units should provide 10%
of units or at least one unit that is accessible without steps and via entryways, internal corridors and
doorways suitably wide to permit accessibility to those bound to wheelchairs (in excess of current ADA
requirements). Such units should also consider accessibility to wheelchair bound people in the design
of bathrooms and other living areas.

Strategy 1.1.5: Allow mixed-uses in the C-2 Districts. The C-2 zoning district that corresponds
mostly wíth Uptown and the Broadway Corridor do not allow residential uses, despite the fact that a

large proportion of the district is not only traditional urban form mixed-use buildings, but that much of
the area is comprised of single-family and two-family detached dwellings. Both areas are largely located
within the "Mixed-Use Overlay District" but this district is intended to allow for adaptive reuse and has
few regulations or requirements governing upper floor residential use or allowances for purely
residential uses including single-family residential like those located along John Street and throughout
the Uptown C-2 district.

Strategy 1.1.6: Abandon Mixed-Use Overlay Distr¡ct in favor of City-wíde standards for
adaptive reuse and affordable housing. This poorly named Mixed-Use Overlay District is actually a

district that allows the adaptive reuse of former industrial and commercial buildings for mixed-use
multifamily use within Uptown and Midtown. The concept is sound, but the requirements are nebulous
and open to broad interpretation and the process is complicated and difficult to understand. For
example standards requiring "sheltering elements" and "street trees" as "essential features of adaptive
reuse site plans." The affordability standards, which dominate the Mixed-Use District requirements,
could be simplified and a standard set of rules regarding the provision of affordable housing for all
multifamily residential applications in the City should be promulgated regardless of location.

The City should simplify the District Requirements by providing concrete standards, removing
unnecessary standards, and streamlining the code. Additionally, the actual mapped districts could be
eliminated in favor of clear applicability standards as to the size and/or age of existing buildings, the
types of former uses, and the proximity to certain mapped streets, Clear density standards should be
added and it should be clear as to what particular non-residential uses are permitted in adaptive reuse
projects and these uses should allow a broad range of neighborhood scale retail, personal services, as

well as live-work spaces (currently "artist lofts"). Provisions should also be made for permitting purely
residential buildings or providing buildings with some ground floor residential frontage as long as the
Planning Board finds that adjacent and nearby uses do not provide ground floor retail, and doing so
would not change the retail character of the neighborhood.

Generic Environmental Impact Ðiscussion: Concentrating density in the established urban cores is a sustainoble
proctíce that should pramote health ond decreose energy usoge. Allowing a mix of uses in these higher density
areas will further reduce travel times and energy expenditure and promote walking. Form-based codes and
aesthetic requirements should promote mointaining neighbarhood and area character, while minimizing
bureaucrotic deloy and unnecessary regutotion. Promating offordable housing and accessibi!íty throughout the
entíre city shauld promote social justice and reduce undue concentrations of poverty in particular areos af the City.
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Objective 1.2: Promote sustainable practices and green technologies in any proposed
redevelopment consistent with Climate Smart Communities Certification program;

Strategy 1.2.1: Provide local incentives for the incorporation of solar panels. potential
incentives could include a local short-term tax abatement that may encourage new building owners to
install panels on existing structures.

strâtegy 1.2.2: lmplement the recommendations of the Kingston Climate Action plan.

Generic Ënvironmental tmpact Discussion: The proposed recommendotions are not anticipated to result in adverse
impacts. The proposed recommendatíons are intended to result in ø reduction in the City's corbon foatprint,
thereby positively impacting global climote change.

Objective 1.3: Promote urban agr¡culture as a sustainable pract¡ce as a part of local and
regionalfood systems change, with a focus on Midtown;

Strategy 1.3.1: lnfornr the public to the benefits of Urban Agriculture. As more communities
focus on the importance of sustainability, the practice of urban agriculture, which strives to make food
"locâ1" through the cultivation of vacant land, turning roof tops and balconies into gardens and open
space livestock grazing is rapidly increasing. The practice of urban agriculture can serve as both a climate
change mitigatíon strategy, by reducing food miles, and adaptation, by enhancing food security and
urban resilience. Midtown, as a core area of this plan, should be the focus of Kingston's urban
agriculture strategy, which can: help reduce obesity rates, support access to fresh, healthy food,
especially in low income areas; provide an opportunity for citizens to grow their own food and
participate in the localfood system; and support economic, social, health, and environmental benefits.

Strategy 1.3.2: lncorporâte urban agriculture into the new zoning code. Broaden use districts
to include small residential lots, commercial, mixed-use, manufacturing, and waterfront districts.
lncorporate urban agriculture definitions into the zoning, Allow "Market Gardens" in the new zoning.
lncorporate appropriate accessory structures and uses, parking and loading, screening, appeärance, ãs
well as related ordinances to include including composting, garbage (solid waste), weeds, municlpal
water, prescribed burning, and gardening in municipal parks.

StratÊgy 1.3.3: lnstitute design review for urban agriculture projects. Allow sketch plans and
site drawings without a professional seal, which helps lower the transaction cost. Without clear
guidance about layout requirements and options, these can be rnore difficult for a typical applicant to
properly produce. A design pattern book is recommended.

Strategy 1.3.4: Allow urban agriculture in City parks. The Kingston Recreation Master plan

identifies Cornell Park as good candidate site for a community garden and some fruit trees. (As noted
in Strategy L.1-.2, vacant sites in Midtown should also be evaluated for urban agricultural use.)

Generic Environmental lmpact Discussion: Allowing the cultivat¡on of food withín neighborhoods wil! reduce the
amount of energy expended in bringing food to market, will moke fresh quatity food more accessible to resídents,
especially those constrained by limited incomes, qnd result in improved health and social equity. As long as
community gardens are well mqintained and da not fall into disuse, no odverse enviranmental impocts ore
anticipated as a result of this recommendstion.
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Objective 1.4: Promote a city-wide aesthetic and culture that is vibrant, âttracts visitors to
the City, and makes Kingston a more effective center for government, commerce and culture
in Ulster County;

Strategy 1.4.1: Create a cohesive design for public infrastructure and signage that celebrates
the qualities of each of the City's primary neighborhoods. The City should use and require uniform
street signage, wayfinding signage, street furniture, decorative plantings, and kiosks unique to the City
to promote local events and create a distinct sense of place [Funding may be available through Heritage
Areas Program formerly known as Urban Cultural Parksl. Such design should differentiate the three
main City neighborhoods of Uptown, Midtown and Rondout through color or iconography, but
otherwise be of uniform size and shapes throughout the City. One potential overarching theme could
identify the City as the gateway to the Catskills.

Strategy 1.4.2: Review permitting procedure for outdoor events including arts fairs, farmers
markets, and street performance and remove disincentives
such as exorbitant fees or unreasonable time restrictions.

Strategy 1.4.3: Encourage/require that businesses
ståy open during evening hours. The City should consider
requiring evening business hours for uses that require specíal
permits. Currently, most businesses in Uptown thrive off of
local County offices and other supporting uses. Many small
business establishments are closed at night decreasing
commercial ínterest during the evening. Achieving a critical
mass of retail, restaurant and service uses that remain open
into the evening may help to increase patronage. The City
should also consider ways to attract patronage to these
businesses during evening hours, including actively
programming local parks or working with local chambers and
business groups to have "night-out" events where local
businesses sponsor safe recreational events for children so that
parents may enjoy the City's dining and entertainment options.

Generic Environmental lmpoct Discussion: The proposed
recommendotions would make the City more navigable by
pedestríans, cyclists and matorists, reducing travel times and
unnecessary energy expenditure. This would bring more potronoge
to businesses and create jobs, as well as increase patranage to the
areas that are open for evening business hours. No adverse
environmental ímpacts are anticipated as a result of these
recommendatians.

Shops at the Eellevue ô
AvenueoftheArts ô
Clty Hall ô
Academy of Muslc ç
Chestnut StreetShopplng Ç
Prnxw¡y Mus¡ur,¡s Dlsr¡rrt;r €
füxv¿r.¡r¡oN Cr:¡¡rr.n Dlsrn,lcr f
W,rs¡l¡xcro¡.1 SeurnE Dlsrnlcr I
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Above: An example of wayfinding
signage from Philadelphia. The

signage is uniform in form and size

throughout the City, but different
"Districts" are provided different
icons and colors. A similar system
could be employed throughout
Kingston.
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Plan: Housing

Throughout life, the typical person will spend more time at

home than any other single location. This is especially true
of children and older adults. Therefore, homes and

neighborhoods inform life experiences perhaps more than

any other locational factor. Because of this, most people

have strong preferences about where they live.

There is a diversity in the type of residences people choose

for themselves and their families, but often economic

realities reduce the amount of options available, and often

the realities imposed by aging or transitioning through
various phases of life impose physical prerequisites on

housing choices. lt is important to understand the type of
housing available in the City, and the preferences of the

current population to insure that housing options can

accommodate existing residents as they transition through
life and confront economic challenges, and are available to
accommodate new residents.

The City of Kingston has experienced slow, nominal growth

over the last thirty years and the City remains below its
population peak. Combíned with increasing housing units

over the last L0 years, it is not surprising to see an increase

in vacancy rates over the last ten years. During that time,
occupied housing units have become tilted toward rental

occupancy. The City has a much higher proportion of
renter occupied housing, than the larger County.

The Community Development Agency, has seen the
greatest housing needs in the Midtown Area. The CDA

Above: Example of variety of existing housing
stock in the Citv of Kinqston, NY.

has focused much of its rehabilitation and homeownership
programs in this area, and has been seeking City infrastructure investments in this area as well. The

CDA office has compiled significant data documenting the need for public safety, jobs, and general

economic development efforts in the Midtown area. The Midtown Area has become increasingly

dominated by communities of Hispanic origin, and programs addressing the area must be bilingual.
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The following chapter applies to the City's neighborhoods in general with particular focus on housing.
It is noted that the higher density and mixed-use cores of Uptown, Midtown and the Rondout are
discussed elsewhere.

Goal 2: Promote ma¡ntenance and improvement of ex¡sting stable neighborhoods
outside the "mixed-use cores;"

Objective 2.1: Significantly reduce
two-family dwellings;

the number of illegal conversions of single- and

Strategy 2.1.1: Significantly increase the penalties for illegal conversion of one-, two-, and
three family residential uses to multifamily. Currently, illegal conversíons can go for years before
being discovered. Once discovered and a violation is issued, the court often allows the remedy of
seeking a variance to allow the use. The City should increase the penalties for zoning violations
involving illegal apartments and institute a code enforcement fee to cover the increased cost to the City
of prosecuting illegal conversions. Along with a policy that all fees owed the City must be paid prior to
appearing before the Planning or Zoning Board, this fee could establish a stream of income upon which
the City can better enforce zoning laws for neighborhoods.

Strategy 2.1.2: Expand the City's Rental Reg¡strat¡on Program. The City currently has a
rental registration program, which requires landlords to reg¡ster rental properties within the City with
the Building lnspector. Such registration program should require the building owner to provide
up-to-date contact information and/or designate a local agent responsible for repairs and maintenance.
A floor plan should be provided designating partition of units, and the location of required fire safety
devices.

The registration should be suspended upon the failure to remedy a violation within a given period of
time. The program should be broadly advertised, and the rental of property without registration
should be subject to a fine.

Generic Environmentol lmpact Discussion: The enforcement of existing housing laws should result in more sonitory
housing conditions ond is not anticipoted to result in adverse environmentol impacts.

Objective 2.2: Encourage improvement of existing residences;

Strategy 2.2.1: Provide grants or low-interest loans for home improvements. potential
County, State or private loans (e.g., bank loans in connection with the Communíty Reinvestment Act)
can be very effective when properly advertised and administered in helping homeowners to improve
their appearance. Preference is typically given to projects that impact street-facing facades, like
painting and porch repaírs. Programs to improve the energy-efficiency of homes should also be
considered, as they can lower the overall cost of operating the property. roc
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Strategy 2.2.2: Require stricter property maintenance laws
for residential uses. The appearance of ill-maintained
residential lots and structures, currently poses a deleterious
influence on the community. The City should adopt a

stricter property maintenance law for residential structures.

lssues to be controlled by the guidelines include - uniformity
of wall cladding and roofing materials, colors and textures;
appropriate and original sizing of wall openings (window and

doors); location and screening of parking on the site for
multi-unit structures; landscaping and maíntenance of yards

visible to the public right-of-way (with provisions that would
allow for food gardens); acceptable location of fire escapes;

location and screening of refuse containers and building
mounted utilities including exterior cabling, meters and

satellite dishes; maximum paving of front yards; maximum
size of curb cuts; minimum requirements for street trees,
sidewalks, front porches and the pedestrian realm. The

enhanced property maintenance law may require approval
by the Department of State.

Above: Examples of existing housing stock in
the Citv of Kinqston, NY.

Generic Environmental lmpoct Discussion: The provision of fundinq for home ¡mprovements ond stricter property

maintenance laws should result in more sanitary housing conditions and is not anticipated to result in odverse

e nvi ro n me n to I i mpa cts.

Objective 2.3: lncrease homeownersh¡p to be more consistent with Ulster County averages;

Strategy 2.3.1: Promote homeownership by low- and moderate-income households. lt is

important that Kingston does not simply provide only rental housing as an affordable option, but that
opportunities to own a home are made available to residents of all income levels. Possible methods for
achieving this objective include:

a The use of real estate tax forgiveness for seniors and lower-income households facing

foreclosure;

Neighborhood Housing Services (NHS) style technical assistance programs for home

improvements;

Mutual housing arrangements where a portion of rental payments is put aside for eventual
acquisition of the uniU

Market and promote "Kingston Living" focusing on lifestyle elements of recreation, historic
setting, waterfront opportunities and proximity to the Catskills to area employment centers to
attract young professionals to the City;

One-stop-shop and workshops for information on housing support programs;
RE
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Generic Environmentol Impact Discussion: The provision of progroms encouraging homeownership omong a rqnge
of income cohorts should result in greater social equity and greater investment and guardionship in City
neighborhoods. No adverse impacts are onticipated os a result of this recommendation.

Objective 2.4: Maintain and promote traditional
architectural form cons¡stent w¡th the ex¡st¡ng
neighborhoods, including provision of front porches,
short setbacks, and trad¡t¡onal building scales;

Strategy 2.4.1: Develop form-based policies for
infill development on vacant lots to ensure new houses
compliment neighboring propert¡es with respect to
placement, mass and orientation to the street.

o Adopt form-based code for infill housing on vacant
lots.

¡ Ensure the height and scale of new houses is
generally compatible with surrounding development.

r Develop design guidelines for infill housing.
¡ Ensure that any form-based codes do not abrogate the authority of the Landmarks Commission

or Heritage Area Commission

Objective 2.5: Promote social interaction through the provision of neighborhood gardens,
community gardens, parks and other open spaces;

Strategy 2.5.1: Development of institutional supports for urban agriculture activities by
community groups.

r Develop of evaluation criteria and review of parcel suitability for Urban Agriculture (UA).
¡ Establish mechanisms to facilitate cooperatíon and partnerships between relevant city

departments, food banks, and other community services to promote UA; fund and staff a formal
municipal community garden program to manage UA initiatives throughout the city.

¡ Form an Urban Agriculture Committee of the CAC to review plans and policies and make
recommendations on urban agricultural issues.

Generic Environmentol lmpact Discussion: Attowing the cuttivotion of food within neighborhoods will reduce the
omount of energy expended in bringing food to market, will moke fresh quatity food more accessible to residents,
especially those canstroined by limited incomes, and result in improved health ond sociol equity. As long os
community gordens ore well mointoined and do not foll into disuse, no adverse environmental impocts ore
ant¡cipoted as a result of this recommendation.

Above: Examples of existing housing stock in
the Citv of Kinqston, NY.
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Plan: Open Space Resources
The following text borrowed from the "Draft
Preliminary Review of Open Space and Natural
Resources for the City of Kingston, NY",
prepared by the Kingston Conservation
Advisory Council, serves well as an
introduction to this Plan Chapter.
Open Spoce is land thot is not intensively developed for
residentiol, commerciol, industriol or institutionol use. lt
serves mony purposes, whether it is publicly or privately
owned. lt includes agricultural ond forest lond, undeveloped
shorelines, undeveloped scenic lands, public parks ond
preserves. lt olso includes water bodies such as lakes ond
bays. Whøt is defined os open spoce depends in part on its surroundings. A vdcant lot, community
garden or small morsh can be open spdce in a big city. A ndrrow corridor or pothwoy for walking or
bicycling is open spoce even though it is surrounded by developed oreos. Historic ond orcheologicol sites

are often associoted with significont open spoces ond ore o port of our common heritage.l

An open spoce preservøtion progrom considers woter resources protection, preservotion of wildlife
habitot, the identification and retention of historic resources ond the mondgement of parks and
recreation facilities and the monogement of community and urban forestry and agriculture. This

comprehensive approoch is reflected in the open spoce objectives:

Preserve ond enhance the naturol ond culturol feotures thot form Kingston's unique qualities.

Promote o lond use development pottern thot is consistent with the carrying capacity of natural
resources ond the obility to provide services.

Ensure the quality of Kingston's woter resources.
Protect and promote urbon agriculture, community ond urbon forests ønd forested lond.

Retoin forested oreøs, streom corridors, wetlonds ond other open spoces to the moximum extent
procticol, so os to estoblish ond preserve buffers between developed oreas.

Provide increosed protection for environmentally sensitive oreos such os wetlonds, flood plains,

steep slopes, ridges, wildlife habitot areos ond corridors, and unique geological formotions ond

features.
Preserve the choracter of historicol sites ond structures.
Protect, expand, connect and ueate active ond passive recreotionalfocilities ond opportunities.
ldentify and protect scenic views as seen from roodsides, parks, waterfronts, and other qreos

frequented by the public.

Preserve ond enhonce key entrywoys or gqtewoys to Kingston.2

1 
Local Open Space Plonning Guide (2004 reprinted 2007) page 3. NYSDEC ond NYS DOS.

' Hauser, Emilie. Preliminory Review of Open Space ond Naturo! Resources for the City of Kingston, NY. December
2Ot3. Page 2 and 3. Kingston Conservation Advisory Council.
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Goal 3: Preserve constrained lands as open space, agriculture or very low-density
residential clustered development as appropriate;

Obiective 3.1: Promote open space preservation throughout the City, but especially in
outlying areas;

Strategy 3.1.1: Consider lowering density for residential development of remaining outlying
undeveloped or underdeveloped areas to 2-3 acres per lot. Densities permitted by existing 201-4

zoning in outlying rural areas of the City are approximately 3.5 units per acre. By comparison, the
existing 201,4 zoning requires farms, gardens and other agriculture have minimum required lot areas of 5
acres. Additionally, subdivision regulations should require that, where practical, residences be

clustered and continuous tracts of open space be preserved.

Generic Env¡ronmental lmpoct Discussion: The reduction ¡n permitted densities in outlyíng area will result in a

more sustainable development pottern, whereby the mojority of new residences will be concentrsted closer to core
mixed-use oreas and existing infrastructure ond services. Doing so will reduce the amount of impervìous surfaces
associated with new road construction, the omount of energy expended snd CO2 generoted by private
outomobiles. Additionally, more rurol remaining naturalized areas will be less subject to development pressure ot
lower densities and existing contíguous open spoce resources in outlying oreos will be preserved. No adverse
impocts ore onticipated os o result oÍ this recommendøtion.

Objective 3.2: ldentify and protect scen¡c views as

seen from roads¡des, parks, waterfronts, and other
areas frequented by the public.

Strategy 3.2.L: Support the City's Tree
Commission's efforts to ensure the sustainable
management of the City's trees. Kingston is designated as

a "Tree City USA." The City should actively pursue

maintaining this designation by continuing to require the
provision of street trees and by planting trees in parks and

on public lands. Above: View of the Kingston Lighthouse from
Hasbrouck Park.

Generic Environmentol lmpoct Discussion: Plønting of trees will help improve oir quality, capture CO2, improve
neighborhood chorocter, aesthetics and mentol health. This continuation of on existing policy is not anticipated to
result in odverse environmentol impocts.

Objective 3.3: Promote protection and conservation of environmentally constra¡ned lands
and important natural resources;

Strategy 3.3.1: Enact a Hillside Protection Zoning Provision. Steep slope zoning regulations
reduce runoff, soil loss, and erosion on sensitive slopes, by limiting the impacts of development on steep

slopes and sensitive lands. The varied terrain in parts of Kingston, such as the different elevations along
Wilbur Avenue, require revised standards for building on slopes. Construction on steep slopes greater
than 15 percent and less than 25 percent should be minimized, and constructíon on slopes of 25 percent

or greater should be avoided as much as possible.
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Strategy 3.3.2: Continue to promote narrow widths for rural roads in the City. There is little
need to build the City's outlying rural roads as full-32' wide or greater paved roads. The City should

continue to maintain these roads at a maximum of twenty-four feet wide with soft shoulders to
maintain the character of outlying areas, reduce stormwater runoff, reduce maintenance costs, reduce

stormwater runoff, and consume less energy to construct and maintain.

Strategy 3.3.3: Enact Surface Water Protection Regulations. ln order to protect water
quality and various water-dependent habitats, the City should consider the creation of a buffer
requirement around surface water resources including streams, wetlands and vernal pools. Currently,
the NYS DEC requires a 100-foot buffer around NYSDEC-regulated wetlands but other resources do not
require such protection. A 50- to 100- foot buffer should be considered with dense vegetation
requirements, particularly if a proposed use has an increased likelihood of impacting water quality.

Strategy 3.3.4: Develop and adopt a Natural
Resources lnventory and Open Space Plan. The City of
Kingston Conservation Advisory Council has begun the
process of inventorying sensitive natural features such as

habitats, flood zones, surface waters, geology, agricultural
lands, forests, soils, and ecologically sensitive areas. The

City should look to further refine the NRI and develop an

Open Space Plan that provides recommendatíons for
priority areas for open space preservation through public
purchase, purchase by institutional land trust, or through
low-impact uses such as parks and low-intensity
agriculture. Additionally, existing zoning should be

reconsidered in light of the Natural Resources lnventory
and the Open Space Plan and incorporated into the
Comprehensive Plan by reference.

Generic Environmental lmpoct Discussion: The protection and
conservation of envíronmentolly constrained lands by identifying
¡mportant nqturol resources ønd implementing oppropriote land
use controls will result in enhanced protection of the
environment. No adverse environmentol impocts ore likely to
result. To the extent thqt environmental resources exist close to
urbonized oreos and to the extent buffering may be required in
the future in order to protect these resources os ìdentified in the
Nqturol Resources lnventory, social impacts such as impocts to
housing affordobility and qvoilability moy result. The Open

Spoce Plon will need to consider these types of impacts as well os

economic impacts in developìng oppropriote specific land use

controls. The lond use controls suggested herein (steep slope,
surføce woter resource protection qnd mqximum cross-sectìons

for rurol roods, ore likely to be more protective of the Above (top to bottom )Plaza and gazebo along

environment, and the benefit of these protections outweighs West Strand; Kingston Point Beach; and TR

potentiol impacts to housing offordability and economic Gallo waterfront Park'

development, especially given thot odequote economic development ond housing opportunities exist in
unconstroined oreos closer to the City's mixed-use cores. A 24' cross-section for rural roods is believed to be

adequate to support public safety and emergency access to remote areas.
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Plan: Economic Development

Broad demographic trends show the City has been hit by

the recent recession (2007-2OOg) and has seen growth in
unemployment, especially among construction-related and
public administration jobs. The effect of these
demographics is reflected in the increased residential
vacancy rates in the City, as well as the closure of public
schools, firehouses and the potential impending closure of
Kingston Hospital.

This comprehensive plan recognizes the importance of
economic vitality to the future of Kingston. The trend

Above: View of the underutilized buildings
along Broadway in Midtown.

toward Kingstonians increasingly commuting to work
elsewhere is damaging to the community fabric. ln organizing its community resources, a systemic
Kingston economic development process should periodically examine the economic, cultural and
technological trends creat¡ng jobs elsewhere that could be or are being encouraged in Kingston.

Analysis of block group demographic data generally indicates a concentration of concerning
demographic indicators in the Midtown area. Midtown generally exhibits higher densities, lower
median incomes, higher unemployment, higher average household sizes, and lower homeownership
than the City in general. The Midtown area also represents the most racially and ethnically diverse
area of the City, which raises social equity concerns.

The need for economic development, especially in and around Midtown is pronounced. A number of
plans and initiatives have been started to encourage economic development, especially in Midtown.
These include:

o Historic Preservation efforts that preserve the unique and historic character of the City as a

resource for tourism and funding of economic development;

r Several high-profile initiatives of the significant arts community and a number of arts, music,
and cultural advocacy groups that generate tourism interest and improved quality of life;

o Mayor Shayne Gallo's BEAT initiative to transform Midtown to a center for Business, Education,
Arts and Technology;

o The Kingston Greenline project to encourage non-motorized transportation and draw cyclists
and recreational users to the City through on-road improvements, and off-road trails including
several rail-trail projects;

o The East Strand Promenade Extension, improving pedestrian waterfront access and paving the
way for expanded waterfront use;

o Kingston Point improvements including improved access to the lighthouse via the causeway;
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Complete Streets project in the "Midtown Arts District" to promote better non-motorized
connectivity between Arts-based points of interest along Cornell Street including the Lace Mill,
Shirt Factory and UPAC;

The Hudson River Promenade, a one-mile trail along the Hudson River that will provide
unparalleled continuous waterfront trails for regional cyclists and recreational users;

A Broadway Corridor lmprovement Plan in preparation in cooperation with UCTC;

ln the late 1990s Kingston established through acquisition
and rezoning, the Kingston Business Park - a tO7 acre area
of the City envisioned to allow and encourage high-tech
industry. The Business Park is owned by the Kingston
Local Development Corporation (LDC) a not-for-profit
organization established to stimulate economic
development in the City. The LDC leases the land and
any buildings constructed in the Business Park and can
provide assistance in the form of loans, work with
businesses to seek grants and provide lease arrangements
that attract industry and jobs to the City.

The City of Kingston is located within the Hudson River
Valley Greenway and is signatory to the Greenway
compact.

The Mission of the Greenway is, "To continue and
odvonce the stote's commitment to the preservation,
enhancement ond development of the world-renowned
scenic, noturol, historic, cultural ond recreationol
resources of the Hudson River Volley while continuing
to emphasize economic development octivities ond
remoining consistent with the trodition of municipol
home rule.1"

The Greenway provides a number of opportunities to the
City in the form of funding, grants, guidance, technical
assistance and regional planning.

While this chapter of the Comprehensive Plan will act as a

central repository of policy recommendations primarily
involved with economic development, it is noted that the
strategies contained throughout the entire plan have
been developed in the interest of providing quality jobs

and business opportunities throughout the City, but
particularly in Midtown and the other mixed-use nodes.

Above (top to bottom): View of Delaware and
Ulster rail line with potential to serve as future
rail trail gateway to regional trail system; view of
the Catskills from City Hall, and view of The
Shirt Factory a mixed use artist loft and
commercial space on Cornell Street. Kingston
has all the elements for a socially and
economically vibrant city where residents want
to live and businesses want to locate. The
strategies contained herein are intended to help
the City realize that potential.
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Goal 4: Enhance employment opportunities and promote economic vitality in the City;

Objective 4.1: Establish Kingston as a livable city where residents want to live and businesses
want to locate.

Strategy 4.t.Lz Support the establishment of Kingston as a Rail Trail hub for Ulster County's
system of rail trails by creating linear parks and implementing Kingston Greenline Conceptual plans.
The City should work with Ulster County and surrounding communities to identify priority projects and
seek funding through the regional CFA and NYSDOT Transportation Alternative Program to implement
needed improvements.

Strategy 4.1.2: Develop a public-private partnersh¡p for conserving parks, open space, and
other amenities that enhance the public spaces of the city. Through public-private partnerships, the
City will be able to leverage its own resources with that of the private sector to enhance recreation and
open space.

Strategy 4.1.3: Promote awareness of the city's location on the NYS Thruway, on a major rail
corridor, as a port on the Hudson River, near major airports in Albany, Newburgh, and NYC, and near
to the Amtrak station in Rhinecliff. The City's access to the regional transportation system allows
residents to commute to nearby employment centers and its businesses the ease to get its products to
market.

Strategy 4.1.4: Take advantage of the proximity to the Hudson, Rondout, and Esopus
waterways, Shawangunk and Catskill Mountains and other natural resources. The City's proximity to
these regional waterways, parks and natural resources provide a treasure trove to recreational
opportunities for its residents, which enhance the overall quality of life in the community.

Strategy 4.1.5: Advocate for high standards in education. While the City does not exercise
direct control over school curriculum, the City can provide resources to Kingston Schools and increase
the educational content of recreational programs.

Strategy 4.1.6: Enhance Kingston's reputation as a safe city. The City should actively
investigate and remediate areas and conditions that may give the impression of being unsafe.

Strategy 4.1.7: Leverage New York State Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits to Rehabilitate
Vacant Obsolete Commercial and lndustrial Buildings for new uses. Empty buildings are often the
most blighting factor in a neighborhood. The City should encourage new uses in empty buildings and
support efforts to seek tax credits for rehabilitation and reuse, rather than demolit¡on as these vacant
industrial buildings are part of the historic, architectural and aesthetic fabric of the City.

Generic Environmental Impoct Discussion: These policies ore not likely to hove odverse environmentol impacts.
The conservotion of linear parklond will increase recreationol resources ond morketing ond promotion do not
constitute actions under SEQR.

Objective 4.2: Reduce the cost of doing business

Strategy 4.2.t: Explore alternatives for addressing the Homestead/Non-Homestead
Differential Tax Structure. To encourage the purchase and renovation of vacant housing units by new
residents, the City could explore offering tax incentives for a period of years to homesteaders who buy,
renovate and reside in the City
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Strategy 4.2,2: Explore alternatives for reducing the cost of energy through the use of photo
voltaics, geo-exchange, and group purchasing. The City, its residents and commercial businesses should
all be encourage to pursue incentives through a variety of NYSERDA programs, which provide incentives
for energy retrofits and the use of renewable energy systems.

Strategy 4.2.3: Explore opportunities for the City to serve as a public utility for fiber optic
connectivity and geoexchange. The City should seek funding to assess the economic benefits of
establishing its own public utility to enhance fiber optic connectivity, while also taking measures to
encourage local providers to enhance such services in the City.

Strategy 4.2.4: Actively seeks grants and develop other resources that stimulate investment.
The City should develop a list of priority projects for funding, address feasibility issues and develop
preliminary cost estimates, so that it is prepared to seek funding when the notice of availability of
funding is announced through the cFA or other State and federal grant programs.

Generic Environmentol lmpact Discussion: These policies have the potentiol to result in economic and fiscal impocts
to the city. Adverse env¡ronmental impocts ore not likely to result.

Objective 4.3: Reduce r¡sk and stimulate investment ¡n the city
Strategy 4.3.1: Follow through on the development of a Generic Environmental lmpact

Statement (GEIS) and lmplementat¡on Plan for the Rondout Waterfront. The existing implementation
plan and LWRP are now more than 10 and 20 years old respectively. Additionally, these plans do not
account for more recent investigation that includes consideration of global sea level rise. The City
should revisit these plans in light of the revised recommendations of Plannine for Rising Waters.

Strategy 4.3.2: Continue to support the development of shovel-ready business and light
industry parks to attract new industries and allow existing industries to expand within the City of
Kingston. The presence of shovel-ready sites in the City will enhance Kingston's competitive advantage
and its ability to retain and attract businesses.

Generic Environmental lmpact Discussion: lJpdating ond moving forword with the development of the Rondout in
light of proiections for sea level rise ond increosed storm severity will result in a more sustainoble development
pdttern with fewer environmental impacts.

Objective 4.4: lncrease population density in main street areas and neighborhood centers
through zon¡ng for mixed use.

Strategy 4,4,12 Provide incentives for the renovation of vacant upper story space for
residential use through New York Main Street and other State and federal grants. There are a variety
of grant programs available to assist the City in offering grants to building owners to renovate vacant
space for residential purposes. Doing so will increase the population density in its urban centers,
which could help to strengthen the social and economic vitality of these areas.

Strategy 4.4.2: Encourage mixed use developments on large undeveloped greyfield sites
within the City in order to strengthen the fabric of neighborhood centers. The City should assess
whether its zoning is a deterrent to new mixed use investment.
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Generic Environmental lmpact Discussion: A principat
recommendotion of this plon ¡s to concentrate future population
density around existing mixed-use centers where existing
infrostructure, utilities, ond services exist, thereby reducing the
need for new tronsportotion infrastructure, reducing energy
usege, decreosing CO2 emissions, encouroging watking and
cycling ond improving public health. No adverse impocts are
onticipoted as o result of this policy.

Objective 4.5: Attract new act¡ve users, espec¡ally
green-technology users to Kingston Business park
and along ex¡st¡ng commerc¡al corridors such as
Broadway, Cornell 5t, and GreenkillAve.

Strategy 4.5.1: Explore opportunities for installing
Fiber Optic (FIOS) infrastructure along corridors such as

rail trail or main streets. The creation of rail-trails along
former railroad corridors affords the perfect opportunity
to simultaneously extend fiver optic and other utilities into
the City's mixed-use centers more cost effectively. The
creation of the rail-trail system should explore such
opportunities so that the City is prepared to take
advantage of such opportun¡ties in the future.

Generic Environmentol lmpact Discussion: The proposed
strategy is intended to result in greater high-speed internet
resources within the City. To the extent thot these resources
ore co-located with existing streets and trails, no adverse
impacts are onticipoted to result, although site specific SEeR
would be required.

Objective 4.6: Attract new reg¡onal employers;
Strategy 4.6.1: Seek money for brownfield

cleanup in order to create shovel ready sites. The City
should seek all available funding in order to clean up
former contaminated lands including Millen Steel, Luke
Oil, lsland Dock, L&M, and the Brick yard. The City
should seek public-private partnerships, wherever possible
to leverage pr¡vate capital to improve the environment
and increase City employment.

Generic Environmental lmpact Discussion: The environmental remediat¡on of contominoted sites will result in
improved environmentol and public health conditions. However, any subsequent development projects over
remediated lond will be required to oddress potentiol ¡mpocts in site-specific SEeR reviews.

Above (top to bottom): View of mixed use
building in Uptown, view of mixed use building
in Midtown; and view of mixed use building
along West Strand. Throughout the City there
are many multiple-story mixed-use buildings
with vacant space above the first floor. The
City can promote better utilization of these
building through mixed use zoning that
streamlines the development review process
and the creation of business attraction and
residential homesteading proqrams.
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Objective 4.7 Build upon existing strong industry clusters in the City, from Crafts and Art
Production to Manufacturing to Micro-Brewing to lnformation Technology and Data
Management to Green lndustry;

Strategy 4.6.1: lnventory ex¡sting industry clusters and
ensure Zoning allows such uses to continue and expand.
Certain non-nuisance industries have already situated within
the City's mixed use areas and should be allowed to continue
and expand.

Strategy 4.6.2: ldentify industries that would complement
existing industry clusters and develop business attraction
program for such industries. Above: R&F Handmade Paints in Midtown,

one of manv niche small-scale industries in

Generic Environmental Impact Discussion: This policy is not tikety to result in adverse environmental impacts.

Objective 4.8: Promote small-business entrepreneursh¡p, especially in the Arts and New
Media Clusters;

Strategy 4.8.1.2 Establish a Comprehensive City Directory of Businesses. Through the
Economic Development Agency, the City could post a map-based business and non-profit directory for
the City. This would allow a prospective visitor to the area to investigate in one location the wealth of
galleries, shops, restaurants and attractions that the City has to offer. Using Google Maps, the visitor
could plan a visit to the City interactively seeing where different attractions are located. The City
could get started by adding well known attractions and key businesses, and allow any business within
the City to submit a form to have their business listed. Both land and water based recreational
opportunities should be included to promote and increase eco-tourism.

Strategy 4.8.2: Continue to promote public-private communication and collaboration through
an Arts Advisory Council.

Strategy 4.8.3: Continue to build solid working relationships with Neighborhood Business
groups and a City-wide business alliance along with regional business organizations such as the Ulster
County Regional Chamber of Commerce.

Strategy 4.8.4: Work closely with the Ulster County Office of Economic Development and the
Ulster County Business Resource Center to share resources and reduce overlap.

Generic Environmental lmpact Discussion: This policy is not tikety to result in odverse environmental impacts. The
policy could result in the public expenditure of funds, which coutd result in fiscot impacts, which woutd be
considered ogoinst possible economic benefits to local businesses.

Objective 4.9: Promote development of human capital through job-training and adult
education from advanced specialized education to Engtish-language classes to build a more
qualified local workforce and attract industry;

Strategy 4.9.t2 Directly, or through partnersh¡ps, provide free focused training for English
Language Mastery and Computer Literacy. As necessary, the City could use CDBG funds in order to fund or
contribute to funding such classes, either via volunteers, staff or partnerships with SUNY or local not-for-profits.
As practical, the City should explore providing such classes through a satellite campus of Ulster Community College
located in Midtown.
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Generic Environmentol tmpoct Discussion: This policy is not tikety to result in odverse environmentol impocts.
The training of the existing tocal workforce is likety to ¡ncreose sociol equity and result in positive economic impocts
to City households.

Objective 4.10: Promote tourism based on historic resources and reg¡onal eco-tourism
destinations as a new industry cluster;

Strategy 4.10.1: Promote Kingston as a Destination on a Route 87 Billboard.

Strategy 4.t0.2z Develop and implement a Comprehensive Signage plan for the City. Such a
Plan would pull together themes and establish needs for signage at the gateways, way finding
throughout the city and provide interpretation at critical locations.

Strategy 4.10.3: Develop and apply standards for "branding" the city in publications and
online sites including taglines such as "historic is just our beginning." The City has a wealth of local
artists that should be consulted in the development of the brand.

Strategy 4.tO.4: Promote trolley service along waterfront and to City points of interest and
leverage tourist rail service. Trolley Service should be provided from T.R. Gallo park to the former
Dayliner Dock at Kingston Point. Future extensions may include service to lsland Dock, particularly if a
maritime use such as a Hudson River aquarium is located there, as well as up along the proposed
Hudson Landing waterfront Promenade to the planned Hudson Landing community. Both the Trolley
and the Catskill Mountain Railroad are unique attractions in the region and help to draw tourists to the
communities. Efforts should be made to introduce patrons of these resources to other Kingston
attractions.

Generic Environmental lmpact Discussion: These strotegies are not tikety to result in significont adverse
environmental impacts. "Bronding" and promotion is intended to ottract tourism to the orea, or to copture tourism
that is already headed to the local region. This coutd increase vehiculor troffic and increase the doytime
population, but much of the troffic is already headed through or by the City to destinations north, eost and west.

obiective 4.11: Work with State University of New York to prov¡de education concentrat¡on
related to a city niche, such as healthcare/nursing or hospitality.
Generic Environmentol lmpoct Discussion: The policy of working with STJNY to provide educotion in line with
existing industry concentrotions is not anticipoted to result in adverse environmentol impacts. The policy is tikety
to result in synergies between educotion and industry ond moximize the employment of graduates ond increase the
p ractica I ity of cu rricu I u m.

Objective 4.12: Streamline the Development Review process

Strategy 4.t2.lz Designate local Type 2 SEQR list. The State Environmental euality Review
Act allows local municipalities to designate their own Type 2 lists for uses that are not likely to result in
environmental impacts. The City should avail itself of this ability especially for small commercial uses
and changes of uses within existing structures.

Generic Environmental lmpact Discussion: By rule the City may only designate octions as Type 2 ¡f they so not
result in significont odverse environmental impocts.
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Strategy 4.12.2: Simplify and illustrate zoning and subdivision regulations. To the extent
possible the City's development regulations should be simplified in language and in regulations.
Definitions should be modernized, and the code should be brought into compliance with recent court
decisions. The regulations should be illustrated where doing so promotes greater understanding.
Alternatively a Zoning Handbook could be written in parallel with the code, which graphically illustrates
the text provisions in an easy to understand manner.

Strategy 4.12.3: Establish a procedure for change of use. Where a use is transitioning from
one permitted use to another within an existing structure or building, the City should not require a site
plan or a public hearing. The City should instead concentrate on promoting facade or landscaping
upgrades to the site.

Strategy 4.t2.4: Simplify Code. The complexity of the existing zoning code is an impediment
to redevelopment. A much simpler code would reduce processing time of development applications
thereby mitigating an impediment to economic development.

Generic Environmentol tmpact Discussion: The simptification of code procedures and presentotion witt not result
in odverse impocts where the octuol land use controls are not compromised.

objective 4.13: Work with partners to offer a comprehensive array of support services to
businesses and investors who are committed to moving the city forward.

Strategy 4.L3.t: Leverage the efforts of economic development partners. There are a number
of economic development groups as well as other advocacy and interest groups engaged in separate
and often duplicative efforts. The City should encourage the coordination of these groups, including
the chamber of commerce, business alliances, historic preservation groups, neighborhood groups, arts
alliances, housing advocates, and other organizations to concentrate on strategies for creating new jobs
and encouraging private investment toward the City's goals. Methods could include sponsoring an
annual economic development summit to discuss evolving concerns to tackle particular issues.

Generic Env¡ronmental lmpoct Discussion: This poticy is not tikety to result in odverse environmental impocts. The
policy could result in the pubtic expenditure of funds, which could result in fiscat impocts, which would be
considered ogainst possible economic benefits to locol businesses.
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Objective 4.14: To insure that City investments go to sustainable projects, require that
applicants seeking City funding, tax incentives or private/public partnerships fill out a
sustainable development checklist and achieve a minimum score.

A Simpler Sustainable Development Checklist:

_use previously disturbed sites, protecting and restoring habitat
_repair and reuse existing buildings

_use products made from secondary or high recycled content

-use 
durable products and materials - choose materials that will last

-use 
sustainable materials that are from rapidly renewable resources

_use materials with low embodied energy

-use 
products not heavily processed or manufactured, which tend to require more energy

_buy locally produced building materials

_use salvaged building materials when possible - lumber, bricks

_eliminate or minimize use of pressure treated lumber

_ maximize use of renewable sources of energy - solar, wind, geothermal

_ maximize use of natural light

_seek to avoid using potable water for landscaping or irrigation

_use waterless or water saving fixtures

-use 
'green' infrastructure to manage stormwater - rain gardens, grassy swales

_use innovative wastewater technologies

-provide 
storage, collection and delivery of recyclables to a recyclables processor

Generic Environmentol lmpact Discussion: This policy is not tikety to result in adverse environmental impacts. The
policy would likely result in more sustainable projects as a result of pubtic financing, reductions in energy
consumption, reduction of CO2 emissions, reduction in water consumption, woste generotion, ønd/or stormwoter
runoff.
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Plan: Transportation and Mobility

lntroduction

A community's street network provides the framework upon
which all land uses depend. The basic purpose of roads are

to provide legal physical access to real property. However,
the form of a network has implications beyond simple access

and conveyance of people and property. Duríng the períod

of rapíd growth from the 1960s through the 1980s, road

networks were designed principally with the aim of
conveying motor vehicles through a network with the least

amount of delay. This lead to wide lanes of free flowing
traffíc, multiple turning lanes, signalized intersections and

relatively high speeds.

This pattern is exemplified by the drastically oversized four
lane lnterstate 587 connecting Albany Avenue/Broadway
with lnterstate 87. lt is also exemplified by the width and

design of Broadway which eschews cyclists, on-street parking

and pedestrian crossings for vehicular traffic flow, despite
this being än active commercial and cultural corridor
bisecting high-density neighborhoods and the geographic

center of the city.

Complete the Streets

Now, in communities across the

country, a movement is growing to
"Complete the streets". Cities and

towns are asking their planners and

engineers to build road networks that
äre sãfer, more livable, and

welcoming to everyone.... to enable

safe access for all users, regärdless of
äBê, ability, or mode of

transportation. This means that
every transportation project will
make the street network better and

safer for drivers, transit users,

pedestrians, and bicyclists - making

your community a better place to live.

- National Complete Streets Coalition
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ln the late 1980s and into the l-990s, planners began to consider the implications that this approach had.

Wide roads designed principally for vehicles were not well suited to pedestrian and bicycle traffic,
encouraged high speeds, contributed to high levels of carbon emissions, led to large volumes of
stormwater runoff, and was costly to maintain. Kingston is now looking to calm traffic, rather than
expand roads to accommodate it.

Above: The ideal "Complete Street" with accommodations for pedestrians. bicyclists, transit and automob¡les.

r,Courtesy AARP Bulletin
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As the nation's largest generation enters retirement, there is a new appreciation for pedestrian and

bicycle access and mass transit. Younger generations are seeking more walkable communities where
residents do not depend on individually-owned automobiles for access to necessary goods and services.

The need for a street system that respects pedestrians, bicyclists and those with special mobility needs

is becoming more apparent.

ln the past, consumers with cars have chosen to patronize

commercial establishments with easy vehicular access and
parking, such as malls and commercial strips. Critically,
younger people - the Millennials, Generations X and Y -
are looking to traditional downtowns where they can live,

walk or bìke to shopping and other activities. These

populations, as well as aging Baby Boomers¡ are much less

car-centric and more interested in the walkable
neighborhoods.

The City of Kingston envisions a new multi-modal
transportation paradigm that encourages healthy, active

living, promotes transportation options and independent
mobility, increases community safety and access to
community destinations, businesses, and healthy food,
reduces environmental impact, mitigates climate change,

and supports greater social interaction and community
identity. This paradigm will provide safe and convenient
travel along and across streets through a comprehensive,

integrated transportation network for pedestrians,

bicyclists, public transportation riders, drivers, and people

of all ages and abilities, including children, youth, families,
older adults, and individuals with disabilities.

Key elements for achleving this vision will be: L) improving
the street system's ability to move people and goods

safely and efficiently, 2) revitalizing the historic grid

network that exists in Kingston by implementing Complete

Streets solutions and policies, 3) developing a long-range Abovc {top to bottom): View of Broadway from

non-motorized transportation plan, 4l improving the CSX Railroad overpass, view of Broadway

sarety or the system for att users, and 5) promoting the iii"li.i",å;ii,',i"fi,åi"',:åL"iiffi1i
increased use of public transport. Broadway. Êach of lhese roadlays is

rhe city and its cirizens and institutions have pursued . i:i::i1,ti 3'ilå:"t*,üirT3ln':lffii 
""Jnumber of initiatives including the Complete Streets opportunity lo redesign these roadways with

Advisory Council, the Kingston Greenline, the Kingston 
.'complete street" design elements' Doing so
will enhance the bicyclist and pedestrian

Connectivity Project, and Bike-Friendly Kingston in support experience and safety and result in a more
of this new transportation paradigm. The Ulster County invitingenvironmenlforpeopletoliveandvisit.

Transportation Council has also provided significant
planning support through a series of plans and studies including those listed in the lntroduction to this
Plan, which are included herein by reference. ln addition, the Council has launched a comprehensive

study - "Building a Better Broadway" - which is being prepared in coordination with this Plan.
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Goal 5: Promote an effective and comprehensive transportation system that enhances

safety, encourages and enables active mobility for all users of the streets including

children, families, older adults, and people with disabilities, ensures accessibility,

m ini mizes e nvi ron menta I impacts and encourages comm u nity connectivity;

Objective 5.1: lmprove the street system's ability to achieve the dual goals of moving people

and goods safely and efficiently while maximizing the value of streets as public spaces;

Strategy 5.1.1: Promotê and lmplement lmprovements ãs recommended by Ulster County.

The City supports the County's plans for improvement to several key corridors within the City as

discussed in previous studies including: Washington Avenue Corridor Study, Ulster County

Non-motorized Transportation Plan, Uptown Stockade Area Transportation Plan, l-587 lntersection

Study, City of Kingston/Town of Ulster Quiet Zone and Pedestrian Safety and Mobility Analysis, and

Route 32/Fair 5t lntersection Alternatives Analysis.

Strategy 5.1.2: Leveri¡ge new l-587, Broadway and

Albany Avenue Roundabout äs a model gateway to the

City. The City should leverage this new roundabout as a

gateway to Kingston, by ensuring the design of the center

lsland is adequately landscaped and/or adorned with an

appropriate monument to reflect the City's character. This

design can then become the model for gateway designs at

other key entrances to the City. {See also: UCTC - City of

Kingston - l-587 at Albany Avenue/Broadway lntersectìon

Study).

Strategy 5.1.3: Consider intersection improvements
to reduce automobile congestion, including single-lane

traffic roundabouts or other trÊatments, while preserving

non-motorized mobility.

Strâtegy 5.1.4: Create and maintain roadway

efficiency by reducing congestion without compromising

non-motorized mobility.

Above: Example of complete street and road

diet concepts. NYCDOT (from www.spur.org)

Strategy 5.1.5: Reduce carbon emissions by

reducing vehicle trips (especially single-occupancy), miles traveled and idle times.

Strategy 5.1.7: Expand and capitalize on the city's compact development and classic grid

system by encouraging further transit-oriented development and non-motorized transportation

modes.

Strategy 5.1.8: Promote "green streets" designs to reduce stormwäter runoff, combat air

pollution, reduce area temperatures and save money on maintenance and repair.

Strategy 5.1.9; Encourage human-scale infill development to present a continuous façade

along commercial corridors throughout the city, with purposeful placement of public squ:¡res or
marketplaces to add texture and diversity to the streetscape.

Strategy 5.1.5: Employ "traffic calming" techniques

to reduce speeding and neighborhood cut-throughs.
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Strategy 5.1.10: Establish consistent geteway treatments throughout the City's primary
entry-points, including ornamentâl lighting, seasonal banners, tree plantings and landscaped medians.

Strategy 5.1.11: On printipal arterials (Broadway, Albany Ave, l-587, etcl, consider traffic
calming techniques thât preserve level of service {LOS) while promoting pedestrian/bike safety and
ect¡vat¡ng public spåces and commercial areas.

Strategy S,l.l2: On minor arterials {Washington Ave, Foxhall, etc), utilize treatments including
medians, pedestrian havens, limitation of curb cuts, limited/alternate side parking, sidewalks and bike
lanes to increase safety and promote visual appeal while maintaining vehicle mobility.

Strategy 5.1.13: Maintain roadway efficiency with
balanced roadway regulations. Assure that the major
arterials serving Kingston work at their maximum capacity,

without compromising pedestrian safety. lnterstate 587,

Route 32 and Route 9W functíon as arterial highways.

However other major arterials including Broadway, but to
a lesser extent, Albany Avenue and Washington Avenue

function poorly and consideration should be given to
redesigning these roads as partial boulevards, or of
implementing a "road-diet" for these streets taking them
from four lanes to three with a separated two-way cyclist
route (consistent with the Kingston Greenline Conceptual

Plan). Where wide enough, medians should be introduced.
Where now too narrow, setbacks should be required that
may later allow this possibility. (This would require a detailed survey.) The City should adopt guidelines

that limit the number of non-residential curb cuts within certain distances, promote consolidated curb
cuts for adjoining properties, and promote side road exits for businesses. Additionally, with certain
improvements, it may be possible to develop angled head in or out parking along stretches of Broadway.

Generic Environmentøt lmpact Discussion: The proposed policies if enacted could result in a significant
tronsformation of the City's tronsportation infrastructure. These implementations could result in signifícont
adverse impocts and thus should be the subject of site-specific SFQÂ. The policies themselves are intended to
resutt in significant environmentol improvements including the decreased use of private automobiles and decreased

traffic congestion resulting in improved oir quality, decreosed fossil fuet consumption and decreased production of
greenhouse gases. Policies regarding balanced roadwoy regulations should result in increose pedestriønism and
cycting resulting in significant improvements to public health ønd safety. 6reen infrastructure measures shauld
result in decreqse stormwater runoff, increased aquifer rechørge, and decreased erosion, siltatíon and
contaminotion of receiving waters. Policies regarding capital improvements may result in fiscol impacts thot must
be weighed against benefits to public sofety ond health as well as global environmental benefits.

Objective 5.2: Transform all city streets into "Complete Streets" inclusive of pedestrians,
cycl¡sts and on-street parking, pr¡or¡t¡zing key connect¡ons, such as Safe Routes to Schools,
access from neighborhoods to commerc¡al areas, and linking together ex¡sting and future
multi-use trails and parks/recreat¡on facilities;

Strategy 5.2.1: Develop new policies and tools to promote implementation of Complete
Streets standards, in partnership with the Complete Streets Advisory Council.

' lnclude infrastructure that promotes a safe means of travel for all users along the right of way,

such as sidewalks, shared use paths, bicycle lanes, and paved shoulders.

Above: lmage of complete street in Knoxville, TN
with similar dimensions to Broadway in Kingston.
The roadway configuration incorporates wide
sidewalks, clearly defined crosswalks, designated
bike lanes and two lravel lanes for motor vehicles.
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lnclude infrastructure that facilitates safe crossing

of the right of way, such as accessible curb ramps,

crosswalks, refuge islands, and pedestrian signals;

such infrastructure must meet the needs of people

with different types of disabilities and people of
different ages.

Ensure that sidewalks, crosswalks, public

transportation stops and facilities, and other
aspects of the transportation right of way are

compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act
and meet the needs of people with different types
of disabilities, including mobility impairments,

vision impairments, hearíng impairments, and

others. Ensure that the ADA Transition Plan

includes a prioritization method for enhancements

and revise if necessary.

Prioritize incorporation of street design features
and techniques that promote safe and comfortable

travel by pedestrians, bicyclists, and public
transportation riders, such as traffic calming circles,

additional traffíc calming mechanisms, narrow
vehicle lanes, raised medians, dedicated transit
lanes, transit príority signalization, transit bulb
outs, road diets, high street connectivity, and

physical buffers and separations between vehicular
traffic and other users.
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Above: ¡llustration of different styles of school

crossing marking that can be used in the City to
provide sãfe routes to school.

Cou rte sy : U I ste r Co u nty Tran sportotio n Cou ncil's
Szfe Routes ta Schaal Toolbox.

a
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Provide pedestrian-oriented signs, pedestrian-scale lighting, benches and other street furniture,
bicycle parking facilities, and comfortable and attractive public transportation stops and
facilities.

Encourage street trees, landscaping, and planting strips, including native plants where possible,
in order to buffertraffic noise and protect and shade pedestrians and bicyclists.

Reduce surface water runoff by reducing the amount of impervious surfaces on the streets,

Develop a pedestrian crossings policy to create a transparent decision-making policy, including
matters such as where to place crosswalks and when to use enhanced crossing treatments.

Develop policies to improve the safety of crossings and travel in the vicinity of schools and
pa rks.

Develop a new sidewalk program that will provide standards and guidelines for sidewalks

throughout the city that will specifically address the problem presented by the current sidewalk
code where homeowners are responsible for maintenance of ag¡ng sidewalks, but it ís not
consistently enforced.
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Consider developing a trãnsportation demand
management/commuter benefits ordinance to
encourage residents and employees to walk,
bicycle, use public transportation, or carpool.

Develop a checklist for Kingston's development and

redevelopment projects, to ensure the inclusion of
infrastructure providing for safe travel for all users

and enhance project outcomes and community
impact.

Develop and formally adopt local design standards

for Complete Streets that address travel along
roadways, crossings, and universal accessibility and
that provide a high degree of user satisfaction for
non-motorized users.

Develop policies and strategies to preserve the
city's historic bluestone sidewalks where
appropriate and íncorporate into Complete Streets
guidelines

Policies and strategies to preserve the city's historic
bluestone sidewalks should be developed and
incorporated into Complete Streets guidelines so as

to promote implementation of the
recommendations of the recently completed
Kingston Bluestone Sidewalk Survey with regards to
rehabilitating, restoring and preserving bluestone
sidewalks and resources in Kingston. Above (tôp to bottom): Gateway to dedicated

rail trail, which is a multi-purpose trail;
example of an on-street painted bike path and
an off-Street combination sidewalk/bike path"

Strategy 5.2.2: Ensure thãt design standards are incorporated into all City, County, State and Federal
projects involving streets/roadways within the City, at all stages of planning, design, approval,
construction, and maintenance,

Strategy 5.2.3: Modify local funding cr¡teria to ensure that existing and future transportat¡on
funding is available for Completê Streets projects/improvements.

Strategy 5.2.4: ldentify additional funding streams and implementation strategies to retrofit
existing streets to include Complete Streets infrastructure. The City could pursue funding through the
NYSDOT Safe Routes to Schools and Transportation Alternatives Program to make complete street
improvements. For roads that are designated State or County Highways, the City should ensure that its
desire for complete street improvements is recognized so that program funding can be included for such
improvements in the NYSDOT Transportation lmprovement program {Tlp).
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Strategy 5.2.5: Consider conversion of l-587 to a State Highway of reduced scale. ln addition to
design of the intersection itself, the l-587 lntersection study considered the possibility of converting
l-587 to a state highway and providing intersections from it with an extended Uptown street system
{through a redesigned neotraditional Kingston Plaza). The plan would expand and intensify Uptown
and the Kingston Plaza area and create opportunities for mixed use development. The proposition of
redesigning Kingston Plaza to a mixed-use neotraditíonal type retail center with d¡rect brídge access to
l-587, is an interesting, expensive and difficult propositíon to implement, but should be given serious
consideration, should the Kingston Plaza wish to reconfigure in such an arrangement. Still, the
underlying concept of converting l-587 to a State Highway and putting the thoroughfare on a "road diet"
by introducing a landscaped median and reducing the highway to two lanes or reducing lane widths
while maintaining four lanes, could improve the aesthetics of this City gateway. While a bridge over
the Esopus would be costly, it potentially could be funded privately in order to provide much better
äccess from Kingston Plaza to the regional road network. (See also: UCTC City of Kingston - l-5g7 at
Albany Avenue/Broadway lntersection Study)

Strategy 5.2.8: lmplement the recommendations of
the Kingston Greenline Conceptual plan to convert abandoned
railroad beds to multi-use trails províding off-road pedestrian
and cyclist routes throughout the City. The City is
crisscrossed with a number of now defunct rail lines.
Wherever possíble, the City should seek funding to convert
these rights-of-way to multi-use trails provlding cycling, skating
and pedestrian facílities for both non-motorized off-street
travel as well as recreation. The Kingston Greenline
Conceptual Plan lays the groundwork for this off-road network
with linkages through the conversion of existing vehicular
streets to complete streets. Not only would this system provide
an alternative pedestrian and cycle infrastructure throughout
the City, but if extended out of the City into neighboring
communities, routes can funnel potential new business patrons
into the City and serve as an eco-tourism attraction. lt is

recommended that implementation prioritize streets identified
as part of the Kingston Greenline, including the Midtown hub,
East Strand/North Street, and on-street connections from
Midtown to the WallkillValley RailTrail.

"lmplement the
recommendations of
the Kingston

Greenline Conceptual

Plan to convert
abandoned railroad
beds to multi-use
trails providing
off-road pedestrian

and cyclist routes
throughout the City."

- Kingston Greenline Conceptiral Plan
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strategy 5.2.9: Employ "traffic-calming" techniques to reduce speeding and neighborhood
cut-thrus (as well as to improve pedestrian and bicycle safety). Colored/striated crosswalks should be
clearly marked on all key pedestrian crossings throughout Kingston, starting in Midtown, Uptown,
Rondout and at schools. other permanent measures (such as chicanes, chokers, raised crosswalks,
speed humps and speed tables) should be pursued, but always with consideration of the effects of these
devices on the overall traffic pattern, driver safety, and the ability of emergency vehicles and trucks to
navigate streets. As a general rule, temporary measures {such as striping to narrow lane widths and / or
provide bike lanes) should be employed as a test before permanent measures are undertaken.

6eneric Ënvironmental lmpact Discussion: The proposed policies if enacted could resu!t in a significønt
transformotion of the City's transportøtion infrastructure. These implementations could result in signifícant
adverse impacts and thus should be the subject of site-specific SEQR. The policies themselves ore intended to result
in signíficønt environmentol improvements including the decreased use of private automobiles ond decreased



traffic congestion resulting in improved air quality, decreased fossi! fuet consumption and decreased production af
greenhouse gosses. Palicies regarding complete streets and troffic colming should result in increase pedestrianism
and cyclíng resulting in significant improvements to pubtic health and safety. Policies regarding the lnterstate Sg7
rood diet should result in decreased stormwater runoff from decrease in impervious surfaces, but a síte-specific
SEQR review will be required, especially in light of the odjacent Esopus Creek and freshwater wetlands. policies
regarding capitøl improvements may result in fiscal impacts that must be weíghed agoinst benefits to pub!ic safety
and heolth as well as global environmentat benefits.

Objective 5.3: Develop and implement a long-range plan for a comprehens¡ve and effective
act¡ve transportation network for res¡dents and visitors.

Strategy 5.3.1: Prioritize efforts to provide non-motorized bicycle and pedestrian connections
between housing, iobs, services, educational facilities and transit locations utiliaing exist¡ng rail beds
and other public lands/ROWs.

strategy 5.3.2: ldentify physical improvements that would make bicycle and pedestrian travel
safer and more conven¡ent along current maior bicycling and walking routes and the proposed future
network, prioritizing routes to and from parks and schools.

Strategy 5.3.3: ldentify safety/accessibility improvements to pedestrian and bicycle routes
used to access public transportation stops; collaborate wíth Kingston citibus and ucAT to relocate
stops where advisable.

Strategy 5.3.4: tdentify safety challenges for pedestrians, bicyclists, or other users through
methods such as walkability/bikeability audits; analyze data; and develop solutions to safety issues.

Strategy 5.3.5: Prioritize modifications to the identified locations and identify funding sgeams
and implementation strategies, including which features can be constructed as part of routine street
projects.

Strategy 5.3.6: Develop programs to encourage bicycle use, such as enact¡ng indoor bicycle
parking policies to encourage bicycle commuting, or testing innovative bicycle facility design.

Generic Environmental lmpact Discussion: The proposed policies if enacted could result in a significant
transformation of the City's transportation infrostructure, These implementations could result in signifícant
adverse impacts and thus should be the subiect of site-specific SËQR. The policies themselves are intended to
result in significønt environmental improvements includíng the decreased use of private automobiles and decreased
traffic congestion resulting in improved oir quality, decreased fossit fuel consumption and decreased praduction of
greenhouse gosses' Poticies regarding complete stree¡s ond traffic colming should result in increase
pedestrionism and cycling resulting in significont improvements to pubtic heolth snd sofety. policies regarding
exponded public transportation and facilitles development may result in fiscat impacts that must be weighed
agaínst benefits ta public sofety and health øs well as global environmenta! benefíts.

Objective 5.4: lmprove the actual and perce¡ved safety of roadways, sidewalks, and
paths/tra¡ls within the City for all users.

Strategy 5.4.1: Beautify intersections at major City Gateways. The City should consider
planting dense colorful flowers beds and/or other decorative landscape treatments at its principal
gateways. Such plantings would have to be mainta¡ned by the City or a partner agency/institution but
could help to improve the identity of the community, and the City could seek business sponsorship in
exchange for discrete signage. Gateways could be made to reflect the unique nature of the City's three
neighborhoods, for example providing a maritime appearance with tall grasses and cordage gateways at
the Rondout; providing very formal gardens at gateways at Uptown; and modern sculpture at gateways
near Midtown.
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Strategy 5.4.2: Collaborate with the Kingston City School District, senior centers, advocacy
groups, and public safety departments to provide community education about safe travel for
pedestrians, bicyclists, public trensportation riders, and others.

Strategy 5.4.3: Use crime prevent¡on through
environmental design strategies to increase safety for
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other users.

Strategy 5.4.4: Encourage public safety
departments to engage in additional enforcement actions
in strategic locations through Community Oriented policing

strategies such as foot/bicycle patrols and neighborhood
outreach.

- Kingston Comprehensive Plan

'The City should
cons¡der planting
dense colorful
flowers beds andlor
other decorative
landscape treatments
at its principal
gateways. "
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Strategy 5.4.5: Support the lmplementation of the
recommendat¡ons of Ulster County Transportation
Council's City Of K¡ngston / Town Of Ulster euiet Zone And
Pedestrian Safety And Mobility Analysis: 2006. The
study assessed the feasibility and costs of implementing a

Quiet Zone and performed a pedestrian safety and mobility
analysis for the City of Kingston's six grade crossings.

Generíc Envíronmentol Impact Ðiscussian The proposed poticies ore not anticipoted to result in signifícant
adverse impacts. The palicies are intended to result in increase pedestrian ond cyclist safety resulting in
significont improvements to public health and safety.

Objective 5.5: Promote increased use of public transit by improving efficiency, accessibility
and convenience.

strategy 5.5.1: Partner with ucTc & UCAT to enhance and expand public transportat¡on
services and infrastructure throughout Kingston and the surrounding region. The City should
consider providing expanded bus service to train stations in Rhinecliff and Poughkeepsie and other
destinations ín partnership with Ulster County. Bus service to surrounding community points of
interest should be enhanced and centered around a trans¡t hub in proximity to the Kingston Center of
SUNY Ulster (KCSU) campus that can serve the dual purpose of opening access to Ulster County for City
residents, and of providing affordable transportation for residents in surrounding communities to access
higher education. Coupled with Citibus service, this would enhance access to County Offices, Broadway
and cultural uses in all three mixed-use cores (Uptown, Midtown and Rondout) to surrounding
communities.

Strategy 5.5.2: Promote the enhancement and marketing of a local bus/paratransit system
that increases personal mobility and travel choices, conserves energy resources, preserves air quality,
and fosters economic growth. ln addition, to offering broader service, the dissemination of
information on the availability, cost, routes and schedule of service should be enhanced through on-line,
phone app, and physical on-street signage.

Stretegy 5.5.3: Work jointly with UCTC & UCAT to provide destinations and activities that can
be reached by public transportation and are of interest to public transportation dependent
populations, including youth, older adults, and people with disabilities.
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Strategy 5.5.4: lncorporate infrastructure to ass¡st users in employing multiple means of
transportation in a single trip in order to increase transportation access and flexibility; examples
include, but are not limited to, provisions for bicycle access on public transportation, secure bicycle
racks at transit stops, access via public transportetion to trails and recreational locations, and so on.

Strategy 5.5.5: Ensure that public transportation facilities and vehiclas are fully accessible to
people w¡th d¡sabil¡t¡es.

Strategy 5.5.6: Partner with UCAT and UCTC to implement recommendâtions from the 2010
Ulster County Transit System Coordination & Development Plan and to collect data and establish
performance standards.

Generic Environmental lmpact Discussion: These policies are intended to result in significant environmental
improvements including the decreased use of private automobiles and decreosed traffic congestion resulting in
improved air quality, decreosed fossil fuel consumption and decreased production af greenhouse gases. policies

regarding expanded public transpartotion and facitities development may result in fiscal impacts that must be
weighed aga¡nst benefits to publíc sofety and health os wel! as globa! environmental benefits.
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Plan: Historic Resources

During the public outreach phase of Kingston 2025, it
became clear that the overwhelming majority of Kingston

residents and stakeholders saw Kingston's historic
resources as one of its greatest assets. From providing

educational opportunities, to establishing neighborhood
character, to drawing tourism, the City's historic resources

and their preservation drew the most consistent interest.

Kingston is unique in the richness of its history. lt's
history as one of three original Dutch settlements in the
United States, is on display throughout the Stockade
District and the Old Dutch Church. lts burning at the
hands of the British during the Revolutionary War is

remembered and re-enacted each odd-numbered year.

The Bluestone that once traveled down the Esopus from
the Catskills to market in New York City lines its sidewalks.

The remnants of its brick making industry is evident along
the Hudson River waterfront. The maritime history of the
Rondout survived Urban Renewal from the Kingston Point
Lighthouse and Ferry Landing to the decaying drydocks at
lsland Dock. The bones of Kingston's textile industry is

now the foundation for a burgeoning artist community.
History is evident throughout the City and the success of
its land use policies depends on an appreciation of that
history.

Kingston contains four designated historic districts. Two
of these - the Stockade District and the Rondout-West
Strand District (which includes the adjacent West Strand

District) are included on the National Register of Historic
Places. Two others - the Fair Street District and West
Chestnut Street District were designated by the City under
local law.

The Sfockode Historic District is located in Uptown and

contains several contributing structures, notably the

Above: National Register of Historic Places
Senafe House circa, 1676. The house was built
by Wessel Ten Broeck and briefly served as the
meetinghouse for the New York State Senate
beginning on September 9, 1777.

Stochode Hi¡torlc Dbtrlct

Above: Stockade Historic District Bound
Senate House State Historic Site, the Old Dutch Church, the Ulster County Courthouse. The

4ry.
District
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itself is located over the historic site of Wiltwyck, a Village surrounded by Stockade Walls that give the
district its name and some of its contributing structures or parts of structures date back to l-660, when
the area was first settled by order of Peter Stuyvesant to avoid conflict between settlers and the Esopus

Native American tribe.



Rondout Historic District
The Rondout was settled in the early 19th century when

the D&H Canal linked the Hudson River at the mouth of
the Rondout Creek to the upper Delaware River, opening
up a water route for the shipping of coal from
Pennsylvania to New York City. Other more local

industries including cement, bluestone and brick soon

followed and by 1855 the Village of Rondout had 6,000

residents - more than the Village of Kingston (now

approximately Uptown). Urban Renewal of the 1960s

cleared much of the hístoric Rondout, but
implementation never proceeded west of Broadway, and

the Rondout -West Strand Historic District contains more

than 30 recognized contributing structures that
exemplify the architecture and life of the L9th century.

The Foir Street ond Chestnut Street Districts also contain
clusters of important historic structures that are

regulated by the Local Historic Landmarks Preservation

Commission. While these Districts contain a

preponderance of historic resources, it is noted that the
City also contains a myriad of individual historic

resources outside of these districts. Kingston is also located in the Hudson RiverValley National Heritage

Area. The Her¡tage Area, which was designated by the United States Congress in 1996 stretches from

Saratoga to Mount Vernon, NY as an area of critical historic, cultural and natural resources of the United

States. The program, which is run through the United States National Park Service, provides funding

and assistance to government, not-for-profits and individuals interested in preserving, interpreting, and

marketing the region's historic, cultural and natural resources.

Fair Street Historic Distrlct Chestnut Street Historic District
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Goal 6: Promote further preservation of City historic and architectural resources and

leverage them for further economic developmen!

Objective 6.1: Continue protection of existing historic assets through recognition

6.1.1: Map existing historic resources and make available to the public. Working with the
local historian, Landmarks Commission, Heritage Area Commission and Planning Department, a map of
Historic Resources within the City of Kingston should be commissioned and distributed in local places of
assembly, the Kingston library and popular shops and restaurants and area hotels. Some mapping and

a significant amount of content has already been prepared and made available through the Kingston

website and at the visitor center. Therefore the task will be to refine and generate interest rather than

to fully inform.

Strategy 6.1.2: Continue the local historic plaque program through the Landmarks

Commission to recognize renovated or well-maintained historic buildings. Encourage local landowners

with Landmarks to provide plaques in front of their buildings including the history and/or original
pictures of a site.

Strategy 6.1.3: Develop a visible "Kingston Heritage Trail" network. This should consist of
assigning a symbol for each Historic District (e.g. original Courthouse or Stockade Map for Stockade

DistrícÇ boat for Rondout) hanging banners from streetlights posts identifying the district. This would

make people aware that they are in a special area of Kingston (see also recommendation 1.3.1).

Strategy 6.1.4: Place significantly sized strategy markers or signage at the entrances to the
Stockade and Rondout Districts to make people aware that they are entering historically important
section of the City.

Strategy 6.1.5: Design a walking trail through Historic Districts. The Friends of Historic

Kingston has already designed walking tours for the Stockade, Rondout and Chestnut Street Districts.

The City should cooperate with the FOHK and other historic protection advocacy groups as well as the
Heritage Area Commission, Landmarks Commission to place small way-finding markers similar to hiking

trail blazes at intervals along the trail. Markers could have initials KHT (Kingston Heritage Trail) along

with the symbol for and name of each district.

Strategy 6.1.6: Develop phone apps with information about the landmarks in a district so that
people are both informed and entertained.
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Strategy 6,L.7: Ensure that the Greenline
provides entryways into the City's Historic Districts.

This may provide an opportunity to market portions of the
Greenline as the "Kingston Heritage Trail" -400 Years of
History At Your Feet. This effort should seek funding

assistance by the Greenway Conservancy.

Strategy 6.1.8: Support the preparation of
Preservation, lnterpretive and Marketing Plans. A

City-wide Preservation plan should be developed that
catalogs existing historic resources, existing preservation

mechanisms, identifies any gaps in protections, and

identifies addítional resources to be preserved. An

lnterpretive Plan should be developed that develops a

detailed, cohesive and practical plan for telling the story of
Kingston's historic resources to visitors. The lnterpretive
Plan would consider different approaches to the Visitor

experience, from formal tours of resources, to interpretive
signage, to online and digital phone applications. Goals,

for interpreting historic resources would be more

completely identified from tourist attraction to education

and preservation. Lastly, a Marketing Plan should be

developed to draft a strategy for generating interest in

Kingston's historic resources through advertising, online

marketing, events and other means. All three plans may

be developed together or in stages, but must involve

existing civic and quasi-governmental entities currently
engaged in historic preservation advocacy or
administration.

Generic Environmentol lmpoct Discussion: Creating interest in

the "historicol" aspect of the city will increase the tourism ond

make it a ploce of interest for those visit¡ng New York Stote.

Significont odverse environmental impacts ore not anticipated as

a result of these policies.

Objective 6.2: Simplify the retulatory programs and
protect¡ons to ease process¡ng of development
approvals involving Historic resources;

Strategy 6.2,1= Develop procedures to
coordinate and streamline review functions by Above (top to bottom): View of West Strand

multiple agencies. Preservation of valuable historic looking toward Broadway in the Rondout

resources must be ensured while expediting the District; and view from Clinton Street looking

reviews required by zoning and related laws. 
" away from the senate House' Kingston is a

walkable City with many rich historic resources.
Generic Environmentol lmpact Discussion: Significant odverse

environmental impocts ore not anticipated os ø result of this policy. Preservation of historic resources is likely to be

enhonced where the protect¡ons ore not compromised, but the process is símplified, thereby encouraging pr¡vote

¡ nve stm e nt i n hi sto ri c structu re s.
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Objective 6.3: Actively seek preservation and
maintenance of historic resources through
public-private partnerships, including seeking State
Funding for rehabilitation;

Strategy 6.3.1: Allow a zoning incentive for
adaptive reuse of landmark buildings, should their
current use prove untenable. This density incentive
would complement the federal financial incentive
provided under the National Register Tax Act for building5 Above: View of the corner of Wall Street and

listed on the National Register of Historic places. The North Front street in uptown Kingston'

density bonus should apply only to the yield possible in the existing buildings, and not to new
construction; i.e., it should not be employed as a circumvention of the underlying density, so much as a

way to not render landmarks obsolete. Additionally, the State through the Office of Parks, Recreation
and Historic Preservation provides Rehabilitation tax credits for both homeownership and commercial
properties that may be leveraged for any eligible rehabilitation project, but especially for adaptive reuse

of currently obsolete and vacant commercial and industrial buildings. Eligible census tracts in the City
of Kíngston are shown below.
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Eligible for Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit
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Strategy 6.3.2: Task Landmarks Commission

with Assistance to local Landmark Owners. Encourage

a close working relationship between the Landmarks

Commission, the local historian and the NYS Office of
Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation for input on
Local Landmarks and Landmark Districts and available

funding for improvements of structures. The

Landmark Commission should work to inform Landmark

Owners or owners of Landmark-eligible structures of
funding opportunities and other financial preservation

incentives available through the State or Federal

Government and not-for profit organizations. Above. lllustrative example of uniform streetscape
Assistance with grant applications should be ¿ improvements that could be considered for

responsibility of the Landmarks Commission and Uptown'

members should be required to devote a certain Source: Vermont Transportation Fund

amount of their meeting time to owner assistance in addition to review of applications.

Generic Environmentol lmpact Discussion: Significont odverse environmental impacts are not onticipated os ø
result of this policy. A reasonable density increose is not likely to significontly impact areo populotion density.

Providing greoter incentive for preservotion of existing structures should result in greater private investment in
historic resources. Guidance from the Landmork Commission should sssist those seeking to rehobilitote and
preserve the City's historic structures.

Additional Strategies Regarding Historic Preservation elsewhere in Plan:

Strategy 1.4.1: Create a cohes¡ve design for public infrastructure and signage that celebrates the
qualities of each of the City's primary neighborhoods. (Discusses potential funding through Urban
Cultural Parks Program)

Strategy 4.10.5: Leverage New York State Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits to Rehabilitate Vacant
Obsolete Commercialand lndustrial Buildings for new Uses.

Strategy 4.13.1: Leverage the efforts of economic development partners (lnclude Historic Preservation
Advocacy groups in economic development discussions)

Strategy 7.2.2: Ensure that Kingston's Bluestone and other historic materials are highlighted and
protected in transportation and way-finding projects, and that these projects are planned with the
potential of historic materials for placemaking central to the process.

Strategy 8.4.3: Streamline Broadway Overlay District design standards.

Strategy 9.5.1: Develop directional signage unique to Uptown. (reflect the history of the area)

Strategy 9.5.2: Encourage the County to rehabilitate historic structures to fulfill space needs

whenever possible.

Strategy 9.5.3: Promote uniform streetscape improvements throughout Uptown (appropriate with
the historic character of the area).

Strategy 9.7.2: Provide more concrete design standards for development in the Stockade Area.
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Strategy 10.5.1: Develop Design Guidelines for the Rondout.



Plan: Public Facilities
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The City contains an impressive collection of parks

providing neighborhoods with local recreational needs.

ln the face of added maintenance costs, the City has

looked to consolidate programming at several central
locations. Previous planning studies recommend a new
neighborhood park in the Stockade District, as well as

significant improvements to Kingston Point Park. The

Hudson Landing Promenade will offer a new significant
regional recreational amenity that may serve to draw
tourists to the City. Additionally, public outreach Above: City Hall, circa 1872 is a fine example

performed for the Comprehensive plan indicated a 9f Victorian Architecture. At the time the

demand ror pubric park racitities in Midtown. H[:Ï:,.*i::.:il:':iiå';.il[ili: ,üri,i]
rhe city has a partiary combined sanirary and storm [î,::;"' ïr1r-:""xi:,"ft.::i":Jotn;rilili;
sewer. The sewer is currently beyond its existing home to city government and is an important

permitted capacity due to infiltration during storm events, civic anchor on Broadway'

and there are existing issues with regard to overflows
during severe storms. The City is continuing to work towards remedying this, including retention of
effluent during storm events, but any significant increase in housing density would likely tax the system

further.

The Army Corps of Engineers has decertified the levees along the Esopus Creek, increasing the risk of
damage during extreme storm events. The suitability of lands along the Esopus creek to support future
development is limited. Additionally, the City currently experiences flooding along Main Street near

Emerson Street, along Hurley Avenue, along Tannery Brook at Amy Court, and along the Strand.

Future development in these areas must consider these physical constraints.

Goal 7: Be proactive rather than reactive in improving public infrastructure including
City streets, water and wasteweter infrastructure, as well as enhanced park fac¡l¡t¡es;

Objective 7.1: lmprove the operation of the wastewater treatment system and safeguard
the infrastructure from future surge and sea level rise;

Strategy 7.1.1: Develop a plan to mitigate both near- and long-term risk to the wastewater
treatment facility. This plan should consider the life cycle of plant components, the value of the
property for other uses, and innovative approaches (e.g., distrlbuted systems and shared municipal

services) that may effectively meet the wastewater treatment needs for the City and surrounding
communities over the long term. The Plan should address the issues arising from the partial

interconnection of the storm and sanitary sewer systems that lead to the inability to properly treat
higher volumes during large storm events (combined sewer overflows). The treatment plant location
within the current 10O-year flood zone and the implication of increasing sea level elevation must be

considered as well.
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Strategy 7.1.2: lmplement and improve the Long Term Control Plan so thât combined sewer

overflows are reduced.

Strategy 7.1.3: Reduce stormwater, erosion, upland flooding and combined sewer overflows
through green infrastructure, low-impact development and best stormwäter management practices.

Green infrastructure including large forests, meadows, wetlands, floodplains and riparian buffers should

be retained where feasible in order to naturally store, infiltrate and treat stormwater runoff.

lmplementation of low-impact developrnent practices incorporate a number of less intrusive measures

to allow precipitation to infiltrate into the ground instead of running off into storm or combined sewers.

These measures include street trees, rain gardens, bioswales, green roofs, and on-site storage and use

of stormwater for irrigation.

Strategy 7.1.4: Promote natural vegetation, swales, rain gardens, and similarly environmental
conscious landscape practices. The zonìng ordinance should be revised to require such practices in

connection with industrial, commercial and multifamily development {i.e., exempting single-family and

two-family homes), Natural vegetation is especially important, as it requires less watering and

pesticides for its care.

Strategy 7.1.5; Protect and maintain the quality of water service and all utility services

provided by the City of Kingston.

Generic Environmental lmpact Discussion: The proposed recommendotions to remedy existing sewage plant

overflows and reduce flows into the combined sanitory/storm sewer will result in significant envíronmental benefits

to the Rondout creek ond Hudson River us well os fiscat benefits to the City,

Objective 7.2: lmprove the condition and appearence of the City's roedways and sidewalks;

Strategy 7.2.1: Seek partnerships and seize upon €very opportunity to "green" streets,

sidewalk spâces, pâths, and waterfront âreås. The City, in partnership with its residents and, when

appropriate, the County, should plant street trees, install flower-filled window boxes, and create

mini-gardens of potted plants. The City should continue to do so, as often as practical with local

organizations focused on beautification, open space and natural resources. To the extent possible

larger vacant City-owned open spaces should be considered for their suitability as community gardens

either as long-term or temporary uses.

Strategy 7.2.2: Ensure thât K¡ngston's Bluestone and other historic mäter¡als are highlighted

and protected ¡n transportetion and way.finding proiects, and that these projects are planned with
the potential of historic materials for placemaking central to the process. A complete comprehensive

survey of Bluestone sidewalks and resources for Kingston, including an inventory of resources held in
the City's Bluestone Bank and the development of a process for the use of the Bank's resources should

be developed. A prioritized program to restore, rehabilitate, or preserve Kingston's Bluestone

sidewalks and resources should also be developed. Regulations should be promulgated regarding the
care and preservation of Bluestone by property owners and developers; require building permits and

review by the City's Historic Landmarks Preservation Commission for sidewalk repair and construction.

Generíc Environmentol lmpact Discussíon: Recommendotions to beoutify and protect the historic integrity of
Kingston streets is not anticipated to result in adverse environmental impacts. Positive benefits to community

character ore ønticipoted to result.
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Objective 7.3: lncrease the access and maintenance of neighborhood parks and recreation
facilities;

Strategy 7.3.1: lmplement and prioritize the goals and recommendations outllned in the Citt's
Parks and Recreation Master Plan. The Parks and Recreation Master Plan is a detailed and
comprehensive planning document that supports maintaining and further developing the City's parks,

which are än important asset from a quality of life, recreational and natural resources perspective.

Prioritizing the goals and recommendations of the plan and setting a timetable for securing grants and
funds to support the work is necessary for implementation.

Generic Environmental lmpøct Discussion: The City considered the SEQR requirements at the time of preparation

of this policy document, ond thot SEQR review is íncorporated here by reference.
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Plan: Midtown Core Area

Midtown is the geographic heart of the City and it became the site of many major public facilities after

merger of the Villages of Kingston and Rondout, such as City Hall, the main post office, Kingston High

School and Kingston Hospital among others. However, Broadway also served as the connector between

the two original villages and became a corridor rather than a place. Due to its length, Broadway

depended on auto traffic to serve as a commercial corridor providing access and services to motor

vehicles on their way between Rondout and Kingston (Uptown). Perpendicular to and forming an "X"

with Broadway was the junction of principal rail lines, which supported industry behind either side of

Broadway. Residential areas for industrial workers and employees of Broadway businesses filled the side

streets around these two corridors.

With the introduction of the big-box auto-centric corridor to the north, in the suburban Town of Ulster,

and the departure of the majority of manufacturing industry from the City, the Midtown area is in
severe transition. lts current configuration has become unsustainable and home to the poorest, most

under-served neighborhood in Kingston. ln order to reinvigorate the Midtown Area a new approach

must be taken. This approach begins with significant replanning of a central core area around a new use

paradigm. Rather than seek to continue the unsustainable pattern of use by attempting to fill empty

storefronts, or find new users for defunct industrial buildings, the City should pursue a new pattern of

development focused on industry clusters that have organically settled into the area without significant

enticement. Generally, new uses should be focused on the arts, education, entertainment and ethnic

diversity.
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The strategies provided herein are intended to complement

and build upon The Midtown Eusiness, Education, Art and

Technology (BEAT) Plan that was initiated by Mayor Shayne

Gallo with the support of education officials from Ulster

County. The strategies contained herein were also

developed with the understanding that Ulster County is

presently funding a Broadway Corridor study that is intended

to address traffic circulation and complete street
improvements. The recommendations contained in this Plan

are general concepts and it is understood that more specific

plans and strategies would be developed in the Broadway

Corridor Study.

The strategies contained herein are intended to provide a

concise action-orienied plan for implementing sound, quality

of life enhancements, within Midtown. These improvements

include complete street enhancements that strengthen

multi-modal connections and improve walkability; visual and

physical enhancements to the streetscape and buildings

along Broadway; improved housing opportunities through

mixed-use adaptive reuse and infill development; and critical

parks and recreational investments -- all of which are needed

to transform Midtown from an outdated commercial artery,

with its surrounding assemblage of industrial, warehouse

and wholesale buildings along its railroad corridors, into a

socially and economically vibrant place where people in the

City and surrounding region want to live, shop, work and be

entertained. Above (top to Broadway

rhe Need For A New Land use Approach For i",:i"ii"låiitå3i'L:,fi:"'3,,iiioi;:i
MidtOWn crosses over Broadway (West Shore Railroad

Line); and view lookìng north along O'Neil

A visitor to Midtown experiences a corridor, neighborhoods :$i::i"J:å;Ï:'täi 3,i:";:,f;iJ ;:å:T
and former manufacturing nodes along its rail lines that visitor to Midtown experiences a corridor,

appeãr, in places, past their prime and weary to the eye. The neighborhoods and former manufacturing

Broadway commercial corridor includes many vacant nodes that appeaf in certain places' past its

buildings and lots, mixed-use buildings in various states of 
primeandwearytotheeye'

disrepair and an aesthetically unappealing visual environment. The hodgepodge of sign styles and

satellite dishes mounted on the front of Broadway buildings further diminishes visual appeal.

Noticeably missing from the commercial corridor are amenities, which provide a more human scale such

as bus shelters, public rest stations, open spaces, pocket parks, landscaped areas and bicycle amenities.

The combination of high vacancy rates, poor visual quality of the corridor, and lack of pedestrian and

bicyclist amenities, encourages drivers to speed through the corridor and discouräges pedestrian and

bicycle use or social interaction.

Even with these challenges, Broadway has emerged as a place within the City where newcomers to

Kingston have established businesses (e.g. restaurants, groceries, personal service establishments,

churches) - many tied to the changing demographics of the area. Certain industry/activity clusters have



also organically settled in the area without significant
enticement (e.g. artist live-work units, education,
healthcare, restaurants, specialized small scale craft
industries, wholesalers, etc.). lmplementing land use

policies that help to facilitate continued growth in these

niche industries, rather than thwarting efforts to open such

businesses, is one key to revitalizing Midtown.

The significant daily traffic volumes along Broadway,

coupled with significant investment in the Ulster Performing

Arts Center {UPAC), Ulster County Community College

satellite cãmpus, and continued growth in existing

industry/activity clusters, all hold the promise of a brighter
future for Midtown built around specialized clusters.

However, streamlining the development revíew process,

coupled with targeted public sector investments, are

needed to provide an environment that facilitates private

sector reinvestment in Midtown. A form-based code

focusing on the relationship of buildings to each other, to
streets, and to open space, rather than land use is also

needed to reinforce a sense of place. The following
strategies are intended to engage City government, civic

and business leaders, and local residents in proactive

measures, which can enhance the quality of life in Midtown
and in so doing make the area more appealìng as a place to
reside, visit and conduct business.

Economic Opportunities For Change
ln recent years, there has been a growing pattern of small

business owners taking advantage of the corridor's

relatively affordable space and high traffic volumes to
establish their business enterprises, However, the ability of
Midtown to attract new development ìs currently limited by

competition from nearby areas such as Uptown, the

Rondout and Ulster Avenue in the Town of Ulster, which
have higher income levels to support a greater variety of
busi nesses.

Above (top to bottom): View of hair salon at
the corner of Broadway and Cedar Street;
view of north side of Broadway between Field
Court and O'Neil Street; and view of
QUISQUEYA Mini Market, which abuts the
UPAC between Cedar Street and Henry
Street. A number of recent storefront
renovations have replaced transparent glass
with reflective or tinted glass that obscures
views into local business and detracts from
the visiior experience.

Based upon this understanding, it is recommended that the City of Kingston first focus on helping

existing businesses and entrepreneurs to succeed and perhaps expand, while concurrently taking
measures to improve the image of Midtown (i.e. complete street improvements to support walkability;
and visual and physical enhancements to enhance the environment) so that the City can begin to better
market Midtown to prospective businesses and residents,
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There are four industry/activity clusters in Midtown that are

identified on the Midtown Action Plan Map on page 63. There

is a art and craft industry center along Cornell Street {i.e. The

Shirt Factory & Lace Factory); a culture ond entertainment
center around UPAC; a civícs, heolth and learning center around
City Hall and the Kingston Hospital; and a live, work and learn
center near the proposed Ulster County Community College

satellite campus at the Sophie Finn Elementary School on

Mary's Avenue.

These are the areas within Midtown that have the greatest
potential for initiating significant change since these areas

already have a critícal mass and cluster of synergistic activities.

They also represent relatively small geographic areas where the
impacts of targeted investment would be greatest. While
investments should be targeted within these areas, a plan for
improvements throughout Midtown should be concurrently
pursued.

Within each of these "activity centers" there are a number of
sites that are potentially suitable for either short or long-term

development or redevelopment, ranging from former industrial
buildings that are suitable for adaptive reuse, or greyfields that
could be redeveloped with new infill buildings carefully placed

to respect surrounding buildings, streets and open space.

Above {top to bottom): View of City Hallthat is
adjacent to the Kingston Hospital; view of the
Ulster Performing Arts Center on Broadway
and view of Benedictine Hospital on Mary's
Avenue. ïhe existing industrylactivity clusters
within Midtown should be encouraged to grow
further.
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The Land Use Vision: Defining Areas To Begin The Transition

The vision for the revitalization of Midtown does not attempt to revitalize the entire Broadway Corridor

with one homogeneous treatment. Rather, it seeks to enhance the existing, diverse ìndustry/activity

clusters as unique destinations within the city.

The guiding principles for this transformation are as

follows:

L. Make streets within Midtown a comfortable place to
bike, walk and use public transit through complete

street ínitiatives (e.g. bike routes, bike racks, bus

shelters, crosswalks, etc.).

2. Strengthen pedestrian and bicycle

between residential neighborhoods and

centers.

connections

key activity

3. Create public green spaces and public gathering spaces

(e.g. parks, squares, rail-trails, etc.).

4. Retain existing business establishments and attract
residents and businesses to support a broad range of
new and better uses that make the area more

appealing as a place to reside, visit and conduct

busi ness.

5. Create a sense of place in each activity center by

encouraging a mix of compatible uses that is developed

in a manner where uses are within easy walking

distance of one another.

6. Develop a neighborhood rehabilitation pragram (e.g. to
improve sidewalks, streetscape, and infrastructure) for
residential areas surrounding these activíty centers to
complement the City of Kingston Office of Community
Development' s reside ntia I re ha bil itation progra m.

ln order to create socially and economically vibrant activity
centers within Midtown, new development and

redevelopment should be directed to designated areas and

should conform to a pedestrian-oriented urban form. A

new form-based code is recommended to achieve this

form. Zoning can also be structured to provide incentives
for favored uses and activities.

Above (top tÕ bottom): The Milk House by
Boice's Dairy, which is an ice cream stãnd at
the corner of O'Neil and Tremper Avenue: view
of UCAT bus shelters at the former IBM
Kingston plant in the Town of Ulster; and
example of public rest station, which could be
employed in certain activity centers to improve
comfort for vistors. Bus shelters along the
Broadway corridor and within activity centers
would help to facilitate ridership and improve
the comfort for those using public trans¡t.|f)c
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This vision for the revitalization of Midtown recognizes that public sector investments are also needed

to help achieve this transformation. Complete street initiatives are needed to transform industrial

streets into streets that facilitate multi-modal movements in a safe and comfortable manner.
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Public sector investments are needed to transform some of the greyfield sites into public green spaces

where people can gather, play with their children, relax or be entertained during special events.

Without such public sector investments, it will be dífficult to attract new residents.

Art & Craft lndustry Center

The anchors for this activity center include: Artist Lofts in

The Shirt Factory; and The Lace Factory, which is being

converted into 55 live-work units together with gallery and

community space. The orfs and craft índustry center is

envisioned as ä residential, artistic and craft industry

center, supported by a small amount of neighborhood retail

uses and compatible light industries like those that
presently are situated in this area of the City of Kingston.

Public-private partnerships will be necessary to transform

this tired former industrial area into a vibrant living, arts

and crafts center. The revitalization of the Lace Factory will

have a positive effect on thìs one site along Cornell Street.

However, this project could have an even greater impact if

the City implemented a complete street initiative along

Cornell Street to facilitate pedestrian movements between

The Lace Factory and The Shirt Factory, for example.

This activity center is presently an ârea with no public green

spðces and numerous greyfield sites. ln other words, it is

not a very appealing place to live, especially for residents

with pets or children. Public-private partnerships (e.9.

incentive zoning or donation of land) are needed to create

public green spaces and public gathering spaces in this

center. These spaces could be used for an artist market,

farmer's market, special events, outdoor performances, and

other social activities that help to reinforce ã sense of place

and community. The creation of such places would, in turn,

make the area a more appealing place to live and do Above (top to bottom): View of Shirt Factory

business, which would help to facilitate reinvestment in this tÅil t[iå:'å:::t 
*|.å:i' T;,|ff iltt.lj;

industry that was establ¡shed in 1988, andactivity center' 
view of vacânt Lace Factory on corneil street,

The Midtown Action Plan Map on pãge 63 illustrates the which is being converted by RUPCO into

activity centers in Midtown along with recommended Artist Lofts together wilh an arts gallery and

public sector investments. Priority areas for complete community space' The transformation of lhis

srreet initiarives inctude the area atons Broadway, cornell ;:?il",i'jloJ",T'fi" ili.å'ji rlå'[:-J,Iiå::
and O'Neil and W. O'Reilly Streets. A multi-purpose public env¡ronment.

square is recommended along Cornell Street' A well-

designed public square could be utilized as a public park and outdoor performance space. The rail yard

for the Delaware & Ulster rail line could become an attractive trailhead for a new troil along the route of

the D&U. A Midtown Marketplace for artists and/or farmer's market is envisioned as a central feature

between this area and the performing arts and cultural & entertainment center, which is described in

more detail below.
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Culture & Entertainment Center

The culture & entertainment center is envisioned as the
highest intensity of retail, restaurant, and cultural

activities within Midtown. The anchor for this activity

center is the Ulster Performing Arts Center (UPAC). For

this area, it is envisioned that both sides of Broadway in

the vicinity of the UPAC, would be lined with mixed-use

development, emphasizing an increase in retail options on

the first floor. lt is recommended the City create an

incentive program to encourage restaurant and retail uses

in close proximity to UPAC with outdoor seating

encouraged. Those land uses that have positive synergies

with UPAC (e.g. galleries, restäurants, etc.) would be

permitted as-of-right under the zoning ìaws and those

with potential negative synergies would be prohibited or

only allowed by special permit.

Above: view of a visually appealing "Art Deco"
building. which is across street from UPAC and

adjacent to vacant lot shown above. Ïhere are
synergies between eating and drinking
establishments and performing arts centers.

To improve the aesthetic appeal of the business distrìct, the Kingston Local Development Corporation

(LDC) administers a façode impravement program with a maximum grant of 510,000. lt is important

that the renovations of building façades respect the original architectural elements of historic buildings

and not remove or mask such features. lt is further recommended that the Kingston LDC consider

expanding its façade improvement program to cover the renovation of building interiors in order to

address code compliance issues to make vacant spaces suitable for new business establishments.

Funding through the New York Main Street progrãm should be sought to fund such an initiative.

Along the Broadway Corridor, complete street enhancements must be introduced to better connect this

activity center to the surrounding neighborhoods and areas throughout the city. Public transit service

must be enhanced to help facilitate increases in ridership; and amenities, such as bus shelters, should be

provided along the corridor to improve rider comfort. Other major corridor improvements could include

the installation of a traffic roundabouts at key intersections such as Henry Street/O'Neill Street and/or

Prince StreetfGrand StreetlPine Grove Avenue to act as key points of interest making Midtown a

destination instead of a connection. Such roundabouts can include highly landscaped areas, or

monuments to add interest and character" Additionally, Broadway is a State Highway (Route 32) from

Henry Street to Albany Avenue, and therefore Federal Funding may be available to increase efficiency

and improve pedestrian facilities.
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Civics, Health and Learning Center

The civics, heatth and learning center is envisioned as an activity center consisting of governmental,

educational and healthcare land uses, surrounded by residential neighborhoods and supported by a

small amount of retail and personal service establishments to meet the needs of residents and

employees. Professional and medical office uses should continue to be encouraged in this area,

including the use of first floor storefronts for such uses.

Existing anchors in this area include, but are not limìted to
Kingston City Hall, Kingston Hospltal, Kingston High

School, Broadway Medical Center Building, YMCA and the

Andy Murphy Neighborhood Center. These institutions

are not only major civic, educational, medical and

recreational centers; but they are also major employers

for residents in the City and the surrounding region. Their

employees support local restaurants and service

establishments. lt is thus important to create a physical

environment that encourages workers to venture out

during their breaks to walk along Broadway and frequent

business esta blish ments.

The attractiveness of this area could be improved with

some public sector investments. For example, the

creation of pocket parks could provide residents and

workers with green space where they could enjoy a brief

respite during their lunch hour. Amenities for bicyclists:

such as bike racks, designated bike lanes, or bike trails

would help to make this area of the City more appealing

for employees, employers and students.

The City should also ensure that its zoning laws explicitly

allow such uses and review its development review
procedures to ensure there are no inherent obstacles to

opening like businesses in this activity center.

The City has shown its support for this activity center by

investing in the restoration of City Hall and maintaining a
Above {top to bottom); View of Broadway
Medical Center building on Broadway;

variety of city facilities in this area of the City. lt is Kingston Hospital monument sign as seen

important that the City coordinate with the Kingston City from Kingston City Hall, and view of Kingston

schoot District to ensure its hish school remains at ¡ts liffiffi',J::ïtå'i,i:::'i,il"'ilJ-Jii
present location. The School District has recently These institutions are not only major activity

committed to significant facilities at the high school over centers, but they are also major employers

the nexr several years. Not only ¡s trre school ¿n liL|tå,iJit'"al 
tÛ the long-term rinancial health

important center of activity, but ít is also a major

employer that supports local business establishments. The City and School District must work together

to understand and provide for the needs of the School District.
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The Live, Work and Learn Center
(Kingston Center at SUNY Ulster at the Sophie Finn Elementary School)

-lhe live, work and learn center is envísioned as an activity
center with a concentration of health care and educational

facilities that is surrounded by residential areas, supported

by a small amount of retail to meet the needs of residents,

employees and students. Anchors within this activity center

ìnclude, but are not limited to, the Sophie Finn Elementary

School and Benedictine Hospital both of which are situated

on Mary's Avenue.

The Ulster County Legislature approved the purchase of the

Sophie Finn Elementary School and adjoining six acres of
land at 94 Mary's Avenue in Midtown Kingston. The building

is slated to become a satellite campus of Ulster County

Community College to be known as Kingston Center of SUNY

Ulster {KCSU}. The purchase and proposed use is part of the
County Executive's Shored Toxpayer Relief thraugh

lnnovotive Visions in Educotian (STRIVE) project intended to
create an educational corridor in Kingston. Ulster County

Community College {UCCC) will be offering college classes in

the building and it is also envisioned that courses would also

be offered to serve the needs of Benedictine Hospital and

the Kingston Hospital, which are in close proximity.

The County's plans to create an educational corridor in

Kingston could have a positive impact on the community.

However, these impacts would be even greater with
supporting public sector investments in the form of

complete street enhancements provided along W. O'Reilly

St. and Mary's Avenue to link the school to Broadway.

Enhanced pedestrian connections between the Kingston

High School and the UCCC Satellite Campus should also be

would be eligible to take college level courses.

Above (top to bottom): View of Sohpie Finn

Elementary School entrancê and view of
Benedictine Hospital. The County's plans to
create an educational corridor in Kingston
which will have a positive impact on the
commun¡ty. However, these impacts would be
even greater with supporting public sector
investments in the form of complete street
enhancements along W, O'Reilly St. and
Mary's Ave. to link the school to Broadway.

advanced, ãs many high school students
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The Office of Community Development's residentiol rehobilitotion progrom addresses deficiencies in

existing housing stock. This program could be expanded to provide housing for students as the County's

plans for the UCCC Satellite Campus are advanced.

Above (top to bottom): Example of a farmer's market
pavilion that could be established on a portion of a

new public square along Cornell Street or on the
Kings lnn site; illustration of multi-purpose rail trail
along rail bed in Minneapolis MN that is comparable
to Delaware & Ulster rail bed; and phoio of bike shop
at trail head of the above referenced rail trail.

A concerted effort by the City and County, coupled
with public-private partnerships, could transform
Midtown from bleak to chic.

Above (top to bottom): View of Delaware & Ulster
rail yard as seen from across Cornell Street; view
of existing overgrÕwn D&U rail line as seen
looking from O'Neil Street toward Cornell Street,
and view of one of the many greyfield sites within
Midtown that contribute to the bleak and tired
landscape. The transformation of Midlown will
require a form-based code to reinforce a sense of
place; public sector investments in complete
street initiatives and public parks, and public-
private partnerships.
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Dormitory housing in support of the UCCC Satellite Campus would help to support local businesses as

students would frequent these establishments when living in the community. Graduating students

would strengthen the City's workforce making the City more attractive to new business.

Multi-modal Transportation lmprovement Strateg¡es

Many of the side streets in Midtown are very wide since they were developed to accommodate

manufacturing industries and heavy truck turning movements. These wide streets are not very

conducive to facilitating safe pedestrian and bicycle movements, which are necessary to create a vibrant

mixed-use activity center. However, these wide streets are also capable of accommodating multi-modal

facilities to serve all users of these streets {i.e. bicyclist, pedestrians, public transit and drivers).

The City should work wíth the County to develop "Complete Street" plans for Broadway, O'Neil, Cornell

and W. O'Reilly Streets, as its first priority for such improvements.

Environmental Enhancement & Greening Space Strategies

There is a need for public green spaces throughout the Midtown area. The City can help to achieve

public open space improvements by:

Converting city-owned vacant lots into pocket parks.

Creating a vegetated pedestrian and bicycle route along the Delaware & Ulster rail line.

Coordínating with Ulster County to relocate the D&U rail yard outside the City limits so the yard

could then be converted into a public square or green, and serve as the trailhead to a rail trail.
lntegrating smaller green spaces into the desígn of development projects through incentive
zoning.

Adding green space along public streets.

U{Bl¡¡o¡k afld Cråft lndustry Center
CITY Or K|!!GSïON, l.¡Y

COMPßTHINSIVE PLAN
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Neighborhood and Housing Rehabilitation Strategies

Maintaining the integrity of Kingston's neighborhoods and

the quality of its housing stock is an important goal for the
City. The various neighborhoods have their own unique

identity that reflects their history, geography and sense of
pride of its residents,

Strong neighborhoods are the cornerstone of a healthy and

vibrant community. The City of Kingston should support
and enhance its neighborhoods through new infill housing

units that complement existing homes, the
rehabilitation/preservation of any deteriorating housing

stock, strict enforcement of its building and zoning codes

and sidewalk/streetscape improvements. The latter will
greatly enhance pedestrian circulation from residential
areas to the activity centers making the community a better
place in which to live.

It is also recommended that the City amends its existing

zoning laws to better regulate the conversion of single-

family homes to multi-family units. The conversion of
single-family homes should be limited to a certain number
of dwelling units, based upon the size of the home and size

of the lot on which the home is situated, When too many

units are crammed into a smaller building, issues related to
overcrowding, and insufficient room to park vehicles off-
street become apparent and detract from the
neighborhood.

Realizing Midtown Revitalization

The revitalization strategies and recommended public

improvements contained herein are intended to guide the
transition of Midtown from a vision to implementation.
Realizing the vision for revitalizing Midtown's activity
centers and surrounding neighborhoods will be a long-

term, multi-step process, requiring long-term commitment
from the City, County, and State governments, private and

not-for profit sectors, business community and local

residents, and other stakeholders.

Above (top to bottom); View of middle-class
neighborhood along O'Neil Street looking
north from the corner of O'Neil and Tremper
Avenue; A concerted effort by the City's Offìce
of Community Development perhaps with the
support of RUPCO should be considered to
facilitate a neighborhood rehabilitation
program in support of existing housing. A
rehabilitation program is also needed tÕ

support reinvestment in the activity centers.

However, each step can demonstrate visible change and improvement in the quality of life for residents,

as well as employees, business owners and visitors to Midtown. Ëach improvement, will, in turn, make

Midtown more attractive to prospective residents and investors. Generic Environmentol Discussion: To

be added.
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Goal 8: Promote a new planned commercial node in Midtown centered around
Education, the Arts, Entertainment and Ethnic Diversity;

Objective 8.1: Establish an outdoor venue/park and program several arts-related programs or
events per year;

Strategy 8.1.1: Create incentives for public spaces.

Through incentive zoning, encourage future redevelopment

to provide new public spaces, perhaps with density, height

and coverage bonuses along the Broadway Corridor. Such

spaces along Broadway could provide opportunity for public

assembly, performances as well as activate the street.

Strategy 8.1.2: Acquire vacant lots and blighted
properties for public spãces and urban agriculture. The City

could acquire through purchase, blighted properties and

vacant lots in order to provide new public spaces either

solely or as part of a larger public/private redevelopment
project. These public spaces could be used for traditional
pocket parks or urban agriculture and community gardens as

appropriate. More than 800 acres of land in Kingston are

classified as vacant, including 38 acres owned by the City of
Kingston. While every effort should be made to promote

investment in blighted properties, those properties that are

beyond saving and that tend to be located in the most at-

need areas of the City should be considered for
incorporation into the network of community gardens.

Strategy 8.1.3: Consider the development of a new

City park. Although much of the City is served well by the

several existing public parks in the City, there is sentiment

that the growing Latino community is not well served.

Consideration should be given to the construct¡on of a soccer

field somewhere in the vicinity of Midtown given the strong

cultural preference in the area indicated during public

The New York Open Space Plan

explicitly calls for greater support of
urban agriculture. Based on this, the

Office of Parks, Recreation and

Historic Preservation has provided

funding for New York Cíty urban

agriculture initiatives. The plan

specifically recornmends providing

funding support for farming

opportunities in low-income areas,

on vacant public and private land, on

"underutilized" parkland for farming

and educational purposes, for
brownfield areas, and for assisting in

the remediation of toxic sites of
potential community gardens and

farms. The plan emphasizes that
"This is especially important in cases

where municipal park agencies have

limited resources and community-

based not-for-profits lack the funding

match requirement yet have the

labor resources to maintain

successful permanent community
garden sites.

outreach. Additionally, the Recreation Master Plan indicates the need for athletic fields in and around

Midtown, although the space challenges are clear and the Plan proposes äccommodating such demand

through contract use of private parks at Kingston Babe Ruth Park or Metropolitan Field, optimizing field

space at the High School, lighting Loughran Park or adding a field to Kingston Point Park or Dietz

Stadium. However, the guiding principles of this plan clearly support providing recreation near the

populations demanding them, and opportunities to provide a quality soccer field lN Midtown should be

explored, including an indoor recreational use of an obsolete warehouse as described hereafter.

Beyond athletic fields, one or two pocket parks {as also recommended by the Recreational Master Plan)

would provide potential playground facilities near to existing population density and could also provide

opportunities for dual use as community gardens.
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Strategy 8.1.4: Consider demand and suitability
of obsolete warehouses for conversion to an indoor
recreational use. One option may be an indoor athletic
field as was done with the former Newburgh Armory -

now the Newburgh Unity Center which houses an artificial
multipurpose turf field in the former drill hall. Another
possibility may be an indoor ice skating rink. Currently
the closest rinks are located in Montgomery and

Saugerties. An additional facility in Kingston may support
local youth and school hockey programs and double as a

cooling facility for the elderly and other at-risk groups

during heat waves.

Above (top tÕ bottom): The Newburgh Armory
is an example of adaptive reuse of a defunct
facility for the purpose of community
recreation and provision of community
services. Photo: Mid-Hudson News.

Generic Environmental lmpact Discussion: Convertíng obsolete
buildings and vacant parcels for open space and community garden uses is not likely to result in significant adverse

environmental impacts. Any proposal to reuse brownfields in this manner would require environmentøl testing to
insure public safety, The policíes intended to pramote the estoblishment of odditíanal pubtic spaces and
programming of events is likely ta draw people to the Midfown Areo as well as oltow local residents with a catalog
of recreatíon within walking distance. While ít may increase vehicular traffic to the areo, much of this traffic wíll
be traffic that woutd otherwise pass through the orea without a recreationøl destÌnation(s) - for example Uptown
residents seeking recreation in the Rondout or Rondout residents seeking recreation in Uptawn. Additionally, the

increase in vehicutqr trøffic will at least be somewhøt m¡tigated by the abílity af tocol residents to enjoy a park or
public ossembly spoce withaut having to travel by vehicle. The acquisition of blighted properties, or the
programming of new public spaces will require the expenditure of public funds, which coutd result in adverse fiscal
impocts. It is envisioned that the additional public cost would be warranted given the relatíve lock of recreøtion in

the densest part of the City.

Objective 8.2: Reduce cr¡me in Midtown Census Tracts to within ex¡sting City-wide averages;

Strategy 8.2.1: Relocate the Police Headquarters or a substat¡on to Midtown. lncreasing 24

hour police presence would have a beneficial impact on the Midtown neighborhood, the area of the City
that generates the highest demand for Police Services. (See also: Mayor Gallo's BEAT lnitiative)

Strategy 8.2.2: lncorporate basic "safe streets" design criteria for new or amended site plan

applications within Midtown. Such design criteria should include standards promoting the lighting of
the sidewalk from internal building spaces, elimination of open alleys or deep recesses along pedestrian

rights of way, the elimination of opaque fencing, elimination of blank building façades, banning papering

or painting of vacant spaces (seen as places where people may be "lurking"), eliminating safety gates

and barbed wire, incorporation of stoops and balconies for façades facing the public r¡ght of way, and

the adequate lighting of pedestrian ways.

Generic Environmental lmpact Ðiscussion: The reÍocotion of Police Headquarters to Midtown would requíre a site-
specilic SEQR review. The policies of increosing the safety ond perception of safety in Midtown is anticipated to
result in positive economic impacts and increased patronage of areø busínesses.
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Objective 8.3: lmprove the appearance of the
Midtown Area;

Strategy 8.3.1: Encourage interesting
private signage. Midtown is not as homogenous as

other neighborhoods within the City. While Uptown
and the Rondout have aesthetic character that is

rooted in the local historic architecture, Midtown is

much more eclectic by comparison and includes a

number of interesting and different "landmark"
examples of signage that enhance the visual interest

of the area. Examples of this includes an art deco

chrome façade, life-size Elvis and Marilyn Monroe
Above: Broadway Joe's with its lifesize Ëlvis and
Marilyn Monroe stãtuary atop of the estâbl¡shment

statuary atop a local pub, and a large mural of a hot roof adds a r-rnique characterto Broadway.

dog plastering the side of a building. While out of
the ordinary, and probably not strictly conforming to sign regulations, these visually interesting
landmarks provide interest and should be further encouraged. As a center of arts, some flexibility
should be considered to allow the opportunity for such interesting projects äs murals, statuary,
oversized or unique Americana signage, and unique architecture to proceed without extensive zoning

impediment in Midtown only,

Strategy 8.3.2: Administer façade improvement protram through Community Development

Agency (CDA) or Local Development Corporation. The CDA should consider administering a façade

improvement program emphasizing technical assistance, focusing on low-cost interventions such as

awnings, paint and new signage. These should be especially promoted in connection with any change of
tenancy. Such façade improvements could be funded through the Main Street Program and/or the
Urban Cultural Parks program.

Generic Envit'orntental Intpact D¡sc¿¡sslon: Programs tlzat l'tave the goal of intpraving the visual appearance af
tlte Brondwal, corrídor vt,ill also ítn¡trøve the social and eco¡totníc vitalíty of this rnixed-use busíness nrea. The

renovatío¡t of buildíngs wotild be required to cornply wíth the Uniþrnt Building Code critería and suclt
itnprovenrcnts wlll help to n¿lrfress si¿cå iss¡¡es as Lectd-based pairtt rentaval, l:uilding safe\, aïrd other cade
contplíance i'ssrres, fhnf nlay e,tisf as intproventents are ntacle. Tl-te praposed palícies l'tere of encottragtng
interesting signage rutd pronotíng façarìe ínprovements througlt grants is nat anticipnted to rexit í¡t
s íg nifi c ant ct dv ers e e nv íro nm ental intp a cts.
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Strategy 8.3.3: Consider adopting form-based codes and aesthetic requirements for
homogenous areas of the Midtown. For certain neighborhoods with homogenous character and a

uniform existing design, the City may wish to develop a basic building form and basic aesthetic
guidelines along with a series of permitted uses for each story of the building,

The City could then allow any conforming application, for a new structure to be approved with no

approval other than a Building Permit or Certificate of Use, so long as the use is a permitted district use.

Development should remain subject to special design guidelines to maintain their historic urban

character and any form-based codes should not undermine the intent and authority of the Kingston
Heritage Area Commission. IMOVED FROM OVERVIEW CHAPTER AND MADE APPLICABLE TO ONLY

MTDToWNI

Objective 8.4: Decrease vacancy rates and non-commercial use of Broadway storefronts to
below 5%;

Strategy 8.4.1: Consider adopting form-based Overlay District. For the Broadway corridor, the
City may wish to analyze basic building forms and determine desired basic aesthetic requirements. The

City could then establish a form-based district that would regulate the basic form, size and appearance

of buildings, as well as the uses that can occupy ground-story street frontages, and upper storíes of the
building. This would allow any conforming application, whether for a new structure or re-occupancy or
renovation of an existing structure to be approved with little or no review other than a Building Permit
or Certificate of Use, so long as it conforms with the established building forms. Any construction
outside of the basic building form, could also proceed

under existing Planning Board processes and zoning.

Strategy 8.4.2: Consider reducing the linear
footage of commercial frontage on Broadway. Currently
the frontage of Broadway is primarily non-residential from

Albany Avenue through to Delaware Avenue. This volume
of commercial space along Broadway is not sustainable as

evidenced by the number of vacancies along this corridor.
The City should consider allowing residential multifamily
development, especially in the vicinity of Albany Avenue

and Delaware Avenue as a means of reducing the total
square footage of retail space along Broadway and making

remaining commercial space more compact and sustainable. Other uses that could be encouraged in
these areas would be public uses, such as farmers markets, bus terminals, government buildings, parks,

community gardens and public gathering spaces.

Strategy 8.4.3: Streamline Broadway Overlay Dístrict design standards. The existing design

standards for the Broadway Overlay District provide a good basis for insuring compatibility of design.

However, Broadway is a more visually eclectic environment than other areas of the City, and strict
conformance should not be required, where an applicant proposes a visually interesting and

aesthetically pleasing high-qualíty design. The Heritage Area Commission should be engaged to update

Broadway Design Guidelines to provide more flexibility, while ensure preservation of important
architectural and character features. Generíc Enviranmental lmpact Discussian: The strategíes and polícies

herein would not resu[t in significant physícal changes ønd adverse environmental ímpacts ore not onticipated as a

result. Design stondørds and farm bosed zoning would streamline the development review process while ensuring
desired building form and øesthetics. Reducing commerciol square footage in favor of additional residentiøl

"First we shape our
buildings; and

afterwords our
buildings shope us."

Hisroric Nore: stated *nl.Tå"T*,1!"i,il"'
nat¡on w¡th regard to the re-building of the
Houses of Commons' after its destruction
during the Second World War.
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especially along the northern reach of Eroodway will tronsfarm Midtown from a continuous commercial corrídor.
This will likely toke same time as existing non-residentíol uses will be permitted to remain. lJltimately, this will
have the effect of reducing turning movements along Broadway in the vic¡nity of the future roundabout at
lnterstate S87/Albany Avenue/Broadway. Alsa, the value of remaining commerciol spaces and the demand
therefare should improve as the supply is diminished and the orea population is increosed, especially if
recommendatíons for improvements to orea walkability are ímplemented cancurrently.

Objective 8.5: Attract several new s¡gnlficant gallery and/or museum uses w¡thin comfortable
walking distance of UPAC;

Generíc Environmentol lmpact Discussion No enviranmental impacts øre anticipated os a result of this
recommendatíon.

Objective 8.6: Promote additional housing for artists and craftsman;

Strategy 8.6.1: Adjust regulations for artist lofts and expand them to include live-work lofts as

well. Current regulations governing artist lofts are unnecessarily onerous. For example one provision

states that there will only be up to 500 square feet of residential floor area per loft and another states

that no more than one person per 300 square feet of residential area may occupy the loft. Therefore,
by extension all lofts are limited to one person. Provisions governing separate sign regulations for lofts
versus other commercial establishments are unnecessary as is a provision requiring a "three-fixture
sínk." These provisions should be reviewed and unnecessary restrictions eliminated to encourage these

types of uses. Further, consideration should be given to eliminate the expiration of these permits, as

these types of uses are really not different than a standard mixed-use building that are desirable

through large areas of the City. Current zoning limits the use to production of art, which along with
Artist Loft is not a defined term. The use should be expanded to Live-Work spaces to allow for the
production of retail goods by craftsman, primarily for sale on premises. Such an expansion will expand

the use to individuals that may not fall into the normal definition of "arTists" such as jewelry makers,
woodworkers, framers, furniture makers, upholsterers, antique restorers as well as office spaces for
professionals such as architects, engineers, lawyers, accountants, and lT professionals. lt is also noted
that while artist lofts are currently defined and regulated, they are not explicitly mentioned in any of the
City's dístrict regulations. Artist lofts could be limited to Midtown (at least in the short term) to support

economic development objectives in this key area.

Generic Environmentat lmpact Discussion: The Midtown orea has successfully demonstrated demand for artîst-loft
type housíng. To the extent that regulotions reflect thís demond, develapment projects may be attracted. These

development projects will require sÌte-specific SEQR revíew. The policy of attract¡ng and accommodating
odditionol resídential,/commercial space wíthín a mixed-use core areo ís a sustainable development policy that
should result in reduced energy consumption, infrastructure costs, greenhouse gas emissions and improved public

health as campared with a sprøwling development pattern.

Objective 8.7: Establish the area as a destination for multicultural food and dining prov¡ding
outlets for fresh, natural and prepared food and produce, as well as restaurants offering a

variety of cuisines and alternative healthy fäst food options;
Strategy 8.7.1: Promote outdoor dining. Outdoor dining is currently permitted in Kingston. This

practice should be promoted since sidewalk cafés contribute to a district's sense of place and provide an

addítional social draw. Furthermore, any type of additional outdoor nighttime activity increases safety.

ln reference to the front yard setback standards, an application for a restaurant with an outdoor café ís

a case in which allowance of an increased setback is appropriate. ln addition, the City and its residents

should support events that focus on outdoor dining (e.g., an outdoor tasting; progressive dinner: where



diners go to a different restaurant for each course,) lncentives should be explored to promote outdoor
dining, from allowing outdoor dining within the City right-of-way, to decreased parking requirements, to
consideratíon of decreased property taxes or inspection fees.

Strategy 8.7.2: Encourage or construct a regional farmer's market. A year round shelter from
which area farmers andf or local gardeners could sell fresh produce would be a welcome addition to the
Midtown area, much of which is considered a "food desert" according to Cornell Cooperative Extension
of Ulster County. A large scale "terminal market" available to regional farmers, and with basic facilities
including rest facilities, heat and water, could become an outlet serving the region's restaurants and
small groceries. Additionally, secondary retail facilities could be made available in adjoining spaces for
specialty goods often sought for in local farmers markets, such as ornamental plants, local artisan goods,

and prepared foods.

Strategy 8.7.3: Consider partnering with an established not-for-profit, to fund, construct and
operate a community kitchen. With the intent of encouraging community gardens and local food
production, the City may wish to consider developing a community kitchen that residents can use to
clean, prepare, cook, and package produce and agricultural products. ln addition to being a resource
for local urban agriculture, such a kitchen could serve additional purposes of providing nutritional and
culinary training to residents as well as provide food to local food banks and food programs.

Generic Environmental lmpact Ðiscussion: These polícies are intended to result in increased social equity and public
health by providing nutritiaus foods to lower income areas, The strategies listed encourage development of a
farmers morket and community kitchen and therefore will require site-specific SEQR review. The strategy of
encauraging outdaor dining, ís intended to enhance the value of pubtic streefs os places, enliven the neighborhood
and moke the areo more welcoming to pedestrions. lt is antícipøted to result in positive economic benefits to the
City and no adverse environmentol impacts are onticipoted as a result of these policies.

Objective 8.8: Focus any future investment in new government and educational facilities
within Midtown to the extent pract¡ca¡, but not in prime commerc¡alfrontage;

Strategy 8.8.1: Focus future governmental and educational facilities along side streets or
blocks behind Broadway. Where governmental uses must be located directly on Broadway, public
plazas should be provided in front of the buildings so as to continue the visual and pedestrian interest of
Broadway.

Strategy 8.8.2: Leverage the new SUNY satell¡te Campus. A satellite campus offering eveníng
classes could help to activate the area during evening hours, and would also attract more consumers to
the area during the day.

Generic Environmental Impnct Discussion: Tlzese policíes are infendetl to bring population to Midtatvry but to
reserve prínte grotntd floor space along Broadway for conmtercial use. Tltís palicy ís nat antícipated to result ín
sdverse environntental impacts, but is antícipated to result in posítive econontic irnpacts fi'ant brínging
consunlers to Midtown and pasítive socíal intpacts by providing secondary education øpportunítíes ín close
proxírnity to lower incone neighborhoods.

Objective 8.9; Maintain residential affordability and owner-occupancy of Midtown
neighborhoods to ensure that Midtown rema¡ns livable for existing res¡dents;

Strategy 8.9.1: Acknowledge and regulate the trad¡tional mixed uses along Broadway. The C-

2 and C-3 zoning districts which generally comprise the traditional urban mixed-use areas of Midtown
(and Uptown) do not permit apartments in upper stories of commercial buildings. Yet that is clearly the
existing environment. Residentlal may have at some point been removed from the C-2 and C-3 districts
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with the hope that eventually these uses would transition out in favor of office and other uses.

However the likelihood of this happening is remote. Rather than ignore the principal development
pattern of the central spine of the City, mixed-use residential buildings should be permitted, but with
clear density and minimum floor area standards for residential uses.

Generic Environmental Impact Discusslan: Acknowledging and permitting the upper-story aportments that provide
much of the City's affordable rentat housing should help to improve the sanitary condition of existing housing by
lowering the regulatory requirements for improving existing housing stock. No adverse environmentaÍ impacts are
anticipated from making the City's land use regulations more compatible with the existing built environment.
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Plan: Uptown Core Area
Wall Street in Uptown Kingston was identified in 2013 as

one of "America's 50 Great Streets" by the American

Planning Association. lt is an honor bestowed upon a

place that exhibits authentic characteristics that have

evolved from years of thoughtful and deliberate planning

by residents, community leaders and planners. This honor

says much about the investments already made in the
protection, stabilization and enhancement of this great

neighborhood. The practlces that have led to the current

quality of community should be buílt upon, made efficient

and enhanced where appropriate, but the underlying

regulations should be maintained. Areas of Uptown should look to Wall Street for ínspiration and

connectivity, but should not replicate the environment wholesale. Doing so would not be authentic

and would dilute the uniqueness of this great place. lnstead, other areas should look to develop upon

their own unique characters in a way that makes other blocks in Uptown their own great places.

Above. Corner of Wall Street and North Front
Street in Uptown Kingslon, NY.
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Goal 9: Encourage continued and vibrant mixed-use land use patterns in Uptown
centered around area historic resources and County offices;

Objective 9.1: Work to attract additional patronage to the Uptown Business district.

Strategy 9.1.1: Create a centrally located plaza for small concerts and events somewhere

near the Stockade District. The City should look at opportunities to develop a small public park or
plaza to support public assembly as well as small concerts. Academy Green Park and Forsyth Park

provide opportunity already, however, there is not a direct interplay between those existing Parks and

the majority of Uptown businesses along Wall Street, North Front Street and at Kingston Plaza. A

public space in comfortable walking proximity to Wall Street and the State Senate House Historic Site

would better drive patronage of Uptown as TR Gallo Park attracts patronage of the Rondout Business

District. Possible locations include in front or alongside the County Offices, at the Old Dutch Church, or

at the Senate House Historic Site.

6enerìc Environmental lmpact Discussion: The policy to seek a public assembly space for events within Uptown is

not anticipated to result in adverse impøcts. Site-specific SEQR review will be required to ensure that porkíng

resaurces are adequote and that the space will not result in unsafe traffic conditions,

Objective 9.2: Promote multi-modal transit opt¡ons, end better pedestrian/vehicle
circulation;

Strategy 9.2.1: Work with County to Construct Bus Terminal/Transit Hub. The County has

recommended that this terminal be constructed in Uptown adjacent to County Offices" (See Also - UCTC

lntermodal Facility Site Location document). However, the City should petition the County to consider

relocating this hub to Midtown, perhaps in the vicinity of the confluence of several former rail lines, that

have the potent¡al to become rail trails near the corner of Cornell Street and Broadway, where there is

already substantial public parking available. Alternatively, this hub should be located Uptown at one of

the several sites investigated.

Strategy 9.2.2: promote on-street bike lanes in
Uptown. The already narrow streets throughout Uptown,

make ít difficult to construct off-road bicycle facilities, and

sidewalks should be reserved for pedestrians. The City

should construct on-street painted bicycle lanes throughout
the Uptown as well as bicycle racks at all public facilities.

Strategy 9.2.4: Prohibit on-street deliveries from I
AM until after 9 PM. Given the narrow width of Uptown

streets, daytime deliveries pose ã significant impediment

to traffic and patronage of the area.

Above. lllustrative example of on-street bike
lane, which could be considered for Uptown.

6eneric Environmentol lmpact Discussion: These policíes ore conslstent wíth the policies of the Transportation

and Mobility sectrons of the plan, which seeks to encourage exponded moss transit usage, promote complete

streets, improve public søfety and reduce congestion. No adverse impacts are onticipated ss a result of these

palicies. The canstructian af o bus termindl/transit hub will require site-specific SEQR review.
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Objective 9.3: Promote increased availability of parking;

Strategy 9.3.1: Maintain meters and time limits for on-street parking in the Uptown area.

Consider systems, which have variable rates based on location and demand as well as alternate payment

methods to accommodate users most efficiently.

Strategy 9.3.2: lncentivize cross eåsements between adjacent non-residential and mixed-use

lots. By incentivizing cross easements, the City can potentially create more efficient parking in rear

yards that could serve the employees of commercial uses during the day, with some capacity to also

serve residential in the evenings.

Strategy 9.3.3: lmprove directional signage to public parking lots. Public parking lots should

be easy to find, and preferably free. A portion of parking can be reserved for employees of local

businesses, and a permit sticker could be issued on an annual or bi-annual basis to identify employee's

vehicles. (See Also: UCTC - Uptown Stockade Area Transportation Plan)

Strategy 9.3.4: Promote smarter and more attractive public and private parking lot design.

Such design should incorporate sustainable green infrastructure such as bio swales, rain gardens, and

tree planting islands that are not curbed and are designed to receive stormwater. For areas of lower

traffic the use of porous pavement, grasscrete, or paving stone should be considered as an alternative to
asphalt.

Generic Environmental lmpact Discussion: These policies are intended to improve the efficiency of parking

resources ond to incorporote more enviranmentally sensitive stormwater monagement approaches. These

policíes are nat anticípoted to result in adverse enviranmental impacts and should imprave ímpacts reloted to

stormwater runoff and traffic congestion.

Objective 9.4: Support and encourage specialized reta¡l and serv¡ce uses to build on the
ex¡sting qua¡nt retail environment;

Strategy 9.4.1: Actively encourage entreprêneurship. While Midtown comprises a higher

economic development need, Uptown has more of a successful critical mass of unique and interesting

businesses that draws patronage to the area. The City should consider leveraging the success of the

retail environment in Uptown by establishing one or two business incubators through the City

Community Development Agency or the County lndustrial Development Agency. These incubators

could offer low-rent spaces for limited pre-arrãnged terms to help new businesses get up and running

and establish local patronage. After the pre-arranged term (usually two years) the business would

have to relocate to another space, presumably in the City of Kingston.

Thls type of an incubator can give preference to unique and interesting retail, service and restaurant

ideas that would mesh well with the historic character of Uptown, the arts, education and ethnic

character of Midtown and the tourist and water-enhanced nature of the Rondout. After the two year

incubation period. the new business could be "placed" with participating properties in any of the three

commercial neighborhoods in the city.

ln addition to providing affordable leases on limited terms, the CDA could hire a staff person to chair the
program that could provide training, seek funding and administer grants or arrange for low-cost

financìng on behalf of city businesses.
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Strategy 9.4.2: Seek to attract regional sporting events to Dietz Stadium. The City should

attempt to attract sporting events of regional significance including State High School Tournaments for
football, soccer, field hockey and track and field. lf a significant number of sporting events could be

attracted, this may support one or more sport speclalty stores in the area.

Generic Envíranmental Impoct Discussion: The policy of providing an incubator and promotinE added use of Dietz

stadium is likely to draw additionol patronage to Uptown. To the extent that significant sporting events are hetd
at Dietz Stadium, traffic ond daytime population in the areo may íncrease. Dietz Stsdium has good regionol traffic
GCCess via Woshington Avenue, which leods dírectly to the NYS Thruway. Addítionølly, area businesses provide

services such as dining ond lodging for the families af athletes, within camfortable walking distance reducing the
need for ødditíonal vehicle trips. Generally the benefits of drawing patranoge to the n¡ixed use Uptown Kingston

area has odvantages af serving the regíanol populatîon ín q more sprowling development pattern. Benefits ot'

economic development generally outweigh potentiol ímpacts related to increøse population and traffic.

Objective 9.5: lnsure that public investment respects the historic character of this area;

Strategy 9.5.1: Develop directional s¡gnage unique to Uptown. Street signage, directional

signs, lighting, and street furniture should all be unique to the Uptown area and reflect the history of the

äreð.

Strategy 9.5.2: Encourage the County to rehabilitate h¡stor¡c structures to fulfill space needs

whenever possible. Additionally, as existing buildings are improved or renovated, they should be made

to respect the pedestrian realm to the extent possible. For example the exìsting six-story County

office building is significantly monolithic in appearance from the street. lt is imposing and dwarfs
pedestrians on the street. By projecting the first three stories instead of recessìng the first two stories,

the building could be made to seem less imposing from the street. lf designed properly, this extension

could also add visual interest to the streetscape.

Strategy 9.5.3: Promote uniform streetscape
improvements throughout Uptown. Taller mast-arm

streetlights ("cobra lights") should be replaced with
pedestrian-scaled lights for the sake of consistency within
the Stockade District, unless they are historically significant

in their current locations. The unique character of the
Stockade District is magnified at night when modern details

and distractìons are difficult to see in the darkness. This

character could be exploited and the setting made even

more dramatic than it already is by installing authentic gas

lamps at appropriate locations near the districts oldest Above. lllustrative example of uniform

buildings. This would help to magnify the feeling, already streetscäpe improvements that cot-tld be

present at night, of having stepped back in time. considered ior uptown'

Source: Vermont Transoortation Fund
Remove smaller underperforming street trees and

undersi¿ed planters and enlarge planters by a foot on the three sides away from the buildings to provide

room for root growth and expansion.

Provide sidewalk extensions at corners and/or mid-block locations to provide added sidewalk space for
trees, outdoor dining, and benches. This may require elimination of some on-street parking spaces.

It is vital that any new sidewalk be constructed of bluestone as ãppropriate to match surrounding
su rfaces.
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Provide kiosks with neighborhood maps and business listing at several locations throughout Uptown.

Generic Environmental lmpact Discussion: The policies proposed herein are intended to insure that public
investment in Uptawn is compatible with the historic character af the area and promotes historic preservation to
the greøtest practicolexfent, No odverse impacts ore anticipated as a result of these policies,

Objective 9.6: lmprove the connections physically and ¡n character between Kingston Plaza
and Uptown;

Stretegy 9.6.1: Consider terminating Schwenk Drive at Fair Street. Doing so would allow
uninterrupted pedestrian access from Uptown, and no lots are served via Schwenk Drive east of Fair
Street. Benefits to pedestrian flow would have to be weighed against potential increase to vehicular
traffic congestion, if any. The abandonment of this right of way would have a few added benefits.
First the former roadbed could be utilized to provide additional public assembly space very close to the
business district and Senate House Historic Site. A portion of the roadbed could be leftfor an off-road
cyclist connection. Clinton Avenue could be made one way northbound north of John Street resulting
in decreased pass-through traffic in the vicinity of the Senate House Historic Site. With the elimination
of this cut through, more pass-by traffic would be generated on Wall Street and North Front Street
potentially increasing the value of this area for retaí|, restaurant and commercial. Ultimately the traffic
implications of th¡s strategy will require further investigation prior to possible implementation.

Strategy 9.6.2: Allow for new mixed-use
commerc¡ãl to extend down the Fair Street (former
Parking Garage site| and/or Westbrook Lene. These

streets connect Uptown to Kingston Plaza, but are
generally in character with neither. The west side of Fair

Street north of North Front Street and the southeast side
of Westbrook Lane are a large open surface parking field
and a large semi-vacant office building with drop curbs and

excessive parking. Consideration should be given to
allowing tradítional mixed-use row buildings along both of
these frontages. To the extent necessary, along Fair Street,
these buildings could be constructed over the existing
parking field due to the grade change.

Above. Photo of new mixed use bullding at
Mashpee Commons a mixed-use retail
shopping center in Mashpee, MA.

Source: Planit Main Street

Strategy 9.6.3: Allow residential or expanded commercial use of Kingston Plaza. Kingston
Plaza is over parked. Parking utilization is a fraction of supply. The City should consider allowing
additional use of excess parking for townhouse or multifamily residential or additional commercial use

that is not desired elsewhere in the City, such as pad sites to accommodate large retail. While the
City should not encourage large-scale retail elsewhere in the City, the Kingston Plaza is an alternative to
the Route 9W corridor in Ulster that could generate tax revenues for the City while not endangering the
character of existing City commercial areas.

Strâtêgy 9.6.4: Provide a trail along the Esopus Creek. The course of the Esopus Creek

meanders, just a quarter mile from Uptown and is an untapped resource for attractíng additional visitors
to the area. The City should explore seeking funding for acquisition of easements along the stream and

construction of a stabili¿ed dirt trail for walkers, joggers, fisherman, mountain bicyclists and
non-motorized boaters such as kayakers and canoeists. A good port¡on of the Esopus Creek's banks
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within the City travel along the rear of the Kingston Plaza, so the City may be able to achieve acquisition
of easement rights to a significant portion by simply negotiating with the owner of this large property.
(See also: UCTC Non-Motorized Transportation Plan)

Generic Environmentol lmpact Discussion: The construction af a path along the Esopus Creek will demand
considerotion of site-specífic impacts at the time of design, However, as a policy, the enhancement of public
cycling ond pedestrian focilities is not likely to result in environmental impøcts and is tikely to result in significant
benefits to public health, sofety, øir quolity, naise, oll as ø result af decreased automobile relíonce. The possible
abandonment of Schwenk Drive for vehicular traffic will likety have broad troffic implications that will require
further SEQR review prior to implementotion. Allowing additionol resídentiol use along Foir Street, Westbrook
Land and in Kingston Plaza itself is likely to add populotion to the existing lJptown mixed-use neighbarhood.
Concentrating future density in proximity to the existing mixed use node ís significantly less impactfut to the
enviranment than occommodating future density in remote undeveloped oreos ín a sprawling development
pottern.

Objective 9.7: Promote traditional mixed-use development at densities consistent with the
ex¡st¡ng built environment;

Strategy 9.7.1: Require âct¡ve uses on the ground floor (including restaurants ånd realtors).
The pedestrian experience is enhanced by uses that include display windows and bring customers to the
ãreã. Requiring these types of uses, as opposed to office or residential uses, helps enliven mixed-use
areas. Those uses that promote minimal street-level activity should be limited to upper floors. A
coordinated effort or campaign to decorate windows either with interesting seasonal product displays,
or with decorations painted directly on windows can add to the appeal of Uptown and draw residents
and visitors. These type of displays can be coordinated with school art classes or children's service
clubs like scouts and 4-H. As opposed to Midtown, which struggles to appear safe from crime, Uptown
should look to window painting of vacant storefronts to continue the visual interest of the street.

Strategy 9.7.2: Provide more concrete design standards for developmênt in the Stockade
Area. The Historic Landmarks Preservation Commission regulations in the Zoning Chapter (Article 9)
should be reconciled with Chapter 264 (that calls for creation of a Landmarks Preservation Commission)
that regulates the Stockade District.

New or existing non-Landmark structures within the existing Landmark Districts should be subject to
new design guidelines similar to the Broadway Overlay District design guidelines that provide concrete
guidelines for how new buildings should relate to existing surrounding buildlngs. Such guidelines
should be prepared andlor reviewed by the Landmarks Commission and the Kingston Heritage Area

Commission. The introduction of concrete guidelines should speed review by telling applicants in
advance the character of buildings that the Commission is seeking.

The City should explore other measures to streamline the review process for historic resources without
undermining protections.

6eneric Environmentol lmpact Discussion: Requiring active use and continuous visual interest of existing ground

floors is intended to maintqin the usabilíty of the area os a pedestrion retail environment. No odverse impacts are
likely as a result of this poticy. Streamlining the historic preservation review process is likely ta result in economic
development and private ínvestment in historic resources. To the extent that the regulatians are revised in a
mznner thot does not compromise protections, no adverse impacts ore likely to result.
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Plan: Rondout Gore Area and Hudson
River Waterfront
The Rondout Area has received the most and the most recent ongoing planning attention of all areas of

the City. This is in part due to the availability of public funding which resulted in urban renewal

planning in the 1"960's (Broadway East), a rehabilitation

and preservation plan for Broadway West in 7976, an

Urban Cultural Park (Heritage Area) plan in l-980, a Local

Waterfront Revitalization Plan (LWRP) in L992 and follow

up lmplementation Plan in 2001. Urban Renewal funding

was used to implement the plans for Broadway East and

for the rehabilitation of the West Strand. The waterfront
promenade along the Rondout Creek has been planned

and developed using state and federal funding.

ln 20L1 Hurricane lrene resulted in significant flooding

along the Rondout Creek from heavy rainfall. ln 2OL2,

Hurricane Sandy flooded the Rondout area due to Source. panoramio

significant winds and a tidal storm surge. ln response to

rising waters and Global Climate Change, the City undertook study of the vulnerability of the Rondout to

sea level rise which culminated with Planning for Rising Waters: Final Report of the City af Kingstan Tidal

Waterfront Sept 201-3. This study provided further recommendations on how the tidally-influenced

areas of the City should be developed in the future. The recommendations of th:s report are

incorporated herein as appropriate.

Above. Corner of Broadway and West Strand
in the Rondout Core.
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Goal 10: Encourage vibrant mixed-use land use patterns in Rondout centered around
waterfront access, restaurants and tourist attractions, and active recreation;

Objective 10.1: Safeguard the Historic Rondout from rising sea levels, while balancing the

economic needs of existing businesses and respecting the historic character and architecture
of the area.

Strategy 10.1.1: Develop â K¡ngston Waterfront Long-term Resiliency Plan. Sea level rise

will impact existing residences, businesses, parks, streets, waterfront promenades, trolley tracks,

breakwaters and jetties, utilìtíes, storm and sanitary systems and the wastewater treatment plant. The

City should implement the recommendation of Plonníng far Rising Waters to prepare a Long-term

Resiliency Plan that provides long-term site-specific strategies for the construction of structural

fortifications, adaptations, or planned retreat as appropriate,

Strategy 10.1.2: Evaluate the use of natural buffers and green shoreline infrastructure to
reduce flood risk and erosion and conserve natural resource functions. Such shoreline infrastructure

as wetland biomass, reef balls, and green spikes in rip rap can be used to attenuate damaging wave

action and prevent erosion.
Strategy 10.1.3: Require that any proposed new private structures or maior renovations

with proposed ground floor elevations lower than 13 feet above 2014 mean sea level be constructed

to FËMA standards for construction in flood zones. Current (2tl4l 100-year flood elevation is 8.2

feet. New York State building code standards require at least two feet of freeboard above 100-year

flood elevations. High range projections for sea level rise in 2060 and mid-range projections for 2100

are for 3 feet. To safeguard persons and property from future flooding loss, the City should require

that any significant new private real property be constructed in a manner that conforms to current

requirements for construction in flood zones. Examples of requirements applicable to construction

within flood zones may include such safeguards as not constructing on fill, requiring construction on

pilings, prohibiting residentialoccupancy to elevations above flood elevations, and requiring breakaway

walls.

Strategy 10.1.4: Require that any proposed new public structures or infrasftucture or maior
renovat¡ons be constructed to withstand flood elevations of 14 feet above 2014 mean sea level,

Current (2014) 100-year flood elevation is 8.2 feet. High range projections for sea level rise for 2L00

are for 5 to 6 feet. Long-term planning for public infrastructure and facilities should be designed and

located in a manner that will not subject them to future flood risk, based on high-range projections.

Generic Enviranmental Discussion: The recommendotions ta proactively plan for Sea Level Rise along the City's

waterfront will result in decreased împacts to the Rondout Creek ond Hudson River following future severe storm

events. Public safety ond property will be better protected and the orea will become more physically and

economically resilient. No adverse impacts are anticipated as a result af these policies.

Objective 10.2: Draw additional visitors to the Rondout by leveraging and expand¡ng

ex¡st¡ng recreat¡onal resources. lncreäse the number of recreãtional events held by the City

and not-for-prof¡ts at the Rondout;

Strategy 10.2.1: Continue to bu¡ld upon the existing K¡ngston Point Park for new recreätion

facilities. Establishing Kingston Point as a major recreational facility was a recommendation of the

Urban Cultural Parks study, and has been well implemented. Kingston Point Park offers a Pavilion,

Picnic Area, Volleyball Courts, Playground, Kayak/ Small Boat Launch and Swimming. The neighboring

Rotary Park at Kingston Point offers a second Pavilion, Softball Fields, BMX Track. Dog Park, Nature
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Trails, Trolley Landing, Fishing and Bird watching. The City should continue to focus future park

investments in this area, including consideration of a soccer field at this location, making Kingston

Point a destination with diverse recreational offerings. The dike and pier should be re-established in

order to provide a walkway out to the Kingston Point Lighthouse and contemplated improvements to

the existing dog park should be implemented. (See also LWRP lmplementation Plan) The Kìngston

Point Park marsh complex should be maintained as a natural buffer for attenuating wave action during

flood events.

The Urban Cultural Parks Plan recommended the re-establishment of docking facilíties for Dayliner and

connection via trolley to the Rondout Core. This plan continues to recommend such facilities, which

would also serve to connect the other park facilities and the end of the Hudson Promenade to the

Rondout Core.

It is noted that Kingston Point Park is at serious risk of inundation over the next 100 years. Any

significant investment or construction of facilities must consider the long-term viability given future
inundation.

Strategy 1O.2.2: Promote appropriâte private

redevelopment of lsland Dock, as governed by sound
planning for sea level rise, along with construct¡on of a new
passive/interpretive park at its eastern tip. Create lsland

Dock Park located on the east tip of lsland Dock in
conjunction, and in cooperation with the private

redevelopment of lsland Dock. lsland Dock is completely

within the 100-year floodzone. Any private redevelopment

must be done in a manner consistent with
recommendations for future sea level rise. Contingent
upon the findings of the recommended Long-term Above. Steel House Restaurant and Bar on

Resiliency plan, the best approach for adaptation may be the Kingston waterfront in Rondout'

for the City to purchase the lsland for open space purposes of flood storage and wave attenuation. lf
used for maritime purposes including cruise ship dockage or Marina, the improvements should be built

in a manner that will adapt to rising sea level and storm surge.

Strategy 10.2.3: Provide continuous public äccess to the Hudson River Waterfront from
Block Park to Kingston Point and on to the Town of Ulster via the future Hudson Landing Promenade.

Public access should be provided along the waterfront on a riverfront trail which may deviate from the

shoreline in some locations given the exigencies of a working waterfront. The trail should provide

access from lsland Dock, to Block park, and then eastward along the West Strand through the park and

continue to the tip of Kingston Point. From Kingston Point, the access should travel north via the

future Hudson Landing Promenade to the boundary of the Town of Ulster. (See also: LWRP

lmplementation Plan pg. 15)

Strategy tc.2.4z Consistent with City-wide recommendations for complete streets, promote

the conversion of area roadways to a "complete street." Reconstruct Ëast Strand to accommodate cars,

pedestrians, bicycles, trolley service and local business delivery needs, and over time extend these

multi-modal facilities along North Street, and south along Dock Street. (See also: LWRP

lmplementation Plan pg. 15). Also consider opportunities for widening sidewalks throughout the

areas especially Broadway to allow for cafes and other active sidewalk uses.
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Strategy 10.2.5: Continue to permit and promote add¡tional cultural and museum uses along the

Strand.

Generic Ënvironmental Discussion: The implementotion of any of these policies thot result in canstruction,

including redevelopment of lslond dock, or physicol improvements along the shoreline will be subiect to site'specific

SEQR review. The policy of providing publíc occess ta the Rondout and redeveloping lsland Dock or other area

recreotiona! facilities has the potentíal to draw additionat populotíon to the area. lmpocts dssociated with traffic
and added populotion must be weighed øgainst economic benefits to existing area businesses that witl help to

support the existing mixed-use environment. Generally the concentration of population and commercíal interest

in existing mixed-use aress is less environmentally ímpactful than s sprowling development pattern that ínvests in

remote greenfield sites. Recommendations to convert East Strand to a complete sfreet are consistent with the

recammendotions of the Traffic and Mobility Chapter and should result in decreased automobile troffic, decreased

energy usage and greenhouse gas generation and increosed pubtic heolth ond safety.

Objective 10.3: Encourage ädd¡tionalyeär-round retail, as wellas event programm¡ng;

Strategy 10.3.1: Promote addit¡onal use of Rondout pub¡ic recre¿¡t¡onäl facilities during

cold-weather months, and encourage area restaurants to participate. The Rondout's parks are

actively programmed with concerts and festivals through the warm-weather months. During the

winter, economic activity in the Rondout significantly tapers off. The City should continue to promote

active programming of Rondout Area parks during cold weather months and increase activities as

possible. Current programming includes Sinterklaas Arrival Day and related activities. Possible other

ideas include an Oktoberfest event over several weekends, a Restaurant week event, or a first night

celebration. The City may wish to consider constructing a heated pavilion for these types of events at

the T.R, Gallo Park. Such a pavilion could also serve ãs a site for a Christkindlmarkt similar to the one

held in Bethlehem, PA. which brings retailers and craftsmen from the area to sell Christmas-related arts

and crafts. Other possibilities could include watering the public plaza at T.R. Gallo Park to construct an

artificial ice skating pond. Activities should be focused around Cornell and T.R. Gallo Park as those

facilities are closer to the Rondout business district.

Generic Environmental Discussian: This polícy is intended to increase the viab¡l¡ty of the area as a mixed'use core.

Currently seasonality mokes it difficult for businesses to successfully operate year round ond serve the local

populotian. No adverse impacts are anticipoted as a result of this policy.

Objective 10.4: Promote recreat¡onal use and working waterfronts utilizing Kingston's many
mar¡nas and deep water äccess for docking by cruise ships and for boat yards.

This is critical along all of Kingston's Rondout waterfront, as well as the Hudson River waterfront at

Kingston Point. Kingston Point is a critical link in the regional energy distribution infrastructure and

continuing use of this location for waterborne shipping terminal, especially fuel transport is encouraged.

6eneric Envi ronmental Oiscussion :

which has already addressed SËQR.

Thís policy is consístent with the City's Locol Waterfront Revitalization Plan,

Objective 10.5: Protect the existing character of the neighborhood.

Stretegy 10.5.1: Develop Design Guidelines for the Rondout. The City should undertake the

preparation of design guidelines to govern the modification of historic structures and to influence the

architecture of new construction. lt is lt is suggested that the Planning Board verify conformance with

Design Guidelines, upon review and recommendation by a qualified professional consultant.
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Strategy 10.5.2: lmplement a long-term solution to odor and flooding problems at the

wasteweter treatment plant. This should be a main priority. Short term solutions have been

implemented and include chemical treatment to mask the odor problem. The City should secure the

funding to construct tank seals and system wide controls to provide a more sustainable and cost

effectíve solution. (See also LWRP lmplementation Plan pg. 16) Additionally, the current WWTP site is

located within än area that is subject to periodic flooding, and for which flooding frequency is expected

to increase as sea level rises. The energy and cost value of locating the plant at low elevations must be

weighed against flooding considerations, and an approach to mitigate future flood impacts must be

explored.

Generic Environmentol Discussion: These policies are intended to moke the Rondout more appealing areos, both

aesthetically and ín chorocter. Na odverse impacts ore anticipated as a result of these polícies.

Goal 11: Encourage development of a new Hudson Landing mixed-use area

cons¡stent w¡th the Hudson Landing Design Manual;

Objective 11.1: Promote construction of the first phase of the proposed pro¡ect;
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Master Plan for Hudson Landing and AVR Community

Objective 11.2: Construct public improvements end public ämen¡t¡es of the pro¡ect;

Strategy tf-"2.L: Promote a Waterfront Trail along the Hudson River. The Ulster County

Non-motorized Transportation Plan endorses a "Legacy Trail" along the west side of the Hudson River

{pg. 27 & 30-31) or a greenway stretching from Kingston north to Saugerties. The existing waterfront
public âccess extending from lsland Dock to the Maritime Museum is a first step, which should be

continued north to the Hudson Landing, where it could join the Hudson Landing Promenade. The

promenade recently received $l.Zwl in State funding in 2013 to support the first phase of construction.

However, more funding is needed to provide the full path along the AVR Hudson Landing frontage, and

the City should seek additional funding wherever possible.

Generic Envíronmental Discussion: The Hudson Londing Devetopment was the subject of a detailed SEQR review,

lmplementing the approved plan will result in the impacts and benefits described in the envíronmental findíngs of
that review.
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Plan: The Future

A Comprehensive Plan that sits on the shelf is as effective as having no plan at all. The best chance at

sustainable planned growth is achieved when the Plan includes a strategy to insure its employment and

periodic updating. ln recognition of the time and effort that has been expended in the preparation of
this Comprehensive Plan, and in acknowledgment of the fact that no plan can account for all possible

eventualities and outcomes, it is the desire of the City of Kingston that this Plan become an integral part

of the operation of local government. To this end it is the final recommendation of Kìngston 2025

that a local law be adopted that requires a review and report be commissioned and delívered to the City

Common Council each year before the City Common Council adopts its annual budget.

For this purpose, it is suggested that the City Common Council assemble a five to ten member

Comprehensive Plan Review Committee to be comprised of the City Planner, a Common Council

member, a member of the Planning Board, a member of the Zoning Board, an appointed representative

of the local chamber of commerce or other business group, the City Engineer, and such other
members-at-large as are chosen by the Common Council. Such group should review the Kingston

2025 Plan and its lmplementation matrix and identify which recommendations have been implemented

and prioritize those recommendations, which have not yet been implemented. The Committee

should also make recommendations as to what issues may have arisen over the preceding year that may

require a partial or comprehensive reexamination of the Plan.

It is suggested that instituting such a process, will make it more likely that the goals and objectives

identified herein may be made a reality, and that this Plan will become an intrinsic element of City local

government, thereby unifying the efforts of its Common Council, Planning, Zoning and other
development review boards, as well as the local business community and residents.
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Timing and Responsibility

The following matrix summarizes the recommendations of Kingston 2025, identifies responsíble parties

that are necessary for irnplementation of the recommendations, and suggests a time frame for
accomplishing the recommendation. Short Term is suggested to be immediate to within three years of

adoption of the Plan, Medium Term is suggested to be within eight years of adoption. Long-term is

generally believed to take more than eight years for implementation, however, it is noted that

long-term recommendations still require steps to be commenced in the short-term to achieve

implementation. Examples are included in Red. lt is imagined that the lnaugural Comprehensive

Plan Review Committee established by the City Council would assign and update this list each year

noting where recommendations had been implemented and changing time horizons from Long to

Medium and Short and Adding Partners as more are identified.
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Strategy Number Description Time Horizon Primary
Responsibility

Potential
Pa rtners

Goal L: Promote a Sustainable Citywide
Land Use Policy

Objective 1,1.: Regulate a land use pattern that
concentrates residentia I density
and commercial activity in
mixed-use cores, rather than
separating uses and densities and

orienting commercial activity
along vehicular corridors

1.1.1 Concentrate residential density
around three mixed-use cores of
the City

Short {201-8} City Council Planning
Board

1,.1.2 Require affordable housing for
ãny new or expanded residential
building or development project

1.L.3 Require new multifamily units
meet ADA standards and

enhanced accessibil ity standards

1.L.4: Consider adopting form-based
codes and aesthetic requirements
for homogenous areãs of the City

1.L.5: Allow mixed-uses in the C-2

Districts
1.1.6: Abandon Mixed-Use Overlay

District in favor of City-wide
standards for adaptive reuse and

affordable housíng



Objective 1.2: Promote sustainable practices

and green technologies be

íncorporated in any proposed

redevelopment consistent with
Climate Smart Communities
Certification Program

1.2.1: Provide local incentives for the
incorporation of solar panels

L.2.2 lmplement the recommendations
of the Kingston Climate Action
Plan.

Objective 1.3.1: Promote urban agriculture as a

sustainable practice as a part of
local and regionalfood systems

change, with a focus on Midtown
1.3. t": lnform the public to the benefits

of Urban Agriculture
1.3.2: lncorporate u rban agriculture

into the new zoning code

1.3.3 lnstitute design review for urban
agrìculture projects

1.3.4: Allow urban agriculture in City
parks

Medium

{2023)

Director
Pa rks

Cornell
Cooperative,
Rupco, USDA,

4H Clubs,

YMCA,

Religious

Organizations

Objective1".4 Promote a city-wide aesthetic
and culture that is vibrant,
attracts visitors to the City, and

makes Kingston ä more effective
center for government,
commerce and culture in Ulster
County;

1.4.1 Create a cohesive design for
public infrastructure and signage

that celebrates the qualities of
each of the City's primary
neighborhoods

L.4.2: Review permitting procedure for
outdoor events

L.4.3 E ncourage/require that
businesses stay open during
evening hours

Goal 2 Promote maintenance and
improvement of existing stable
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neighborhoods outside the
"mixed-use cores"

Objective 2.L Significantly reduce the number
of illegal conversions of single-
and two-family dwellings

2.1.1: Significantly increase the
penalties for illegal conversion of
one-, two-, and three family
residential uses to multifamily

2.1.2 Expand the City's Rental

Registration Program

Objective 2.2 Encourage improvement of
existing residences

2.2.r: Provide grants or low-interest
loans for home improvements

2.2.2: Require stricter property
maintenance laws for residential
useS

Objective 2.3 lncrease homeownership to be

more consistent with Ulster
County averages

2.3.1: Promote homeownership by low-
and moderate-income
households

Objective 2.4: Maintain and promote traditional
architectural form consistent
with the existing neighborhoods,
íncluding provísion of front
porches, short setbacks, and
traditional buildine scales

Objective 2.5 Promote social interaction
through the provision of
neighborhood gardens,

community gardens, parks and

other open spãces

2.5.r_: Develop institutional supports for
urban agriculture activities by
community groups

Goal 3 Preserve constrained lands as

open space, agriculture or very
low-density residentia I cl ustered
development as appropriate

Objective 3.1 Promote open spãce preservation
throughout the City, but
especially in outlying areas

3.1.1 Densities permitted by existing
20L4 zoning in outlying rural
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areäs of the City are
approximately 3.5 units per acre

Objective 3.2 ldentify and protect scenic views
âs seen from roadsides, parks,

waterfronts, and other areas

frequented bv the public

3.2.1: Support the City's Tree
Commission to continue to
ensure the sustainable
management of the Cíty's trees

Objective 3.3 Promote protection and
conservation of environmentally
constrained lands and important
natural resources;

3.3.1: Enact a Hillside Protection Zoning
Provision

3.3.2: Continue to promote narrow
widihs for rural roads in the City

3.3.3: Enact Surface Water Protection
Regulatíons

3.3.4: Develop and adopt a Natural
Resources lnventory and Open

Space Plan

Goal 4 Enhance employment
opportunitÍes and promote
economic vitalíty within the City

Objective 4.L Establish Kingston as a livable city
where residents want to live and

businesses want to locate

4.1.1: Support the establishment of
Kingston as a Rail Trail hub for
Ulster County's system of rail

trails by creating linear parks and

implementing Kingston Greenlíne
Conceptual plans

4.1.2 Develop a publ ic-private
partnership for conserving parks,

open space, and other amenities
that enhance the public spaces of
the city

4.1".3 Promote awareness of the city's
location on the NYS Thruway, on

a major rail corridor, as a port on
the Hudson River, near major
airports in Albany, Newburgh,
and NYC, and near to the Amtrak
station in Rhinecliff
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4.1.4: Take advantage of the proximity
to the Hudson, Rondout, and

Esopus waterways, Shawa ngunk

and Catskill Mountains and other
natural resources

4.1.5: Advocate for high standards in
education.

4.1..6 Enhance Kingston's reputation as

a safe city
Objective 4,2: Reduce the cost of doing business

4.2.7 Explore alternatives for
addressing the
Homestead/Non-Homestead
Differential Tax Structu re

4.2.2 Explore alternatives for reducing
the cost of energy through the
use of photo voltaìcs,
geo-exchange, and group
purchasing

4.2.3 Explore opportunities for the City
to serve as a public utility for
fiber optic connectivity and
geoexchange

4.2.4 Actively seeks grants and develop
other resources that stimulate
investment.

Objective 4.3 Reduce rísk and stimulate
investment in the city

4.3.1 Follow through on the
development of a Generic
Environmental lmpact Statement
(GEIS) and lmplementation Plan

for the Rondout Waterfront
Objective 4.4: lncrease population density in

main street areas and

neighborhood centers through
zoning for mixed use

Objective 4.5 Attract new active users,

especia lly green-technology users

to Kingston Business Park and
along existing commercial
corridors such as Broadway,
Cornell St, and Greenkill Ave

4.5.1: Explore opportunities for
installing Fiber Optic (FIOS)

infrastructu re along corridors
such as rail trail or main streets
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Objective 4.6 Attract new regional employers
4.6.I: Seek money for brownfield

cleanup in order to create shovel
ready sites

Objective 4.7 Build upon existing strong
industry clusters in the City, from
Crafts and Art Production to
Manufacturing to Micro-Brewing
to lnformation Technology and
Data Management to Green
I nd ustry

Objective 4.8 Promote small-business
entrepreneurship, especially in

the Arts and New Media Clusters
4.8.1: Establish a Comprehensive City

Di rectory of Businesses

4.8.2: Continue to promote
public-private commu nication
and collaboration through an Arts
Advisory Council

4.8.3 Continue to build solid working
relationships with Neighborhood
Business groups and a City-wide
business alliance along with
regional business organizations
such as the Ulster County
Regional Chamber of Commerce

4.8.4 Work closely with the Ulster
County Office of Economic
Þevelopment and the Ulster
County Business Resource Center
to share resources and reduce
overlap

Objective 4.9 Promote development of human
capital through job-training and
adult education from advanced
specialized education to
English-language classes to build
â more qualified local workforce
and attract industry

4.9.1 Directly, or th rough partnerships,
provide free focused training for
English Language Mastery and
Computer Literacy

Objective 4.10: Promote tourism based on

historic resources and regional
eco-tourism destinations as a
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new industry cluster
4.1_0.1 Promote Kingston as a

Destination on a Route 87

Billboard
4.10.2 Develop and implement an

lnterpretive Plan for the City that
will pull together themes and
establish needs for signage at the
gateways, way finding
throughout the city and provide
interpretation at critical locations

4.10.3: Develop and apply standards for
"branding" the city in
publications and online sites
including taglines such as

"historic is just our beginning"
Objective 4.11: Work with State University of

New York to provide education
concentration related to a City
niche, such as healthcare/nursing
or hospitality

Objective 4.12 Streamline the Development
Review Process

4.I2.7: Designate localType 2 SEQR list
4.t2.2 Simplify and illustrate zoning and

subdivision regulations
4.12.3 Establish a procedure for change

of use

4.72.4: Simplify Code

Objective 4.L3: Work with partners to offer a

comprehensive array of support
services to businesses and

investors who are committed to
moving the City forward.

Objective 4.14 To insure that City ìnvestments
go to sustainable projects,
require that applicants seeking
City funding, tax incentives or
private/public partnerships fill
out a Sustainable development
checklist and achieve a minímum
5COre.

Goal 5: Promote an effective and

comprehensive transportation
system that enhances safety,
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encourages and enables active
mobility for all users of the
streets including children, families,

older adults, and people with
disabilities, ensures accessibility,
minimizes environmental impacts
and encourages community
connectivity

Objective 5.1: lmprove the street system's
ability to achieve the dual goals

of moving people and goods

safely and efficiently while
maximizing the value of streets as

public spaces

5.1.1: Promote and lmplement
lmprovements as recommended
by Ulster County.

5.1,.2: Leverage new l-587, Broadway
and Albany Avenue Roundabout
as a gateway to the City .

5.1.3: Consider intersection
improvements to reduce
automobile congestion, including
single-lane traffic roundabouts or
other treatments, while
preserving non-motorized
mobility.

5.1.4 Create and maintain roadway
efficiency by reducing congestion
without compromising
non-motorized mobility.

5.1.5: Employ "traffic cal ming"
techniques to reduce speeding
and neigh borhood cut-throughs.

5.1-.6: Reduce carbon emissions by
reducing vehicle trips (especially

single-occupancy), m iles traveled
and idle times.

5.L.7 Expand and capitali¿e on the
city's compact development and

classic grid system by
encouraging further
transit-oriented development
and non-motori¿ed
transportation modes.

5.1.8: Promote "green streets" designs
to reduce stormwater runoff,
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combat air pollution, reduce areä
temperatures and säve money on

maintenance and repair.
5.1.9: Encourage human-scale infill

development to present a

continuous façade along
commercial corridors throughout
the city, with purposeful
placement of public squäres or
marketplaces to add texture and

diversity to the streetscape
5.1.10 Establ ish consistent gateway

treatments throughout the City's
primary entry-points, includìng
ornamental lighting, seasonal
banners, tree plantings and

landscaped medians.

5.1.11 On principal arterials {Broadway,
Albany Ave, l-587, etc), consider
traffic calming techniques that
preserve LOS while promoting
pedestrian/bike safety a nd

activating public spaces and
commercial areas.

5.1.12 On minor arterials (Washington
Ave, Foxhall, etc), utilize
treatments including medians,
pedestrian havens, limitation of
curb cuts, limited/alternate side
parking, sidewalks and bike lanes

to increase safety and promote
visual appeal while maintaining
vehicle mobility.

5.1.13 Maintain roadway efficiency with
balanced roadway regulatíons.

Objectíve 5.2: Transform all city streets into
"Complete Streets" inclusive of
pedestrians, cyclists a nd

on-street parking, prioritizing the
core areas (Uptown, Midtown
and Rondout)with the intention
of moving out into surrounding
äreã as rapidly as funding allows

5.2.1 Develop new policies and tools to
promote implementation of
Complete Streets standards, in
partnership with the Complete
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Streets Advisory Counci I

5.2.2: Ensure that design standards are

incorporated into all City, County,
State and Federal projects
involving streets/roadways withi n
City, at all stages of planning,

design approval, construction and

maintenance.

5.2.3 Modify local funding criteria to
ensure that existing and future
transportation funding is

available for Complete Streets
projectsli mprove m ents

5.2.4: ldentífy additional funding
streams and implementation
strategies to retrofit existing
streets to include Complete
Streets infrastructure.

5.2.5 Consider conversion of l-587 to a
State Highwav of reduced scale.

5.2.6: lmplement the recommendations
of the Kingston Greenline
Conceptual Plan to convert
abandoned railroad beds to
multi-use trails providing off-road
pedestrian and cyclist routes
throughout the City.

5.2.7: Employ "traffic-calming"
techniques to reduce speeding
and neighborhood cut-thrus (as

well as to improve pedestrian and

bicycle safety).

0bjective 5.3 Develop and implement a
long-range plan for a

comprehensive a nd effective
active transportation network for
residents and visitors.

5.3.1 Prioritize efforts to provide
non-motorized bicycle and
pedestrian connections between
housing, jobs, services,
educational facilities and transit
locations utilizing existing rail
beds and other public
lands/ROWs.

5.3.2: ldentify physical improvements
that would make bicycle and
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pedestr¡an travel safer and more
convenient along current major
bicycling and walking routes and

the proposed future network,
prioritizing routes to and from
parks and schools.

5.3.3: ldentify saf ety/accessi bi I ity
improvements to pedestrian and

bicycle routes used to access
public transportation stops;
collaborate with Kingston Citibus
and UCAT to relocate stops
where advisable.

5.3.4: ldentify safety challenges for
pedestrians, bicyclists, or other
users through methods such as

walkability/bikea bility aud its;

analyze data; and develop
solutions to safety issues.

5^3.5 Prioritize modifications to the
identified locations and identify
funding streams and
implementation strategies,
including which features can be

constructed as part of routine
street projects.

5.3.6 Develop programs to encourage
bicycle use, such as enacting
indoor bicycle parking policies to
encourage bicycle commuting, or
testing in novative bicycle facility
design.

Objective 5.4: lmprove the actual and perceived

safety of roadways, sidewalks,
and paths/trails within the City
for all users.

5.4.1 Beautify intersections at major
City Gateways.

5.4.2 Collaborate with the Kingston

City School District, senior
centers, advocacy groups, and

public safety departments to
provide com munity education
about safe travel for pedestrians,

bicyclists, pu blic transportation
riders, and others.
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5.4.3: Use crime prevention through
environmental design strategies
to increase safety for pedestrians,

bicyclists, and other users.

5.4.4: Encourage public safety
departments to engage in
additional enforcement actions in
strategic locations th rough
Community Oriented Policing
strategies such as foot/bicycle
patrols and neighborhood
outreach.

5.4.5 Support the lmplementation of
the recommendations of Ulster
Cou nty Transportation Council's
City Of Kingston I Town Of Ulster
Quiet Zone And Pedestrian Safety
And Mobility Analysis: 2006.

0bjective 5,5: Promote increased use of public
transit by improving efficiency,
accessibility and convenience.

5.5.1 Partner with UCTC & UCAT to
enhance and expand public
tra nsportation services and
infrastructu re throughout
Kingston and the surrounding
region,

5.5.2 Promote the enhancement of a

local bus/paratransit system that
increases personal mobility and
travel choices, conserves energy
resources, preserves air quality,
and fosters economic growth.

5.5.3: Work jointly with UCTC & UCAT

to provide destinations and

activities that can be reached by
public transportation and are of
interest to public transportation
dependent populations, including
youth, older adults, and people

with disabilities.
5.5.4 lncorporate inf rastructu re to

assist users in employing multiple
means of transportation in a

single trip in order to increase
transportation access and

flexibility; examples include, but
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are not limited to, provisions for
bicycle access on public
transportation, secu re bicycle
racks at transit stops, access via
public transportation to trails and

recreational locations, and so on.

5.5.5: Ensure that public transportation
facilities and vehicles are fully
accessible to people with
disabilities.

5.5.6: Partner with UCAT and UCTC to
implement recom mendations
from the 2010 Ulster County
Transit System Coordination &
Development Plan and to collect
data and establish perTormance

standards.

5.5.7 Promote trolley service along
waterfront and to City points of
interest.

Goal 6: Promote further preservation of
City historic and Architectural
resources and leverage them for
f urther econom ic development

Objective 6.1 Continue protection of existing
historic assets through voluntary
recognition

6. t_.1: Map existing historic resources
and make available to the public

6.L.2 Continue the local historic plaque
program through the Landmarks
Commission to recognize
renovated or wel l-maintained
historic buildines

6.1.3 Develop a visible "Kingston
Heritage Trail" network.

6.1.4: Place significant size markers or
signage at the entrances to the
Stockade and Rondout Districts to
make people awäre that they are
entering historically important
section of the City.

6.1.5 Design a walking trail through
Historic Districts.

6.r..6 Develop phone apps with
information about the landmarks
in a district so that people are
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both informed and entertained.
6.t.7 Ensure that the Greenline

provides entryways into the City's
Historic Districts.

Objective 6.2 Simplify the regulatory programs

and protections to ease
processing of development
approvals involving H ístoric
resourceS

Objective 6.3 Actively seek preservation and
maintenance of historic resources
th rough public-private
partnerships, including seeking
State Funding for rehabilitation

6.3.1: Allow a zoning incentive for
adaptive reuse of landmark
buildings, should their current
use prove untenable

6.3.2 Task Landmarks Commission with
Assistance to local Landmark
Owners

Goal 7: Be proactive rather than reactive
in improving public infrastructure
including City streets, water and

wastewater infrastructure, as

well as enhanced park facilities
Objective 7.1 lmprove the operation of the

wastewater treatment system
and safeguard the infrastructure
from future surge and sea level
rise

7.r.7: Develop a plan to mitigate both
near- and long-term risk to the
wastewater treatment facility

7.L.2: lmplement and improve the Long

Term Control Plan so that
combined se\,ver overflows are
reduced

7.L.3 Reduce stormwater, erosion,
upland flooding and combined
sewer overflows through green

infrastructure, low-impact
development and best
stormwater management
practices

7.J,.4 Promote natural vegetation,
swales, rain gardens, and
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similarly environ mental conscious
landscape practices

Objective 7.2: lmprove the condition and
appear¿¡nce of the City's
roadways and sidewalks

7.2.1_ Seek partnerships and seize upon
every opportunity to "greerì"
streets, sldewalk spaces, paths,

and waterfront areas

7.2.2: Ensure that Kingston's Bluestone
and other historic materials are

highlighted and protected in
transportation and way-finding
projects, and that these projects
are planned with the potential of
historic materials for placemaking

central to the process.

Objective 7.3 lncrease the access and

maintenance of neighborhood
parks and recreation facilities

7.3.1: lmplement and prioritize the
goals and recommendations
outlined in the City's Parks and

Recreation Master Plan

Goal 8: Promote a new planned

commercial node in Midtown
centered around Education, the
Arts, Entertainment and Ethnic
Diversity

Objective 8.L: Establish an outdoor venue,/park
and program several arts-related
programs or events per year

8.L.1: Create lncentives for public
spaces

8.7.2 Acquire vacant lots and blighted
properties for public spaces and
urban agriculture

8.1.3: Consider the development of a
new City Park

8.7.4: Consider demand and suitability
of obsolete warehouses for
conversion to an indoor
recreational use

Objective 8.2 Reduce crime in Midtown Census

Tracts to within existing City-wide
averages

8.2.1: Relocate the Police Headquarters
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or a substation to Midtown
8.2.2 Incorporate basic "safe streets"

design critería for new or
amended site plan applications
within the Midtown
Neighborhood

Objective 8.3: lmprove the appearance of the
Midtown Area

8.3.1 Encou rage interesting private
signage.

8.3.2 Admin ister façade improvement
program through Community
Development Agency (CDA) or
Loca I Development Corporation.

Objective 8.4: Decrease vacancy rates and

non-commercial use of Broadway
storefronts to below 5%

8.4.1: Consider adopting form-based
Overlay District

8.4.2: Consider reducing the linear
footage of commercial frontage
on Broadway

8.4.3 Streamline Broadway Overlay
District design standards

Objective 8.5: Attract several new significant
gallery and/or museum uses

within comfortable walking
distance of UPAC

Objective 8.6: Promote additional housing for
artists and craftsman

8.6.1.1 Adjust regulations fo¡' artist lofts
and expand them to include
live-work lofts as well

Objective 8.7: Establish the area as a

destination for multicultura I food
and dining providing outlets for
fresh, natural and prepared food
and produce, , as well as

restaurants offering a variety of
cuisines and alternative healthy
fast food options

8.7_1: Promote outdoor dining
8.7.2 Encourage or construct a regional

farmers market
8.7.3: Consider partnering with an

established not-for-profit, to
fund, construct and operate a
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community k¡tchen.
Objective 8.8 Focus any future investment in

new government and educational
facilities within Midtown to the
extent practical, but not in prime
commercial frontage

8.8.1: Focus future governmental and

educational facilities along side

streets or blocks behind
Broadway.

8.8.2: Leverage the new SUNY satellite
Campus.

Objective 8.9: Maintain residential affordability
and owner-occupancy of
Midtown neighborhoods to
ensure that Midtown remains
livable for existing residents

8.9.1 Acknowledge and regulate the
traditional mixed uses along
Broadway

Goal 9: Encourage continued and vibrant
mixed-use land use patterns in
Uptown centered around area
historic resources and County
offices

Objective 9.1: Work to attract additional
patronage to the Uptown
Business district

9.1_.1_: Create a centrally located plaza

for small concerts and events
somewhere near the Stockade
District

Objective 9,2: Promote multi-moda I transit
options, and better circulation

9.2.1: Work with County to Construct
Bus Terminal/Transit Hub

9.2.2 Promotes on-street bike lanes in
Uptown

9.2,3: Promote implementation of
Ulster County Transportation
Council's Uptown Stockade Area
Transportation Plan.

9.2.4: Prohibit on-street deliveries from
8 AM or after 9 PM

Objective 9.3 Promote increased availability of
parking

9.3.1: Meter and time limit on-street
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park¡ng in the Uptown
neighborhood

9.3.2 lncentivize cross easements
between adjacent non-residential
and mixed-use lots

9.3.3 lmprove directional signage to
public parking lots

9.3.4 Promote smarter and more
attractive public and private
parking lot design

Objective 9.4 Support and encourage
specialized retail and service uses

to build on the existing quaint
retail environment

9.4.1.: Actively encourage
entrepreneu rship

9.4.2: Seek to attract regional sporting
events to Dietz Stadium

Objective 9.5 Insure that public ínvestment
respect the historic character of
this area

9.5.1 Develop directional signage
unique to Uptown

9.5.2 Encourage the County to
rehabilitate historic structures to
fulfill space needs whenever
possible

9.5.3 Promote uniform streetscape
improvements throughout
Uptown

Objective 9.6: lmprove the connections
physically and in character
between Kingston Plaza and
Uptown

9.6.1: Consider terminating Schwen k

Drive at Fair Street
9.6.2: Allow for new mixed-use

commercialto extend down the
Fair Street and/or Westbrook
Lane

9.6.3: Allow residential or expanded
commercial use of Kingston Plaza

9.6.4: Provide a trail along the Êsopus

Creek

Objective 9.7 Promote traditional mixed-use
development at densities
consistent with the existing built
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env¡ronment
9.7.1, Require active uses on the

ground floor {including
restaurants a nd realtors)

9.7.2: Provide more concrete design
standards for development in the
Stockade Area

Goal 10 Encourage continued and vibrant
mixed-use land use patterns in

Rondout centered around water
access, restaurants, and active
recreation

Objective 10.1.: Safeguard the Historic Rondout
from rising sea levels, while
balancing the economic needs of
existing businesses and
respecting the historic character
and architecture of the area

10.L.1 Develop a Kingston Waterfront
Long-term Resiliencv Plan

10.L.2 Evaluate the use of natural
buffers and green shoreline
infrastructure to reduce flood risk

and erosion and conserve natural
resource functions

10.1.3: Require that any proposed new
private structures or major
renovations with proposed
ground floor elevatlons lower
than l-3 feet above 201,4 mean
sea level be constructed to FEMA

standards for construction in

flood zones

LO.1..4: Require that any proposed new
public structures or infrastructure
or major renovations be

constructed to withstand flood
elevations of L4 feet above 20L4
mean sea level

Objective L0.2 Draw additional visitors to the
Rondout by leveraging and
expanding existing recreational
resources lncrease the number of
recreational events held by the
Cíty and not-for-profits at the
Rondout

L0.2.1 Continue to build upon the
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existing Kingston Point Park for
new recreation facilities

LO.2.2 As appropriate given sound
planning for sea-level rise,
promote private redevelopment
of lsland Dock along wíth
construction of a new
passivefínterpretive park at its
eastern tip

1"0.2.3 Provide continuous public access

to the Hudson River Waterfront
from Block Parkto Kingston Point
(and on to the Town of Ulster), to
the future Hudson Landing
Promenade

r0.2.4 Consistent with City-wide
recommendations for com plete
streets, promote the conversion
of the East Strand to a "complete
street"

10.2.5: Continue to permit and promote
additional cultural and museum
uses along the Strand

Objective 10.3 Encourage additional year-round
retail, as well as event
programming

10.3.1 Promote additional use of
Rondout public recreational
facilities du ring cold-weather
months, and encourage area

restaurants to pa rtici pate

Objective 10.4 Promote recreational use and
working waterfronts utilizing
Kingston's many marinas and
deep water access for docking by
cruise ships and for boat yards

Objective 10.5 Protect the existing character of
the neighborhood.

10.5.1 Borrow and extend Broadway
Overlay DÍstrict Design Standards

10.5.2: lmplement a long-term solution
to odor and flooding problems at
the wastewater treatment plant

Goal LL: Encourage development of a new
Hudson Landing mixed-use area
consistent with the Hudson
Landíng Design Manual
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Objective 11.1: Promote construction of the fírst
phase ofthe proposed project

Objective 11.2 Construct public improvements
and public amenities of the
proiect

Lt.2.I: Promote a Waterfront Trail along
the Hudson River
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